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Digital Frames • Radios

Model One
AM/FM Table Radio

• Long-throw 3” driver
• State-of-the-art tuner
• Geared-down 5:1 tuning ratio 

for easy and accurate tuning
• Headphone jack
• Handmade wood cabinet performs double duty working as an

acoustically inert housing unit. 

Brown (TIM1BW), Black/Silver (TIM1BS), Blue (TIM1CCB).......149.00

Model One
Bluetooth AM/FM Radio
• Stream 30’ from Bluetooth devices
• FHSS Low Noise Interference
• 3” full range, long-throw driver
• Auxiliary input & headphone output

In Black/Black-Silver (TIM1BTBBS), Walnut/Beige (TIM1BTCLA),
Black/Silver (TIM1BTSLB) or White/Silver (TIM1BTWHT) ........259.00

Crosley Radio CR612 Corsair Clock Radio (CRCR612BK) .....79.95
iHome iBN20 Wireless Clock Radio (IHIBN20G) ....................52.94
Midland WR-300 S.A.M.E. Weather (MIWR300MID) .............42.95

Sony
ICF-38 Portable AM/FM Radio (SOICF38)..............................23.95
ICF-S79W Weather Band Shower Radio (SOICFS79W) ...........45.49
Radio Alarm Clock (Black) (SOICFC1BLACK) ..........................19.00
Radio Alarm Clock (White) (SOICFC1WHITE) ..........................19.99
Radio Alarm Clock (Black) (SOICFC1TBLAC)...........................24.00
Radio Alarm Clock (White) (SOICFC1TWHIT) ..........................24.99
ICF-C1PJ Alarm Clock Radio (SOICFC1PJ) ............................58.00
ICF-CDK50 Under Cabinet CD Clock Radio (SOICFCDK50)......73.57

Tivoli
Model One AM/FM Table Radio (Black /Silver) (TIM1SLB) .....149.99
iPAL Portable Radio (High Gloss Black) (TIIPALHGB) .............219.99
Model Two AM/FM Table Radio In White (TIM2WS) ..............299.99
Model Two Platinum Series in Walnut & Beige (TIM2PWB) ...399.99
Model Three AM/FM Clock Radio in Silver/White (TIM3WHT)....299.99

Westclox
Bluetooth 1.2 Dual Alarm Clock Radio (WE81012BTACR).........36.99
Bluetooth Stereo Blue Clock Radio (WE81013BTACR) .............44.99
Bluetooth 1.2” Dual Alarm Clock Radio (WE81014BTACR) .......34.99
Retro Style Bluetooth Speaker with AM/FM Radio
(WORSR100).......................................................................49.00

12” Digital Photo Frame
• 12” color LCD display

• 800 x 600 resolution

• 512MB memory, SDHC card slot

• View slideshows & videos

• Horizontal or vertical orientation

• High quality glossy black frame

• Includes remote control   • Integrated speakers

#ALDPF12..........................................................................94.95

7-inch: 480 x 234 resolution, SD Card Slot (ALDPF7B).........49.99
8-inch: 512MB Memory, 800 x 600 resolution (ALDPF8)......45.78
8-inch: Same as above, without speakers (ALDPF8AS).........38.95
10.1-inch: with 4GB memory (ALADMPF310F)......................75.84

14” & 19” Digital Photo Frame
• “True digital” LCD panel and

super-high pixel resolution.
• Modern-looking black frames 
• Built-in speakers for playing

back music files or arranging
a slideshow of images with
background music.  

• SD/SDHC slot and USB 2.0   • Windows and Mac compatible
• Built-in clock and calendar and include a remote control.
14-inch: 512MB memory (ALADMP114F)...........................104.89
15-inch: Hi-Res Digital Picture Frame (ALDPF15) ..............127.01
18.5-inch: with 4GB memory (ALADMPF118F) ...................189.99
19-inch: 2GB memory (ALDPF19) .....................................268.99

15” Digital Photo Frame
• 1024 x 768 Resolution
• 2GB Flash Memory
• Supports SD/SDHC cards
• Built-in speakers
• Built-in clock and calendar
• Photo slideshows with music 
• Remote control included   
• Frame can be wall mounted

• Removable frame stand rotates 90° for vertical orientation
#ALADMPF415F ................................................................159.99

1.5” Digital Photo Keychain
Keep digital pics of friends, family and travels on
hand to show off at anytime. The image viewer
attaches to your keys and has a 1.5” display.
It can store up to 107 photos in JPEG or BMP
format. Scan through images manually, or set it
to slideshow mode. Also displays time and has a
calendar.  Connect to a PC using supplied cable,
and you’re ready to show off your memories.  

In Blue (IMDPV155B), Black (IMDPV155K), Pink (IMDPV155P),
or Green (IMDPV155G) ..............................................IMDPV155G

DFM1514
15” Digital Picture Frame

Plug-in your memory card and
view photos as thumbnails,
individual shots or a slide show
with music. View in landscape
or portrait mode. Automatic
looping creates endless viewing.
Has 4GB memory, SD/SDHC 
slot, speakers, calendar, alarm
and remote control.
#IMDFM1514....................................................................150.00
DFM1700 17” Digital Picture Frame (IMDFM1700) ..............199.90

8- and 10” Digital
Photo Frames

Show off memories in 800 x 600
resolution on a 4:3 frame. 2GB
memory offers storage for up to
10,000 pictures. Transfer images
via SB 2.0 port or SD/SDHC/CF
reader.  Also feature built-in
speakers,16-64x zoom-in 
and includes remote control.
8” Digital Photo Frame (IMDFM842A) ...................................69.95
10” Digital Photo Frame (IMDFM1043) ..................................99.96
10.1” Digital Photo Frame (IMDFM1050) ...............................129.99

VFD1028w-11
10” Digital Picture Frame
1024 x 600 display shares your images
in bright, stunning detail. Features
128MB of memory, SD/SDHC reader.
and USB port. Also displays time and
date, has auto on/off function and
includes a remote control.

10.1” VFD1028w-11 (VIVFD1028W11) .................................Log-on
10.1” VFD1028W-13 (VIVFD1028W31)................................Log-on
8” Slim Album in Black (VIVFM82050), White (VIVFM82070).Log-on

D-Light Box
8” Portable Digital Album

Dsplay images on an 8” LCD in
high resolution. 4GB memory plus
it accepts multiple memory cards
and USB flash drives. Organize
photos in different albums, and
choose which one you would like
to display. Features adjustable 
intervals and effects. Scroll through photos manually with zoom,
pan, rotate functions. Includes leather-like case. (DIDLBB) ...129.95

Tabletop 

8” (NIW08B).......................................................................119.00
12” (NIW12B) .....................................................................159.99

15” (NIW15B) .....................................................................199.99
18” (NIW18B) .....................................................................299.99

Cloud Wi-Fi Digital Picture Frames
Display photos or videos from an SD/SDHC card, USB flash drive, or wirelessly from your cloud account. 
The frame is powered by AC, and it uses Wi-Fi to connect to your nixplay web application which allows you 
to organize your photos into albums or slideshows. You can also connect the web application to your
social media sites to view photos from those sites on your frame. A “Hu-Motion” sensor will turn the frame’s
screen off after 5, 10, 30, or 60 minutes, and will turn it back on when it detects motion. The motion sensor
will detect movement up to 8.2’. Send photos directly to the frame from iPhone or Android devices.

Portable Radios
Audiovox iHD-P01A HD Radio Receiver (AUIHDP01ABK) ......45.00
Eton FRX3 Hand Turbine Radio (ETARCFRX3WXR) .................46.99
Eton Scorpion Solar-Powered (ETNSP100GR) .......................48.95
PURE Evoke F4 WirelessInternet Radio (PUVL62046)..........Log-on

Midland 
ER102 Emergency Crank Weather Radio (MIER102) ..............40.98
ER200 Emergency Crank Weather Alert Radio (MIER200) ......52.95
ER300 Emergency Crank Weather Alert Radio (MIER300) ......63.80
Nautico 3 VHF Marine Radio (MINT3VP)................................49.95

Sony
ICF-38 Portable AM/FM Radio (SOICF38)..............................23.95
ICF-S10MK2 Pocket AM/FM Radio (SOICFS10MK2) ...............12.99
SRF-59 Walkman AM/FM Stereo Radio (SOSRF59S)..............14.99
ICF-SW7600GR World Band Receiver (SOICFSW7600G) ......131.28
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DVD-E360P DVD Player

Progressive scan DVD player, the DVD-E360 plays multiple
0formats and features CD ripping, slow motion, digital photo
viewer (JPEG) and EZ View. (SADVDE360)..........................Log-on

DVD-C500 DVD Player

Steps up from the DVD-E360P with 1080p up-conversion via
HDMI output. It can play through scratches, smudges and tilts,
and is also dustproof — it actually removes dust while the disc is
rotating. (SADVDC500) .........................................................44.99

DVR620 DVD Recorder/VCR Combo
The DVR620 steps-up from
the DR430 recorder with the
addition of a built-in VHS
VCR. Bi-directional dubbing lets you copy from tape to disc, or
vice versa, with the push of one button. (TODVR620)..........Log-on

DVP-SR210P DVD Player

Can play back damaged or warped DVDs without a degradation of
picture quality. Offers DVD±R/RW, CD, MP3 and JPEG playback,
fast/slow playback with sound, Instant Replay/Advance (480p),
coaxial digital output, video EQ and TV Virtual Sound.
#SODVPSR210P .................................................................34.99

DVP-SR510H 1080p Upscaling DVD Player

Steps up from the DVP-SR210P with 1080p up-conversion via
HDMI. Also compatible with DVD-R/RW and DVD+R DL, plus
WMA, AAC, LPCM, and MPEG1 (Cyber-shot movie), formats.
#SODVPSR510H ..................................................................43.00

SD-V296 DVD/VCR Combo Player 
Simultaneous DVD playback
and VCR recording, one-
touch recording, S-VHS
Quasi Playback, and ColorStream Pro component output for high
resolution DVD imagery. (TOSDV296) .....................Call or Log-on

CMT-SBT100 
Micro Music System with Bluetooth and NFC
50w of power in 
a shelf-sized
package. 
S-Master®

amplifier and
wall-thumping
dual 2-way bass reflex speakers. Stream tunes via Bluetooth with
NFC, spin a CD, or hook up your PC or MP3 player to the rear USB
or auxiliary inputs. (SOCMTSBT100) ...................................198.00

CS-445 
CD Mini Receiver System
Can be set up any-
where in the home.
Driving the system
is a combined CD-
receiver that handles
CDs and CD-Rs
encoded with compressed audio files. iPhone/iPod dock lets you
hook up and recharge your device.  
#ONCS445.......................................................................209.00

FUNAI DVD Recorder/VCR Combo (FUZV427FX4) ..............160.00
FUNAI DP170FX4 DVD Player (FUDP170FX4)........................44.99
FUNAI DV220FX4 DVD Player/VCR (FUDV220FX4) ................78.55
Panasonic DVD-S500 DVD Player (PADVDS500)..................39.99
Panasonic DVD-S700  DVD Player (PADVDS700).................49.99
Pyle Home 7” Portable DVD Player (PYPDH7) ......................53.39
Pyle Home 9” Portable DVD Player (PYPDH9) ......................69.95
Pyle Home 14” Portable DVD Player (PYPDH14) .................123.95
Sylvania 7” Dual Screen Portable DVD (SYSDVD8737) .........74.90
Sylvania 9” Swivel Style Portable DVD (SYSDVD9000B2) .....82.00
Sylvania 10” Portable DVD Player (SYSDVD1048) ...............119.99
Sylvania 13” Portable DVD Player (SYSDVD1332) ...............149.99

SoundDock® Portable
Portable Digital Music System
• iPod or iPhone compatible
• Waveguide acoustic

technology
• Powerful neodymium

speakers for rich sound
• Long life lithium-ion battery

#BOSDBL .........................................................................299.00

SoundDock® Series III
Digital Music System
• Works with iPod and iPhone
• Auxiliary input
• Infrared remote control
• Proprietary acoustic design 

delivers a combination of small size and big performance     
In Gloss Black (BOSDIIIB)...................................................249.00
Series II, Black (BOSDIIV2B) ................................................199.00

ICF-CS15iP Speaker Dock
for Lightning iPod/iPhone
• Rich, clear stereo sound
• Wake to iPod/iPhone/Buzzer/Radio
• Charges device while docked
• Auxiliary audio Input
• MEGA Bass & MEGA Xpand
• Includes remote control
In Black (SOICFCS15IPB) or Silver (SOICFCS15ISN) ..................98.00

RDP-X200IP 
Speaker Dock for Lightning iPad, iPod, iPhone
• 40W (20W + 20W) output
• Separate tweeters for vocal clarity
• Bluetooth audio streaming
• Auxiliary audio input
• Bass Boost circuitry  • Remote control included
#SORDPX200IPN...............................................................178.00
RDP-XF300IPN Portable Dock (SORDPF300IPN) ..................248.00

ZS-S3IP 
CD Boombox for iPod/iPhone

• Stereo speakers   • Charges while you listen
• CD-R/RW Playback
• AM/FM Tuner (30 presets)
• MEGA BASS
• Auxiliary audio input
• Includes full-function remote control

#SOZSS3IPBN ........................................98.00

MX-H835 
Giga Sound System  

2-channel sound system outputs
1200W of total power and 
incorporates dual 8" woofers for
bass impact. Multiple connectivity
options including Bluetooth. 
Also has a built-in CD-player and FM   
#SAMXH835.....................................................................347.99

i-20
Dock for iPod / iPhone
• High-performance 24-bit 192 kHz DAC

• Digital optical (TOSLINK),
digital coaxial (RCA), and analog
(dual RCA) audio output

• Component, S-Video, and composite video output 

• Remote control  • Charges iPod & iPhone

#PUVL61431 ........................................................Call or Log-on

GX-M10 
High-Power System with Dual Subwoofers
Portable audio system with
dual subwoofers and a
cylindrical shape with a
woofer at each end. Dock
for iPod/iPhone, shielded by
a protective door. Features front USB port, guitar and mic input
with mixing capabilities, CD player and FM tuner. Includes remote
control and shoulder strap. (SHGXM10) ..................Call or Log-on

iBN26 Bluetooth Stereo Speaker System (IHIBN26W) .............63.98
iDL45 Dual Charging FM Clock Radio (IHIDL45BC) .................77.99

iDL46 Stereo Dual Alarm Clock Radio (IHIDL46GC).................99.99
IDN38SX Dual Charging FM Clock Radio (IHIDN38SX) ............77.99

iHome

Klipsch KMC 3 Wireless Music System (KLKMC3W)............399.00
Panasonic SC-AKX18 Mini System (PASCAKX18) 202.99
Panasonic SC-PMX9 3-Way Speaker System (PASCPMX9) ..597.99
Samsung MX-H630 Giga Sound System (SAMXH630) .........147.99
Sharp CD-DH950P Mini Component System (SHCDDH950P) 187.99
Sharp XL-HF202P Micro Audio System (SHXLHF202P) .........197.99

Sony MHC-EC609iP Mini Hi-Fi System (SOMHCEC619IP)........98.00
Sony LBT-GPX555 Wireless Music System (SOLBTGPX555) ..498.00
Sony SHAKE33 Wireless Music System (SOSHAKE33) ..........698.00
Sony SHAKE99 Wireless Music System (SOSHAKE99) ........1698.00
Yamaha MCR-232 Mini-System (YAMCR232BL) ..................299.95
Yamaha MCR-332 Mini-System (YAMCR332BL) ..................349.95
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Blu-Ray Disc Players

BDP-S1200 � BDP-S3200 � BDP-S5200 � BDP-S6200
Blu-ray Disc and 3D Blu-ray Disc Players  

The BDP-S1200 supports Full HD 1080p resolution and DVD upscaling to near
HD quality. It provides network connectivity via Ethernet, so you can access
the Sony Entertainment Network and the 200+ apps it offers. It also features
a front panel USB port, which you can use  to display your videos and
photos on your TV or listen to your digital music. 
The BDP-S3200 and Blu-ray 3-D capable BDP-S5200 step-up with built-in
Wi-Fi and Miracast™ with allow viewers to display photos and video from a
compatible Android smartphone or tablet on compatible TV screens by wirelessly connecting through their Blu-ray Disc player. The 3D
capable BDP-S5200 also offers Full HD 1080p Blu-ray Disc playback with 2D to 3D conversion for 3D compatible TVs. 
The top-of-the-line BDP-S6200 incorporates IP Content Noise Reduction Pro technology to improve the appearance of low-resolution clips
streamed from the web, as well as enhancing video from Blu-ray Discs to 4K Ultra HD resolution. In addition, the BDP-S6200 has a Digital
Music Enhancer  to restore those subtle high frequency details that get lost when listening to heavily-compressed digital music files and also
restores lost dynamics in low-bit rate audio tracks for a more spacious, natural listening and viewing experience. 

BD-H5100 � BD-H5900 � BD-H6500
Blu-ray Disc and Smart 3D Blu-ray Disc Player Players

The BD-H5100 supports full HD 1080p Blu-ray disc playback from its
HDMI output, and can also upconvert standard definition DVDs to
near HD quality. It  features built-in streaming apps, which gives
you access to a library of free and subscription-based
Internet streaming content. An Ethernet port provides 
Internet connectivity. Connect flash drives to the USB port. 
Stepping up, the BD-H5900 offers Full HD reality in both 2D and 3D. (3D TV, active shutter glasses and 3D content required). It also has built
in Wi-Fi, so you can access all your Smart Blu-ray features and apps wirelessly. Sync and stream content to other devices as well, such as
PCs, smartphones, tablets and cameras using Samsung AllShare.
The BD-H6500 steps up with Samsung’s  Smart Hub—the quickest and simplest way to enjoy your favorite content. Explore movies, shows,
apps and social media in one easy-to-browse hub. Find games or videos quickly with simple navigation and superior organization. It easily
integrates into your SHAPE™ Muti-Room System. Enjoy your movies, TV and music wirelessly with rich, multi-room sound and no cluttering
cords. For convenience, it lets  you browse your favorite sites right there on the big screen. Access movies and TV shows, download apps,
shop online, search the web, update your status on Facebook and Twitter and more.

BDX3500 � BDX5500  
Symbio Streaming Media & Universal Disc Players 
The BDX3500 and BDX5500 are a Blu-ray Disc player, DVD player, CD player and
streaming media box all in one. The new ePortal utilizes a one-page version of the
new Smart TV with Cloud Portal GUI, which equates to elegant design simplicity and
advanced control. The BDX3500 offers full Symbio streaming media and universal
disc player content capability in 2D with built-in Wi-Fi and Miracast for peer-to-peer
wireless capability. This allows you to send content from a smartphone, tablet or laptop
to a TV, via the Blu-ray player. 
The BDX5500 steps up with the UDE™ 4K Upscaling Engine and is Technicolor 4K Certified. UDE Ultra Detail
Enhancement provides two-stage picture quality enhancement. Stage one provides superior 1080P video with both edge
and texture enhancement so it improves picture quality for any Full HD or 4K TV. Stage two adds high quality 4K Upscaling for use with 
Ultra HD TVs. The BDX5500 also supports 3D playback, has touch controls and is slot loading so it can be placed vertically.

BDX3500 Blu-Ray Disc Player (TOBDX3500U) ...................................................................................................................................89.99
BDX5500 Blu-Ray Disc Player with 4K Upscaling (TOBDX5500) .......................................................................................................169.99

Impecca 9” Portable Swivel Multisystem DVD Player 
in Blue (IMDVP916B), Black (IMDVP916K), Purple (IMDVP916PU)
or White (IMDVP916W) ........................................................75.04
iVid 9” Portable DVD Player (IVDV905)...............................119.99
LG DP132 Multi-Format DVD Player (LGDP132) ....................29.00
Samsung DVD-E360K DVD Player (SADVDE360K) ...............37.95
Samsung BD-H5900E BD Player (SABDH5900E) ...............279.95
Sony BDP-S3200E BD Player (SOBDPS3200E) ...................229.95
Sony BDP-S6200E 4K BD Player (SOBDPS6200E) ..............319.95
Sony DVP-SR370 Multisystem DVD (SODVPSR370)..............54.95

Panasonic
DMR-ES18 Multisystem DVD (PADMRES18E).......................299.99
DMR-EH59GA-K w/250GB HDD (PADMREH59) ...................499.00
DMR-EH69GA-K w/320GB HDD (PADMREH69) ...................549.00
DMP-BD79GAK Multi-System BD Player (PADMPBD79GAK) .169.95

BP340 
Wi-Fi Blu-ray Disc Player

• Full HD 1080p playback via HDMI
• Built-in Wi-Fi   • Internet streaming services
• SmartShare DLNA content sharing
• High-resolution audio support
• USB 2.0 port allows you to connect a digital storage device
#LGBP340 .........................................................................99.00
BP540 3D-Capable Blu-ray Disc Player (LGBP540) .............129.00
BP730 3D Capable Blu-ray Disc Player (LGBP730) .............199.00

DBT-1713UDP 
3D Ready Universal Blu-ray / DVD / CD Player

• Play Blu-ray discs,
DVDs & CDs

• 1080p/24 video output
• Streams videos from

online services
• DLNA 1.5 Support   • USB and Ethernet ports
• Contains no fan, so it’s virtually silent.
• Solid cabinet, large footprint, and sleek black finish made to

match other Denon home theater system components.   
#DEDBT1713UD ................................................................499.00

BD-SP809 Blu-ray Disc Player
THX-certified to meet
the most demanding
standards for home
theater playback.
Ethernet port enables BD-Live features, while SD card slot lets you
play back additional stills and video. Stellar HD video with NSV
processing and 1080p upconversion. Supports Blu-ray 3D Playback
(when connected to a 3D-compatible TV). (ONBDSP809) .....499.00

BDP-S1200 Blu-Ray Disc Player (SOBDPS1200) ...................88.00
BDP-S3200 Blu-Ray Disc Player (SOBDPS3200).................118.00

BDP-S5200 3D Blu-Ray Disc Player (SOBDPS5200) ...........138.00
BDP-S6200 4K Upscaling 3DPlayer (SOBDPS6200)............178.00

Multisystem DVD & Blu-ray Disc

Panasonic
DMP-BD81 Blu-ray Disc Player (PADMPBD81).......................79.95
DMP-BD91 Blu-ray Disc Player (PADMPBD91).......................82.99
DMP-BDT360 4K Upscaling BD Player (PADMPBDT360) ......123.99

Samsung BD-F5700 Blu-Ray Player (SABDF5700) ..............97.99
Yamaha BD-S677 3D Blu-ray Player (YABDS677BL)...........254.99

BDP-S7200 4K Upscaling Wi-Fi and 3D Blu-ray Disc Player 
Supports full HD 1080p Blu-ray disc playback from its HDMI output, and
can also upscale to near 4K quality. For high-resolution music support, it
supports SACD playback. It also features the Sony Entertainment Network
(SEN), which gives you access to over 200 streaming services. Ethernet and Wi-Fi are built into the player for high-speed connectivity. A
dual-core processor is also onboard for speedy menu navigation and overall performance. 
Supports high-resolution audio formats such Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio for a dynamic surround sound experience. Dual USB
ports allow you to connect peripherals such as thumb drives for easy playback, and supports a variety of file formats. With the free Sony
SmartView app you can control the BDP-S7200 from portable devices such as smartphones and tablets.
#SOBDPS7200 .............................................................................................................................................................................398.00

BD-H5100 Blu-Ray Player
(SABDH5100) ...................................79.99

BD-H5900 3D Blu-Ray Disc Player
(SABDH5900) ....................Call or Log-on

BD-H6500 3D Blu-Ray Disc Player
(SABDH6500).................................177.99
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AVR-S500BT 5.2-Channel Bluetooth Home Theater Receiver
Easy to set-up and use, the AVR-S500BT offers dual knobs for the symmetrical
front panel and easy access buttons for Audyssey, Sleep timer, Tuner and more.
Conveniences include auto power on and auto input when selected as Bluetooth
device and automatic setup with mic. Equipped with four HDMI 2.0 inputs with
1080p and 3D pass-through, 4K pass-through (full-rate), front USB port, and a
power output of 145W per channel. Features Dolby and DTS decoding, as well as
an on-screen display that combines clear text and easy to understand graphics.
Also features AM/FM tuner, multiple analog audio and video inputs, coaxial and optical audio inputs, pre-labeled assignable digital inputs
and a virtual surround mode for two speakers or headphones. 
#DEAVRS500BT .............................................................................................................................................................................249.00

TX-8050 Network Stereo A/V Receiver
Offers excellent 2-channel
audio reproduction.
Connect to the web and
stream content from
internet radio or audio
from your PC. Equipped
with four video inputs and two outputs; six audio inputs and two
outputs. Connect iPhone or iPod via the front panel USB port, and
make them into a system remote via free app. Also has second-
zone audio capability, multi-room IR port and a universal port. 
#ONTX8050 .....................................................................240.00

Pyle Pro PT-659DU Dual Cassette Deck (PYPT659DU) .........88.99
Teac AG-790 Stereo Receiver (TEAG790) ...........................119.99
Teac W-890R-B Dual Auto-Reverse Deck (TEW890RB) .......199.99
Teac AD-800 CD Player & Auto Reverse Deck (TEAD800) ..Log-on
Teac AD-RW900-B CD Recorder with Cassette Deck 
and USB Port (TEADRW900B) ............................................349.99

Onkyo TX-8020 Stereo Receiver (ONTX8020) ....................149.00
Pyle Pro PT270AIU 300w Stereo Receiver (PYPT270AIU)......99.48
Sony STR-DH130 Stereo Receiver (SOSTRDH130)..............148.00
Technical Pro RX38UR Receiver (TERX38UR) ......................79.99

Yamaha
R-S201 HiFi Stereo Receiver (YARS201BL) ..........................149.95
T-S500 AM/FM Stereo Tuner (YATS500BL)..........................249.95
R-S300 Natural Sound Stereo Receiver (YARS300BL) ..........279.95
R-S500 Natural Sound Stereo Receiver (YARS500BL) ..........349.95
R-S700 Natural Sound Stereo Receiver (YARS700BL) ..........499.95
R-N500 Network Receiver(YARN500BL)..............................549.95

Cassette Decks

Power Amplifiers

AMP100 
100w Watt Stereo Power Amplifier

• 100w stereo power • A, B, A+B speaker selector switches
• Auto-on signal sensing • 5-Way binding posts
• 2 pair stereo (RCA) inputs, one pair stereo outputs
#AUAMP100 ....................................................................Log-on

AMP102 2 x 50w/Channel Power Amp (AUAMP102) ...........229.99
AMP110 2 x 75w/Channel Power Amp (AUAMP110) ...........Log-on
AMP210 2 x 90w/Channel Power Amp (AUAMP210)...........Log-on
AMP310 2 x 150w/Channel Power Amp (AUAMP310) .........Log-on

Pyle-Pro
PCA4 Mini 2 x 120w Stereo Power Amp (PYPCA4) ................50.99
PTAU23 80w Stereo Amp w/ USB/Aux inputs (PYPTAU23)......54.99
PAMP1000 160w Stereo Power Amp (PYPAMP1000) .............89.89
PCAU22 Mini 40w x 2 Stereo Power Amp (PYPCAU22) ..........37.24
PCAU44 Mini 120w x 2 Stereo Power Amp (PYPCAU44).........55.86
PTA4 Mini 2 x 120w Stereo Power Amp (PYPTA4) .................64.95
PTAU45 Mini 120w x 2 Stereo Power Amp (PYPTAU45)..........65.59
PSA2000 2000w Rackmount Power Amp (PYPSA2000) ......129.99

AVR-S700W
7.2 Channel Network Home Theater Receiver

The AVR-S700W steps up with 175w for each of the 5 channels,
six HDMI inputs, front USB port for digital music playback and
features Wi-Fi so you can  enjoy music from sources such as
Pandora, SiriusXM and Spotify and view your favorite photos via
Flickr. Also features AirPlay for streaming from your favorite iOS
device, such as an iPod touch, iPhone and iPad. Easy, fast and
accurate system configuration and optimization with Audyssey
MultEQ with room acoustic correction. 

#DEAVRS700W..................................................................449.00

AVR-S900W
7.2 Channel Network Home Theater Receiver

The AVR-S900W steps up with 185w for each of the 7 channels,
eight HDMI inputs and two outputs. Video processor includes 
SD-to-HD up-conversion, along with 4K Ultra HD for the next
generation of HDTVs. Configure as a full 7.2 channel system, or
choose to have a 5.1 channel system in the main room and
connect a pair of stereo speakers in another room. Enjoy thrilling
surround sound in the main room while at the same time others
can enjoy stereo sound from different source in the second room.

#DEAVRS900W..................................................................599.00

TX-NR535 5.2-Channel Network A/V Receiver
Packing 5.2 channels of pure Onkyo muscle, your 60 fps Ultra HD gaming or
movie experience comes to life with the TX-NR535. Seven 4K/60 Hz-ready HDMI
terminals, built-in Wi-Fi for hi-res audio streaming, onboard Bluetooth, and all the
leading internet streaming services pre-loaded—this entertainment hub is ready
for anything. Features high-current power supply, discrete low-distortion amps,
and state-of-the-art processing for high-resolution audio. The TX-NR535 is also
easy to use. Everything from quick speaker adjustments to wireless streaming from
smartphone and NAS is made simple with the Onkyo remote app. (ONTXNR535) ...............................................................................399.00

AVR 1510 5.1-Channel Network AV Receiver
Features 5.1-channel speaker output with up to 75W per channel. Built-in 
Ethernet allows you to use DLNA technology to connect to your home network
for sharing content such as music, photos and videos. You can also access
Internet streaming radio. There are four HDMI inputs and an HDMI output. USB,
digital optical and a digital coaxial input are also available for connecting MP3
players and thumb drives. Supports DTS-HD Master Audio and Dolby TrueHD. (HAAVR1510)...............................................................299.95

TX-SR313 5.1-Channel A/V Receiver (ONTXSR313) ..............201.98
TX-SR333 5.1-Channel A/V Receiver (ONTXSR333) .............249.00
TX-NR525 5.2-Ch. Network A/V Receiver (ONTXNR525) ......Log-on

TX-NR626 7.2-Ch. Network A/V Receiver (ONTXNR626) .......499.00
TX-NR737 7.2-Ch. Network AV Receiver (ONTXNR737) ........899.00
TX-NR838 7.2-Ch. Network AV Receiver (ONTXNR838) ......1099.00

TX-NR636 7.2-Channel Network A/V Receiver
The TX-NR626 steps-up with  six rear HDMI inputs, one front HDMI input supporting MHL, and two HDMI outputs. It has an MM phono stage
for turntable connection, and dedicated Powered Zone 2 terminals for multi-room audio. Users can also assign the surround back channels
to bi-amp their front speakers. The receiver includes Dolby Pro Logic IIz 7.1-channel upmixing, and converts low-resolution video (from
legacy consoles or DVDs, for example) to1080p/4K using industry-leading Qdeo™ upscaling technology. (ONTXNR636) .......................599.00

AVR-X1100W IN-Command Series 7.2-Channel Integrated Network A/V Receiver (DEAVRX1100W)......................................................499.00
AVR-X2100W IN-Command Series 7.1-Channel Integrated Network A/V Receiver (DEAVRX2100W)......................................................699.00
AVR-X3100W IN-Command Series 7.2-Channel Integrated Network A/V Receiver (DEAVRX3100W) .....................................................999.00
AVR-X4000 IN-Command Series 7.2-Channel Integrated Network A/V Receiver (DEAVRX4000).........................................................1299.00
AVR-X4100W IN-Command Series 7.2-Channel Integrated Network A/V Receiver (DEAVRX4100W) ...................................................1499.00
AVR-X52000W IN-Command Series 9.2-Channel Integrated Network A/V Receiver (DEAVRX5200W) ................................................1999.00

Atlona AT-PA100-G2 Stereo Amplifier (ATPA100G2) ...........229.99
Audioengine N22 Premium Desktop Amp (AUN22) ...........199.00
Denon DN-500AV 7.1 Surround Pre-Amp (DEDN500AV)......899.00
Onkyo A-9050 Integrated Stereo Amplifier (ONA9050) .......349.00

AVR 1610 5.1-channel Network AV Receiver (HAAVR1610) .....399.95
AVR 1710 7.2-channel Network AV Receiver (HAAVR1710) .....549.95
HK 3700 2-channel Network Receiver (HAHK3700AM)..........349.95

AVR 2700 7.1-Channel Network AV Receiver (HAAVR2700)....799.95
AVR 3700 7.2-Ch. Wi-Fi Network Receiver (HAAVR3700) ......999.95
HK 3770 2-Channel Network Receiver (HAHK3770AM) .........449.95
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VSX-824-K 5.2-Channel Networked AV Receiver with HDMI 2.0
The VSX-824-K is an advanced, yet affordable receiver featuring 6 HDMI 2.0 inputs to
handle 4K2K Ultra HD video at 60 fps. Plug an optional Roku Streaming Stick into the
Roku Certified MHL 2.0 port on the back of your receiver to unlock a great selection of
entertainment choices. Control the attached Roku stick from the receiver’s remote control
or free iControlAV5 app for the most convenient access to your favorite entertainment.
From switching inputs and controlling volume, to exploring all of the new features of
your AVR, the  iControlAV5 iOS and Android remote control app offers full control  
Equipped with the optional AS-WL300 wireless network adapter, the VSX-824-K is the ultimate control center of your home entertainment
system. The AS-WL300 provides wireless compatibility with applications such as iControlAV5, the AVNavigator, Internet Radio and DLNA®

1.5 Audio Streaming. Get instant access to your favorite content and  control it with your smartphone or tablet. A networked receiver, the
VSX-824-Kit supports Apple’s AirPlay music streaming technology, allowing you to enjoy music with your iPhone, iPod or iTunes anywhere
in the house. It also supports DLNA 1.5 media streaming. For the high-resolution music playback you demand, it supports 192 kHz 24-bit
AIFF, WAV, FLAC, and Apple Lossless up to 96kHz 24-Bit. Compressed formats, such as MP3, WMA, and AAC are also supported. Stream
from your home network, tablet, or even the front USB. Last, MCAC (Multi-Channel Acoustic Calibration) creates the optimum acoustic
environment for movies and music in any room in the house. The system, complete with custom microphone, automatically compensates
for differences in speaker size, level, and distance, and equalizes the response. (PIVSX8 24K) ............................................................396.99

VSX-1024-K � VSX-1124-K
7.2-Channel Networked AV Receivers with HDMI 2.0

Stepping up, VSX-1024-K can be setup to use two of its seven amplifiers to power a set of speakers in a second room such as a bedroom or
patio. This “second zone” can enjoy content that is different than what is be listened to in the main room. The top-of-the-line VSX-1124-K
steps up 4K 60P Ultra HD Upscaling and Pass-through, DSD Playback, Subwoofer EQ, Dual Subwoofer Pre-out, built-in AVNavigator

VSX-1024-K 7.2-Channel Networked A/V Receiver (PIVSX1024K) ......................................................................................................496.99
VSX-1124-K 7.2-Channel Networked A/V Receiver (PIVSX1124K).......................................................................................................596.99

RX Series

All feature support for pass-through of ultra high resolution 4K
video; are 3D-capable with Audio Return Channel (ARC) and
1080p HDMI compatible inputs; and offer HD Audio decoding of
Dolby TrueHD and DTS HD content. They also offer Yamaha’s
Compressed Music Enhancer technology which restores lost
detail in compressed music files and have a front panel USB
iPod/iPhone input. YPAO (Yamaha Parametric Room Acoustic
Optimizer) uses a small mic and sophisticated equalization to
automatically set the best sound for your room, wherever your
speakers are placed.

RX-V377: 70w x 5-Channels (YARXV377BL) ......................249.95
RX-V477: 80w x 5-Channels (YARXV477BL) ......................349.95
RX-V577BL: 115w x 7.2 Channels (YARXV577BL)...............499.95
RX-V677BL: 125w 7.2 Channels (YARXV677BL).................599.95
RX-V777BT: 130w 7.2 Channels (YARXV777BTBL) .............799.95

AVENTAGE
Network A/V Receivers

The AVENTAGE series brings studio-grade sound and sophisticated
video enhancements to the home for exceptional audio and video
quality. They use  A.R.T. (Anti-Resonance Technology) with a fifth
foot in the center of the unit to dampen vibrations from the power
transformer, power transistors and heat sinks as well as vibrations
that might be caused by the sound from your speakers. 
They also feature 4K video upscaling, advanced auto-calibration
and expanded Apple connectivity with AirPlay. Enjoy unrivaled
access with your tablet using Yamaha’s AV Controller App. 

RX-A740: 125w x 7.2 Channels (YARXA740BL)..................649.95
RX-A840: 130w x 7.2 Channels (YARXA840BL) ................849.95
RX-A1040: 135w x 7.2 Channels (YARXA1040BL) ............1099.95
RX-A20340: 165w x 9.2 Channels (YARXA2040BL)..........1599.95
RX-A3040: 175w x 9.2 Channels (YARXA3040BL)............1999.95

DX-C390 
6-disc CD Carousel Changer

• Up to 5-disc
changing with
uninterrupted
playback

• Plays CD-R/RW,
MP3; compatible with Red Book Audio CD

• Optical/coaxial digital audio outputs

• Selectable 3-mode time display shows elapsed, track remaining,
and disc remaining time

• Wired and wireless remote control
#ONDXC390.....................................................................179.00

Sony CDP-CE500 5 Disc CD Changer (SOCDPCE500).........148.00
Teac CDRW890 CD Recorder (TECDRW890) ......................199.99
Teac PD-D2610 5CD Changer (TEPDD2610) ......................129.99
Teac CD Player with USB and iPod Interface (TECDP650) ....129.99
Yamaha CD-S300BL Compact Disc Player (YACDS300BL) ..299.95
Yamaha CD-C600 5-Disc CD Changer (YACDC600BL)........329.95

AT-LP60 Fully Automatic Belt-Drive Turntable
• Fully automatic operation with two

speeds: 33-1/3 and 45RPM

• Dual magnet phono cartridge with
replaceable stylus

• Switchable built-in preamp with
line-level RCA output cables

#AUATLP60 ...............................99.00
AT-LP60USB Automatic Belt-Drive Turntable (AUATLP60USB)...Log-on

Denon DP-300F Fully Automatic Turntable (DEDP300F) ......329.00
ION Audio Archive LP Conversion Turntable (IOARCHIVELP) ..79.99
ION Audio Pure LP USB Conversion Turntable (IOPURELP)..Log-on
Music Hall  USB-1 USB Turntable (MUUSB1)......................249.00
Numark PT01USB Portable DJ Turntable (NUPT01USB) .........99.00
Pioneer PL-990 Turntable (PIPL990) .................................129.00
Teac LP-R550USB-B with CD Recorder (TELPR550USBB) ...349.99
Vestax Handy Trax  Portable USB Turntable in Black
(VEHNDYTRXUB) or White (VEHTUSB) ...................................149.99

Crosley Radio
CR6005 Tech Turntable (CRCR6005A) ..................................69.95
CR6007A Encoding Turntable (CRCR6007AMA).....................99.95
CR6016A Spinnerette USB Turntable (CR6016ABL) .............Log-on
CR6001Archiver USB Turntable (CRCR6001ABK) .................179.95
CR6016A Spinnerette USB Turntable (CR6016ARE) .............Log-on
CR7002A Troubadour (CR7002APA) ..................................Log-on
CR704 Musician Entertainment Center (CR704CPA) ............124.95
CR8005A Cruiser Portable Turntable (CRCR8005ATW) ...........79.95
CR6249A Keepsake USB Turntable in Black (CRCR6249ABK) 
or Tan (CRCR6249ATA) ......................................................129.95

Pyle Pro 
PLTTB9U USB Turntable (PYPLTTB9U) ...................................66.79
PLTTB1 Professional Belt-Drive Turntable (PYPLTTB1) ............69.00
PTCDS1U Classic Turntable (PYPTCDS1U) ...........................129.99
Vintage Turntable, AM/FM, CD/Cassette (PYPTCDS5U) .........142.37
Retro Belt-Drive Automatic Turntable (PYPVNTTR22) ..............48.74
Retro Style in Black (PYPTCD8UB) or Silver (PYPTCD8US) ......109.99
Retro-Style Wooden Turntable (PYPVNT7U)............................54.00
Retro Belt-Drive Turntable with USB in Black (PYPVTT2UBK), Gray
(PYPVTT2UGR), Orange (PYPVTT2UOR) or White (PYPVTT2UWD) ....74.99

STR-DH550 5.2-Channel 4K A/V Receiver
Features 725w of power and iPhone/iPod connectivity. It has four HD inputs and 4K
resolution pass-through. Experience sound closer to the way it was captured with LPCM,
Dolby trueHD3, ProLogic IIz and dts-HD master audio codecs. Conveniently access all
your HDMI connected devices without having to power on the receiver. Use Front
Height mode to enable vocal height and 3D effects that have the power to make action
sequences, concerts and movies truly theatrical. Digital Cinema Auto Calibration ensures
you get the best sound experience. Simply place the included microphone where you will be seated and settings are automatically optimized
based on the distance, delays and placement of your speakers. Stepping up, the STR-D750 features 7.2 channels, 1015 watts and
Bluetooth connectivity so you can stream music from your favorite apps or devices. Support all your components with 4 HD inputs and 4K
resolution pass-through. And for movie lovers, HD Digital Cinema Sound brings a true, theater-like experience to everything you watch.

STR-DH550 5.2-Channel 4K A/V Receiver (SOSTRDH550) ...............................................................................................................278.00
STR-DH750 7.2-Channel 4K A/V Receiver (SOSTRDH750) ...............................................................................................................Log-on
STR-DN850 7.2-Channel 4K Wi-Fi Network Receiver (SOSTRDN850)................................................................................................Log-on
STR-DN1050 7.2-Channel 4K Wi-Fi Network Receiver (SOSTRDN1050) ............................................................................................Log-on

CD Players & Recorders

Turntables
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CineMate® 15
Home Theater Speaker System
Delivers full, impressive sound from your TV.
Enjoy spacious, detailed home theater
sound from the compact soundbar
that fits easily in front of your TV,
while the Acoustimass® module
provides the deep bass that brings whatever you
watch to life. The soundbar connects directly to your TV, so you
don’t have to reconnect all your components.
#BOC15HTSS........................................................................599.00

CineMate® 120
Home Theater Speaker
System
Enjoy clear, full
sound. The single,
compact speaker
blends with your flat-panel
TV, while the wireless Acoustimass® module provides impactful
bass even if you hide it out of sight behind furniture. Plus, the
small control console offers simple access to settings, displays
which source you’ve selected, and includes four HDMI inputs and
a universal remote for easy access to your entertainment.
#BOC120HTS .....................................................................1099.00
Cinemate 130 Home Theater System (BOC130HTS) ..........1499.00

Lifestyle® 525 Series III � Lifestyle® 535 Series III
Home Entertainment Systems
The Lifestyle® 525 Series III system delivers spacious surround sound performance from five

Direct/Reflecting® Series II speakers, while the hideaway Acoustimass®

module provides deep, powerful bass performance. Together, they bring
high performance to TV, movies, sports, games and even streamed and
stored music. Unify® technology lets you connect and control up to
6 HD and music sources – such as a Blu-ray player. With intuitive

onscreen menus and  remote control, everyday operation is simple– plus,
you can hide the console and attached components. And SoundTouch™ lets

you discover and enjoy music easier than ever before. Wirelessly stream Internet radio, music services and your music library using your
home Wi-Fi network. Otherwise the same, the Lifestyle® 535 Series III come with small, sleek Jewel Cube® Series II speakers, redesigned
with a slimmer profile and can be mounted flush to the wall, so they better match flat-panel TVs. 
Lifestyle® 525 Series III: Black with Direct/Reflecting® Speakers (BOLS525S3) ..................................................................................2799.00
Lifestyle® 535 Series III: Black with Jewel Cube® Speakers (BOLS535S3).....................................................................................3499.00

Solo 15 TV Sound System
Flat-screen TVs are made for great picture, not great sound. The Solo 15 is an easy way to solve
the problem. Thanks to advanced Bose technology, you’ll hear more of the sound you’ve been
missing – like whispered dialogue, carefully placed sound effects, and the music that perfectly sets
the mood. All without needing to constantly adjust the volume. And the Solo system connects easily to
your TV with a single cable. It even includes a universal remote that simplifies controlling your TV, cable box,
Blu-ray Disc™ player and more. The Solo system also has a knob so you can easily adjust the bass to your liking. (BOS15TVSS) ...........449.00

SoundTouch II™ Portable Wi-Fi Music System 
Features patented dual opposing passive radiators and four low-profile drivers for clear, full sound. A
rechargeable lithium-ion battery lets you listen for up to 2.5 hours on a charge. Take the system from
room to room with ease to enjoy quality sound. Stream music wirelessly around your home easily. System
setup is straightforward - the SoundTouch app provides guided instructions on your computer or laptop.
An integrated OLED display lets you view source and song/station information without having to look at
your smartphone or tablet. Also includes aux input, USB port and remote control.
In Black (BOSTPBBLK) or White (BOSTPBWHT) ............................................................................399.00

Acoustimass® 10 Series IV
5.1-Channel Home Theater Speaker System
Direct/Reflecting®

speaker arrays and an
Acoustimass® module
deliver open, spacious
sound throughout the
listening area. Four 
2-way cube satellites,
and 2-way center-
channel speaker pro-
vide the sound stage,
while the hideaway Acoustimass module delivers the deep low
notes. (BOAM104B)........................................................999.00

Stereo Speakers
Acoustimass® 5 Series III
High-performance, small-size stereo speaker solution featuring
next-generation cube speaker arrays for better sound. Acoustimass
module for deep, low notes.

Black (BOAM5BQ) ........399.00 White (BOAM5WQ) .......399.00

SoundTouch™ 20 II � SoundTouch™ 30 II Wi-Fi Music Systems
Now you can stream Internet radio, Pandora and your music library with the touch of a button. The 
SoundTouch™ 20 makes listening to your favorite music easier than ever. If you already have a Wi-Fi 
network, you’re ready to enjoy rich, room-filling sound. This compact system has a built-in power supply,
making it easy to place just about anywhere. With SoundTouch™, Internet radio and music services are built
right into the system, so you don’t need other devices to play personal favorites. Enjoy Bose® sound in any
room you want – no extra equipment necessary. That means you can put your tablet away, or leave your
phone in your pocket and still stream the music you love.
SoundTouch™ app lets you personalize up to six presets, which can be found on the top of the system or the included remote. Once set, the
system gives you the easiest control ever– one touch. Use the app to stream a song or station that you haven’t added as a preset. Sound-
Touch™ systems are AirPlay enabled, so you can play music wirelessly from your IOS device. When you’re ready, add more SoundTouch
systems for a multi-room experience. Play the same music throughout your home, or listen to different music in different rooms. Stepping up,
the SoundTouch™ 30 utilizes exclusive waveguide technology engineered around a high-performance woofer to produce deep, rich sound
that can fill the largest room of a home.
SoundTouch™ 20 II in Black (BOST20BLK) or White (BOST20WHT) .........................................................................................................399.00
SoundTouch™ 30 II  n Black (BOST30BLK) or White (BOST30WHT) .....................................................................................................699.00

Lifestyle® 135 Series III Home Entertainment System

Imagine the home theater sound you want without a roomful of speakers. With the 
Lifestyle® 135 Series III home entertainment system,
it’s made possible by a Bose® innovation that
delivers clear, spacious sound and impactful
bass – from a slim soundbar and a wireless,
compact Acoustimass® module. Together, they
bring powerful performance to all your entertainment, every day – TV, movies, sports, video games and even streamed and
stored music.
Unify® technology lets you easily connect and control up to 6 HD and music sources – such as a Blu-ray Disc player or
cable box. With intuitive onscreen menus and a universal RF remote control, everyday operation is easy, plus you can hide
away the console and attached components. And SoundTouch™ lets you discover and enjoy music more effortlessly than
ever before. Wirelessly stream Internet radio, music services and your music library using your home Wi-Fi® network.
#BOLS135S3 .............................................................................................................................................................2599.00
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Virtually Invisible® 791Speakers

These speakers produce more spacious and full sound than
conventional in-ceiling speakers,
making them well-suited for both
music and home theater. Installation
is easy and the flush-mount design
blends seamlessly into the ceiling.
White (BOVI791)...............................................................599.00

Virtually Invisible® 191Speakers

Enjoy the rich sound of movies and music
from speakers that blend into your
décor. The speakers are easy to
install flush to your wall or
ceiling and can even be
painted to match your room.
Proprietary ported enclosure assures a
quality performance. The Articulated Array® speaker design
delivers Stereo Everywhere® speaker performance, which provides
rich stereo sound throughout the room.
White (BOVI191)...............................................................298.00

Virtually Invisible Speakers

Direct/Reflecting Speakers

Environmental Speakers Homewide Accessories

201®/301® Series V
Direct/Reflecting®

Speaker Systems

Thanks to Direct/Reflecting®

speaker technology, these
small speakers fill good-sized
rooms with sound.

201® Series V: 61⁄2” woofer; Power rating: 10-120w per channel.
Black Finish Pair (BO201B) .............................................218.00

301® Series V: 8” woofer; Power rating: 150w per channel.
Black Finish Pair (BO301B) .............................................328.00
Cherry Finish Pair (BO301C) ...........................................328.00

161® Direct/Reflecting® Speaker System

These Bose® multi-purpose speakers
offer high performance in a slim
and elegant design for
stereo surround
sound use. Stereo
Everywhere® speaker
performance delivers stereo
almost anywhere in the room. Articulated Array® speaker design
features two angled 21⁄2” Twiddler™ drivers that reproduce lifelike
stereo over a larger listening area instead of one small “sweet
spot.” The high-excursion Twiddler drivers generate more air
movement from a small enclosure. Custom brackets enable easy
mounting for stereo or surround use. Compatible withamps and
receivers rated 10 to 100w per channel. Size: 411⁄8 x 11 x 5” (HWD). 

Black Finish Pair (BO161B)..............................................158.00
White Finish Pair (BO161W).............................................158.00

Free Space® 51 Environmental Speakers
A freestanding speaker that
conquers conventional limitations
of performance and placement
outdoors. Enjoy the pleasures of
your favorite music by the pool ...
on your deck or patio ... or in the
garden. Its radial design delivers
broad 360º sound coverage, while

a specially engineered enclosure helps preserve music’s depth and
richness in the open air. Can be mounted or placed on hard surfaces,
or set directly into the ground. Withstands extreme weather conditions
for year-round dependability. Finally – a speaker that combines your
love of music with your love of the great outdoors.

Green (BOFS51) .................................................................449.00

151® SE Environmental Speakers
These speakers deliver full, rich sound for
your listening pleasure on the deck, by the
pool or on the porch. Built to withstand the
elements, these award-winning speakers
provide reliable, year-round performance that
will have you humming in the sun or singing
in the rain. Weather-resistant

brackets included for easy installation.

Black Pair (BO151SEB).......................................................278.00
White Pair (BO151SEW)......................................................278.00

251® Environmental Speakers
The best wall-mounted speakers from
Bose®. Engineered to withstand snow,
sun, rain, ice and saltwater spray.
Articulated Array speaker design and
patented multi-chamber enclosure for
deep, rich low notes without audible
distortion. Five-year transferable limited warranty.

Black Pair (BO251B) ..........................................................398.00
White Pair (BO251W) .........................................................398.00

901® Series VI Direct/Reflecting Speakers

Providing legendary stereo performance in a compact and stylish package, the 901® Series VI speakers use
Direct/Reflecting technology to deliver the warm, clarity, and spaciousness of a live performance from your
home stereo components. You get stereo  performance with balanced sound everywhere in the room, rather
than in a single sweet spot. Acoustic Matrix enclosure house nine (9) full-range drivers with helically-wound
aluminum voice coils to provide exceptional power handling capability, and dramatically reduced chamber noise for
well-defined bass. An optional active EQ balances the output of all audio frequencies to deliver natural tonal balance and clarity. 

In Black (BO901V2B)  or Walnut (BO901V2W) ......................1398.00 901 Series VI Active EQ v2 (BO901V2E) ................................199.00

FS-01 Bookshelf Speaker Floor Stands (BOFS01)..................79.00
Speaker Wire Adapter Kit (BOLSACZK)..................................39.99
WB-3 Bookshelf Speaker Wall Brackets (BOWB3) .................11.99
WB-135 Wall Mount Kit (BOWB135)...................................Log-on
UB-20 Wall/Ceiling Bracket, Black (BOUB20B) ......................15.99
UB-20 Wall/Ceiling Bracket, White (BOUB20W) .....................15.92
UTS-20 Universal. Table Stand (BOUTS20B) ..........................24.95
UFS-20  Floor Stands (BOUFS20B) .......................................69.95
901 Speaker Pedestals - Pair (BOPS6) ...............................128.00

Lifestyle® SA-3 Stereo Amplifier
This sleek, hideable 100w per channel amp
powers an additional room of sound for your
Lifestyle® system either indoors or outdoors.
Combine with an RC-18S expansion remote
for independent on/off and volume control.

#BOLSSA3 ......................................................................Log-on

RC-35S2 Expansion Remote
Remote for homewide expansion
of the Lifestyle® V-Systems
The most advanced home-wide entertainment
controller from Bose. Gives you access and control
of your Lifestyle® V35 or V25 home entertainment
system from additional locations around your home –

even outdoors. Controls any device connected to your Lifestyle®

V35 or V25 system; use with Bose link – compatible products to
expand sound from your Lifestyle® system. Ideal when the same
music is desired in multiple rooms. (BORC35S2)...................99.00

Personal® Music Center II
The interactive Personal® music center III is the most
advanced homewide control device from Bose. Control
your Lifestyle® home entertainment system and your
iPod music collection from almost anywhere in the
home. It’s easy and intuitive. And with just a glance at
the LCD, you’ll know which iPod track is playing. Then

with a simple touch, you can change selections, adjust volume
and also control most of the audio/video components connected to
the system. Works through most walls, ceilings and floors – no
need to point or aim at the system. (BOPMC2) ...................Log-on

SoundLink® Bluetooth® Speaker III 
Experience robust Bluetooth audio
with the SoundLink® Bluetooth®

Speaker III. Just 10.1” wide and
3 lb, the speaker incorporates
four drivers and two passive
radiators to produce dynamic and
clear stereo sound. Integrated Bluetooth 2.1 connectivity
allows you to wirelessly pair with other Bluetooth-enabled devices.
A wired 3.5mm audio interface is available for wired audio
connections. Built-in rechargeable battery provides 14 hours of
playing time; a wall charger is also included. There is also a
micro-USB interface to update the speaker’s software for ongoing
Bluetooth device compatibility. (BOSLMS3)..........................299.00

SoundLink Covers:
Lets you personalize the SoundLink Bluetooth Speaker III by
adding a protective cover. It blocks scratches and adds a splash of
color. In Blue (BOSLMSC3BL), Gray (BOSLMSC3G), Gray
(BOSLMSC3GR), Orange (BOSLMSC3O) or Pink (BOSLMSC3P) .......34.95
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131 Marine Speakers
Flush-mounted speakers with
special enclosures designed for
consistent sound quality in harsh
marine environments. It will let
you enjoy quality sound on your
boat just as you do at home. 
#BO131MSSW ................238.00

N-24AWM2 Northridge Series
4” 2-Way 100w Bookshelf Speaker

Weather-resistant speakers with high-impact
molded enclosure. PolyPlas cone woofer,
high-temperature, oversized Kapton voice
coil, HeatScape motor structure and JBL’s
custom-designed drivers reproduce
sound with unmatched clarity and power.
#JBN24AWM2 (sold as pair)............199.95

A5+ 
5” Active 2-Way Speaker System  

Consists of an 150w active
left and a passive right
speaker connected via
gold-plated 5-way binding
posts. 5” Kevlar woofer and
0.8” silk dome tweeter for
high-quality audio output.
RCA and 3.5mm inputs,
RCA output and USB power/charging output. Speaker bottoms
have a high-density isolation pad to reduce vibrations when used
on a table or desk. They can be mounted on stands. They include
remote control, cables and speaker bags. They are sold as a pair:
In Black (AUA5PB) or White (AUA5PW) ................................399.00
In Bamboo (AUA5PBAM) ....................................................469.00

Compliment your system with the AS8
powered subwoofer. Features down-
firing 8” long-throw woofer, 250W Dual
Class A/B amplifier, and a wide range of
frequencies with superb sound quality
and low distortion. In Black (AUAS8B) or
White (AUAS8W).........................349.00

SoundWare XS
Ultra-Compact 5.1-Channel System

Five tiny 2-way
satellite speakers.
Mount them on a
counter, flat on a
wall or even in a
corner where a
wall meets the ceiling or floor. 100w powered subwoofer delivers
deep, powerful bass with exceptionally low distortion.

In White (BOSNDWREX51W) or Black (BOSNDWREX51B) .......499.00
XS Satellite speakers in Black (BOSNDWREXS).................ea. 69.00

In-Wall and In-Ceiling Speakers
In-wall and in-ceiling speakers are the ideal 
solution to maximize living space. Extremely
popular with interior designers and decorators, they offer a
clean and minimalist look. And thanks to their camouflage

grilles – offer a near-invisible presence.
When installing your next system, consider
the excellent products listed below for a
heard-but-not-seen experience in a home
that truly emanates music.

JBL
SP6 II: In-Wall 80 watts, 61⁄2” woofer (JBSP62) ..................Log-on
SP6C II: In-Ceiling 80 watts, 61⁄2” woofer (JBSP6C2) ..........Log-on
SP6CS II: In-Ceiling 100 watts, 61⁄2” woofer (JBSP6CS2) .....159.95
SP8II: 8" In-Wall 100 watts, 81⁄2 woofer (JBSP82)...............Log-on
SP8CII: In-Ceiling 100 watts, 8” woofer (JBSP8C2) ............Log-on

Pyle Pro
5.25” Two-Way In-Ceiling Speaker System (PYPDIC51RD) .....24.00
5.25” 2-Way In Wall Speaker Pair (PYPDIW55) .....................35.00
6.5” Two-Way In-Ceiling Speaker System (PYPDIC60) ...........35.31
8” Two-Way In-Ceiling Speaker System (PYPDIC80) ..............42.99
8” EnclosedTwo-Way In-Ceiling Speakers (PYPDPC8T) ..........52.98
Dual 8” In-Wall Subwoofer (PYPDIWS28) ..............................52.63

Yamaha
NS-IC400 4” In-Ceiling – Pair in White (YANSIC400WH).......149.95
NS-IC600 6.5” In-Ceiling - Pair, White (YANSIC600WH) .......149.95
NS-IW280CWH 3-Way In-Ceiling - Pair (YANSIW280CWH) .....89.95
NS-IW360C 2-Way Natural Sound- Pair (YANSIW360C) .........99.95

P4
2-Way Passive Bookshelf Speakers (Pair) 

High-performance passive
bookshelf speakers, each
hand-crafted cabinet houses a
4” Kevlar woofer and a 0.75”
silk dome tweeter to provide a
full frequency response with
plenty of detail. A bass-reflex
port provides additional bass
response. The rear panel features 5-way binding post connectors
for use with a variety of sound systems.  
#AUAP4B .........................................................................249.00
P4 in Bamboo, Pair (AUAP4N) ............................................325.00

BlueSYNC TYM
Bluetooth Speaker with Integrated
Alarm Clock and Wooden Design

Features a stereo setup with a
powerful driver on either side of
the beautiful bamboo casing to
give you a premium listening
experience every time. It also functions as an alarm clock,
thermometer, and speakerphone for calls. A bright LED display lets
you check the time and set alarms while in the office or bedroom.
Built-in temperature sensor lets you see how hot or cold it is
before you even get out of bed! Lastly, the wooden casing houses
a microphone, so you can take and answer calls while paired with
your Bluetooth phone. (GOBLUESYNCTY) ...............................49.99

Get Up Stand Up
Bluetooth 
Home Audio System

Two 4.5” woofers and two 1” tweeters
provide playback from Bluetooth
devices. In addition stereo 1/8”
and stereo RCA inputs. USB port
allow you to charge your devices.
Custom-bent front from FSC Birch
wood with walnut veneer and recycled plastic enclosure.
The included remote control allows you to control volume and
playback from compatible devices. (HOEMFA001PT) ............249.99

Control Monitor 
Bookshelf Speakers

Designed for superb sound
reproduction in most home
applications, they deliver great
sound wherever you need it.
For applications where wall
mounting is desired, the speakers
come with matching wall brackets.
The rugged, compact enclosures feature a 5” PolyPlas woofer for
full, deep bass, while a 1” soft-dome tweeter produces high fre-
quencies beyond 40 kHz. They incorporate JBL’s 2nd-generation
EOS waveguide for a smooth frequency response of 50 Hz-40
kHz. The speakers offer a peak power-handling capacity of 240W.
#JBCM ............................................................................299.95
Control One Monitor Bookshelf Speakers (JBCO).................199.95

Yamaha Outdoor Bookshelf Speakers
NS-AW150B 5” 130w Outdoor Bookshelf Speakers
Pair in Black (YANSAW150B) or White (YANSAW150W) ............74.95

NS-AW350B 6.5” 130w Bookshelf Speaker

Pair in Black (YANSAW350B) or White (YANSAW350W)............98.00

NS-AW294 61⁄2” Pair in White (YANSAW294WH) ..................149.95

NS-AW992 All-Weather Speakers, Pair (YANSAW992B) .......499.95

D200 
Bluetooth Wireless Speaker

Enjoy music anywhere you go!
Stream music from Bluetooth-
enabled devices up to 33’
away. Precise acoustic tuning
and modeling for excellent accuracy
and detail. Rear bass port extends bass response,
eliminating the need for a subwoofer. Connect button lets you pair
your Bluetooth devices, while volume controls let you make fast
adjustments without having to go to the music player. Also has a
3.5mm aux input. (CRD200BWS) .........................................84.95

D80 Bluetooth Wireless Speaker (CRCD80BWS) ....................44.95

Primus® Series 
Passive Speakers
Realism and subtlety beyond what you’ve
known. Drivers use proprietary Metal Matrix
Diaphragm (MMD) technology to deliver
accurate audio reproduction with low
distortion for natural, lifelike sound. A
tweeter waveguide provides a wide sweet
spot for excellent on-and-off-axis high
frequency response.

4” 2-Way Bookshelf Speaker (INP143BK)..............................59.95
5.25” 2-Way Bookshelf Speaker (INP153BK).........................75.95
5.25” 2-Way Floorstanding Speaker (INP253BK) .................149.95
6.5” 2-Way Passive Bookshelf Speaker (INP163BK)...............85.95
6.5” 3-Way Floorstanding Speaker (INP363BK) ...................199.00
5.25” 2-Way  Center Channel Speaker (INPC251BK) ...........149.95
5.25” 3-Way Center Channel Speaker (INPC351BK) ............199.95
150W 8” Active Subwoofer (INPS28BK) ..............................199.95
400W 12” Active Subwoofer (INPS312BK) ...........................399.95

Outdoor Speakers

SoundTouch Outdoor Speaker
System with 151 Speaker
(BOST151) ....................777.00

SoundTouch Outdoor Speaker
System with 251 Speaker
(BOST251) ...................897.00
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Cinema SB 400 
2.1-Channel Sound System System

System features a 200w (powered 8”
wireless subwoofer and a stereo
soundbar with six transducers and a
built-in 120w amplifier. Supports
Dolby Digital decoding and HARMAN
Display virtual
surround sound
technology as
well. Features three HDMI inputs, an HDMI output with ARC,
digital optical audio input, and 1/8” (auxiliary audio input. It also
provides Bluetooth connectivity so you can stream music from any
compatible smartphone, tablet or laptop. Also offers full bass
audio controls, TV volume “learning” capability, and dual-position
EQ, which lets you position the soundbar where you want without
compromising sound quality. (JBCSB400)...........................499.95

STUDIO 2
The series consists of five full-
range speakers in a choice of
three
floor-
standing
and two
bookshelf
models
complemented by multiple
center, surround, and subwoofer options. Each speaker provides
astounding imaging, natural balance, and remarkable detail and
accuracy at any position in the room. Computer-optimized drivers
and crossover network integration deliver a lifelike, three-
dimensional soundstage backed by deep, powerful bass. Sleek
soft edges, elegant gloss black top panels, and luxurious finishes
will enhance and complement any decor or setting. 

Studio 210 2-Way 4” Surround Speakers, Pair (JBS210B) ...349.95
Studio 220 2-Way 4” Bookshelf Speakers, Pair (JBS220B) ..299.95
Studio 225C 2.5-Way Dual 4” Center Channel (JBS225CB) .249.95
Studio 230 2-Way 6.5” Bookshelf Spkrs, Pair (JBS230B) ....399.95
Studio 235C 2.5-Way Dual 6” Center Channel (JBS235CB) .379.95
Studio 270 3-Way 6.5” Floorstanding Speaker (JBS270B)...399.95
Studio 280 3-Way Dual 6.5” Floor Speaker (JBS280B)........499.95
Studio 290 3-way Dual 8” Floor Speaker (JBS290B)...........599.95
SUB 250P 10” Powered Subwoofer (JBSUB250PB) .............449.95
SUB 260P 12” Powered Subwoofer (JBSUB260PB) .............599.95

Cinema SB100 Soundbar
Designed for 27” TVs or larger, the Cinema SB100 is

a 2-channel soundbar
that delivers up to
60W of power. It 
incorporates amplifiers, controls
and left and right woofers and tweeters into a single soundbar
for convenience. Features include HARMAN Display Surround
technology, Bass Boost, a dual-position EQ and subwoofer output.
Wall mounting hardware and a wireless remote control are
included. (JBCSB100) ........................................................199.00

Cinema SB200 Soundbar
Otherwise the same as the SB100, the SB200 is

designed for 32” TVs or larger, the Cinema SB200 is a 2-channel
soundbar that delivers up to 120W of power. It incorporates
amplifiers, controls and left and right woofers and tweeters into
a single soundbar for convenience. Features include HARMAN
Display Surround technology, Bass Boost, a dual-position EQ and
subwoofer output. Wall mounting hardware and a wireless remote
are included. (JBCSB200)..................................................299.95

PCB4 Compact Full-Range
Mini Cube Speaker

The tiny housing contains a 4” paper cone
driver capable of producing a wide
frequency response. The speaker has
a total power handling capacity of 200W.
It is magnetically shielded for safe use
near video monitors. (PYPCB4BK).........................................27.99

3.5” 2-Way Mini Bookshelf Speakers (PYPDMN38) ...............25.99
5” 2-Way Mini Bookshelf Speakers (PYPDMN48) ..................41.99
6.5” 2-Way Mini Bookshelf Speakers (PYPDMN58) ...............59.83

PLAY:3 
All-in-One Wireless Music Player / Speaker  
Connect to the web via Ethernet cable
and play your music library, web 
radio stations, or music services.
Features tweeter, two mid-range 
drivers and bass radiator with
dedicated amps for each driver. Add players 
and enjoy multi-room simultaneous streaming or a different music
source from each player. Can be remote controlled via Android
device, iPhone, iPod touch or iPad.
PLAY:3 in Black (SOPLAY3B) or White (SOPLAY3W)...............299.00
PLAY:5 in Black (SOPLAY5B) or White (SOPLAY5W)...............399.00
SUB for Play:3 or Play:5 in Black Gloss (SOSUBGBUS1) .......699.00
SUB for Play:3 or Play:5 in Black Matte (SOSUBMBUS1).......699.00

Impact Series
Low Distortion Subwoofers
Affordable high-output, low distortion
subwoofers, they feature beautiful
cabinets with black gloss lacquer trim
to fit in any decor, while their deep,
defined bass brings movies and
music to life. High quality crossover systems for a
perfect match with the main speakers in the room. 

Impact-10 250W Powered Subwoofer (VEIMPACT10) ........399.00
Impact-12 275W Powered Subwoofer (VEIMPACT12).........499.00

NBN36 280w 2.1-Channel
Sound Bar

iSimple installation and reduced speaker wire management with
the wireless subwoofer system. Stream music wirelessly from
your smart phone for more versatile listening experience. Two
optical inputs allow you to connect multiple audio devices at once
for your convenience. Mount your sound bar for both optimal
placement and sleek design with the included wall mount. 
#LGNBN36.......................................................................289.00

Stanmore 
Bluetooth Speaker System
Play audio from a variety of wired
and wireless sources. The speaker
outputs 80-watts  from its dual
0.75-inch tweeters and 5.25-inch
woofer. The Stanmore has controls
for volume, bass, and treble and
features a design emulating the look of classic Marshall
guitar amps, including black vinyl casing, a fret grille cloth, and
Marshall’s script logo.
#MASMBTSSB .................................................................399.00

PLAY:1 
Compact Wireless Speaker

With the PLAY:1 you can stream music from a
variety of sources. It connects to your network
via Ethernet, but you can also connect wire-
lessly with the optional Sonos BRIDGE or
through any other Sonos speaker. The PLAY:1 works on its own as
a single speaker, but it also supports left/right stereo separation
when paired with another PLAY:1 speaker in the same room. Or,
fill every room in your house with any combination of Sonos
speakers. And since all Sonos products support SonosNet wireless
mesh technology, they all work seamlessly with one another.
In Black (SOPLAY1B) or White (SOPLAY1W) ..........................199.00

Impact-Mini 
300W Self-Powered Subwoofer
Delivers full, clear, and tight low-frequency
response with its Maximum Dynamic Power
(MDP) amplification. Active 6.5” front-firing
aluminum cone, passive 8” down-firing bass
radiator, 2” copper-wound voice coils, and 64 oz magnet structure
enables this sub to reproduce the tightest “punch” at the highest
sound levels in its class. (VEIMINI) ......................................459.00

E301 Passive Home Theater Satellites 
Designed from the start as a single perfectly
balanced system with the crossover, cabinet and
drivers working together in harmony. To eliminate
secondary radiation and cabinet coloration, the
enclosures are heavily reinforced with internal
ribbing and damping technologies to ensure sonic
accuracy with no unwanted resonances. The cabinets
are engineered to minimize scattering of the output, so nothing
subtracts from, nor adds to, the sound from the driver. They
feature a 4.25” woofer and 0.75” vented aluminum dome tweeter.
In Black (KEE301BL) or White (KEE301WH) ......sold as a pair  349.99

KUBE-1 8” Powered Subwoofer
Compact yet high-performance audiophile
sub that provides a powerful and
precise bass response whether for the
latest action-packed blockbuster movie
or the rhythmic sounds of your favorite
CD. Saled cabinet houses the 200w
on-board amplifier that powers both the
8” long-throw bass driver and the 8” active
bass reflex. (KEKUBE1) ......................................................549.99
KUBE-2 Powered 10” Subwoofer (KEKUBE2) .......................749.99

Q300  
6.25” Bookshelf Speakers

Used as main speakers, music speakers for
a study or family room, rear speakers in a
home theater system or general purpose
speakers for multi-room set-ups, the Q300
opens up a world of audiophile quality.
Sound is lush, spacious and precisely 
defined, with compelling midrange/HF 
response and solid, immaculately controlled
bass. Uni-Q ‘point source’ configuration delivers a more accurate
sound image dispersed more evenly throughout the room than is
possible with any conventional speaker. (KEQ300B).............649.99
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HT-S9400THX  
THX I/S Plus-certified 7.1-Channel Network Home Theater System
Features seven speakers each
employing a two-way design
with A-OMF cone woofers
for superb mid-range clarity.
The matching powered
subwoofer delivers awesome low-end.
The receiver is equipped with four 3D-ready HDMI inputs, video upscaling to spectacular 4K resolution,
and can handle internet radio and PC audio sent over a network, Front-panel USB input for
iPod/iPhone. Other inputs let you incorporate PC video, Onkyo peripherals, and other playback sources.
Audyssey technologies allow you to customize the soundstage, dynamics, and volume, while interactive
on-screen menus let you navigate your content with ease. (ONHTS9400THX) ...............................799.00

HT-S5700 
5.1-Channel 570W Network Home Theater System
Consists of an A/V receiver, two front
speakers, two rear speakers, a center
channel speaker, and a 120W powered
subwoofer. For added low frequency im-
pact, the front, center and subwoofer
speakers feature a bass-reflex design. 

Built-in Bluetooth 2.1 connectivity allows
you to wirelessly pair with other Bluetooth-enabled audio sources such as computers, smartphones
and tablets. Onboard Wi-Fi and Ethernet connectivity gives you the ability to stream music from Internet
radio sources and use DLNA technology to share content with compatible networked devices. You can
also connect audio high-resolution audio sources to the receiver’s front panel USB. 
#ONHTS5700..........................................................................................................................599.00

Onkyo UBT-1 Bluetooth USB Adapter (ONUBT1) ..........................................................................39.95
Onkyo UWF-1 Wireless LAN USB Adapter (ONUWF1)...................................................................22.04
Onkyo SKF-4800 130W 2-Way Bass Reflex Front Speakers, Pair (ONSKF4800)..........................232.99

SKW-204 
10” 230W Powered Subwoofer
A 10-inch speaker as well as 230W of power ensure that the SKW-204 will deliver
plenty of low end. In addition, the elegant black grain exterior of this subwoofer
provides elegance as well as functionality at an affordable price. 

#ONSKW204.................................................................................Call or Log-on

HT-S3700 
5.1-Channel Home Theater Receiver/Speaker Package
Everything needed to supercharge
music, movies, and games. Dynamic
high-current amplification fills your
roomwith clean and punchy sound
and smoothly handles the Dolby
TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio
soundtracks. There are six 4K/60 Hz HDMI 2.0 inputs, an HDMI output with ARC to add surround sound
to broadcast TV, and DSP-optimized Bluetooth for wireless music streaming. With the stylish full-range
speakers and subwoofer hooked up, you'll find they system easy to use thanks to overlaid setup menus
and selectable listening modes for different types of content. (ONHTS3700)................................399.00

LS-T10 
Envision Cinema TV Speaker System 
Features AuraSphere digital signal processing and a
six-channel amplifier that delivers power to its six-driver array.
These include four full-range front drivers, one speaker on each side and an active
subwoofer underneath for premium audio. The system has three sound modes that are tailored for
movies, dialog or music. It also supports Bluetooth technology for wireless pairing and streaming from
compatible devices. AuraSphere DSP (Digital Signal Processing) technology optimizes driver output to
create a 3D surround effect from stereo sources. AuraSphere expands the sweet spot to create a 3D
soundfield that helps to place the listener right in the action. (ONLST10) .....................................349.00

NB3530A 300w 2.1-Channel
Sound Bar System 

Sleek sound bar featuring a wireless subwoofer
system, support for Bluetooth wireless streaming,
and two digital optical audio inputs. A wall mount
is included. (LGNB3530A) ........................................................................................................299.00

BH6730S 1000W 5.1-Channel 3D Smart Home Theater System (LGBH6730S) ............................299.00
SKS-HT870

7.1-Channel Speaker Package
Ready to go right out of the box. This package includes
a 290w 10” powered subwoofer, two 130w front
speakers, a 130w center speaker, two mid surround
and two surround back speakers, and all the cables
and accessories you’ll need to hook them up. The
3-1/4” dual woofers in the front and center
speakers provide extra lows throughout
the entire sound environment, while the
1” balanced dome tweeters provide
smooth highs without degradation of sound
quality. Enjoy your home cinema’s high frequencies with clarity. (ONSKSHT870) ..........................378.00

DHT-S514  
Soundbar System with Wireless Subwoofer
High performance 2-way soundbar with 1/2” tweeters and
2” x 5” mid/woofers and a wireless subwoofer. System
provides a wide range of sound, with deep bass and clear
high frequencies. HDMI input with Audio Return Channel (ARC),
optical and coax digital inputs, and analog input. Dolby Digital and DTS
decoding with Denon Virtual Surround. Enjoy wireless music streaming from
mobile devices. Connects to your TV with just one cable. (DEDHT5514) .......599.00

SB26 
Advanced Soundbar with Powered Wireless Subwoofer
System produces 160W of power and features a down-firing 10” wireless
subwoofer for low bass impact. Bluetooth technology is built-in for pairing
with other Bluetooth-enabled devices such as smartphones and tablets
for wireless audio playback. Has two HDMI inputs and an HDMI output
with ARC, and a 3.5mm and digital optical input for
connecting additional audio source. Includes a remote
control and brackets for optional wall-mounting. Can
also be controlled from compatible Android and iOS devices. (HASB26AM) .................................599.95
BDS 380 2.1-Channel Networked 3D Blu-ray System (HABDS380) ...........................................1199.95

V700 Digital TV soundbar systems 
With simple HDMI connection and unique,
industry-leading acoustic technology, it’s the
easiest and most elegant way to upgrade your
TV viewing pleasure. Vocals so realistic they sound live. Sound effects that keep you on the edge of
your seat. Music that seems like the performers are there. Four ultra-low profile high performance
drivers – two on each side – directly below or above your TV deliver startlingly clear, assertive and 
accurate bass/midrange response. KEF’s natural-sounding aluminium dome tweeter assures flawless
vocals. The tweeters are vented to eliminate distortion, even played loud. By distributing the output
across a wider angle, the ‘tangerine’ waveguides allow the whole family to enjoy the same sound
quality, wherever they sit. (KEV700) ..........................................................................................799.99

54” 3-Channel Soundbar Speaker
Delivers virtual surround sound and powerful bass in
a compact multi-speaker design. Features three 3”
drivers and dual 6 x 3” deep bass modules. Plus, a
subwoofer output on the rear of the soundbar allows you connect an optional subwoofer for added low
bass impact. Stream audio from smartphones and MP3 players via Bluetooth. Connections include
HDMI and digital optical and coaxial inputs. USB port supports playback of .WAV audio files. Includes
HDMI, optical and coaxial cables, remote control and mounting hardware. (VIS5430WC2) ............298.00

29” 2-Channel Soundbar (VIS2920WC0) .....79.99
38” 2-Channel Soundbar (VIS3820WC0) .....99.99
38” 2.1-Ch. Soundbar (VIS3821WC0) ........158.00

38” 5.1-Channel Soundbar (VIS3851WD4) .279.99
42” 2.1-Ch. Soundbar (VIS4221WC4)........Log-on
42” 5.1-Ch. Soundbar (VIS4251WB4) ........298.00
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Cinema 70 CT 5.1 Speaker System
Enjoy premium surround sound for your movies and music. The
system features four satellites and a center channel speaker
and 250w subwoofer with 8” driver and bass reflex port.
Satellites feature a 1” pure titanium dome tweeter
with ferrofluid for cooling and damping, as well as
a 3.5” injection molded copolymer cone for the
bass/midrange frequencies. Center channel also
features a 1” pure titanium dome tweeter and has
two 3.5” injection molded copolymer bass/midrange cones. Phasing of the subwoofer can be adjusted
to complement the speakers, allowing you to fine tune your sound. (PAC70CT51S) ......................699.00

Andrew Jones Signature Home Theater Speakers
Designed for high accuracy
and smooth response to
better handle everything
from the most subtle music
passages to multichannel
movie soundtracks.
Structured surface woofer
provides better bass
dynamics while also
smoothing the response
for more accurate midrange presentation.  

SP-BS22-LR Andrew Jones Designed Bookshelf Speakers, Pair (PISPBS22LR) ............................126.99
SP-C22 Andrew Jones Designed Center Channel Speaker (PISPC22) .........................................Log-on
SP-FS52 Andrew Jones Designed Floorstanding Speaker (PISPFS52)..........................................126.99
SW-8MK2 Andrew Jones Designed 100W Powered Subwoofer (PISW8MK2) ...............................156.99

HW-F355 • HW-H550 • HW-F550/551
2.1 Channel Sound Bar Systems with Wired or Wireless Subwoofers

Enhance your TV experience and feel the power of tight,
thundering bass when you’re watching your favorite movies
and shows. The Wireless Active Subwoofer adds powerful bass
from anywhere in the room. Stream your music to the AudioBar
from your connected devices with Bluetooth connectivity.
When used with a Samsung TV, you will be able to power
on the AudioBar and control the
volume right from the TV remote.

HW-H450: 2.1 Soundbar (SAHWH450) .....................................................................................297.99
HW-H550: 2.1 Soundbar with HDMI in/out with Audio Return Channel and CES Control 
in Black (SAHWH550) or White (SAHWH551)...............................................................................397.99
HW-H570: 2.1 Soundbar with 5 different sound modes - Music, Sports, Cinema, Voice and Standard  -
depending on the type of content you want to enjoy. (SAHWH570) ..............................................397.99
HW-H600: Sound Stand designed to fit under TVs ranging in size from 32 up to 55”. Multi-direction
technology provides rich 4.2-channel sound in a sleek, low-profile (1.4”) design. (SAHWH600)....Log-on
HW-H750: 4.1 Soundbar with sleek, metallic design (SAHWH750)..............................................797.99

HT-H4500 500-Watt 5.1-Channel Surround System
System includes a 3D Blu-ray player,
two front and two surround speakers,
center speaker and a passive
subwoofer. Ethernet port
for Internet connectivity.
Once connected, you can
stream multimedia apps
such as Netflix and YouTube. Has an HDMI output for connection to HDTV. Integrated Bluetooth allows
you to wirelessly stream music from Bluetooth-enabled devices. There’s even a USB port for interfacing
additional audio sources and ripping CD tracks to a USB drive. (SAHTH4500)..................Call or Log-on

HT-H5500W 1000w 5.1-Channel Surround Systems 
The 1000w HT-F5500W steps
up with Bluetooth, AllShare
DLNA networking, Smart Hub
user nterface, built-in Wi-Fi,
wireless surround speakers,
HDMI input, and DTS-Neo
Fusion to add two height
channels. Full web browser
allows access to streaming audio/video services and downloadable apps. 3D Sound Plus,  synchronizes
the depth of the soundfield with 3D picture depth. New S-Recommendation lets you enter the name of
a movie to search across DLNA-connected devices and streaming services for the movie. It also
recommends video content based on past viewing habits.  
HT-H5500W 5.1 Channel 1000W Blu-Ray System (SAHTH5500W) ..............................................397.99
HT-H6500WM 5.1 Channel 1000W Blu-Ray System (SAHTH6500WM).........................................597.99

SP-SB23W Speaker Bar System 
Designed by  renowned speaker designer,
Andrew Jones, this compact solution
produces remarkable stereo imaging,
wider off-axis response and enhanced
dynamic range. Its speaker cabinet is
precision-crafted from composite wood, offering more controlled resonance and truer audio
reproduction. Six individual speakers are each driven by their own dedicated amplifier and integrated by
an active digital crossover network. Handling the low frequencies is a 50w powered wireless subwoofer
with 6.5” driver that can be conveniently adjusted with supplied remote. (PISPSB23W) ................396.99

HT-H7730WM 7.1 Channel 1330W Blu-Ray System
The HT-H7730WM features the DTS Neo: Fusion II
codec which creates virtual 9.1-channel output by
interpolating source material and turning it into an
auditory experience with such depth and direction
that the listener can’t help but be swept into the
action. Powering the HT-H7730WM is an amplifier
that gives listeners the best of two worlds – the
warmth of analog vacuum tubes and the power
and efficiency of digital amplification. The tallboy
speakers house not only midrange drivers and
tweeters, but also front height speakers that can be
angled upward to create height channels that enhance the immersive surround sound experience.  
The Blu-ray player features UHD Upscale Processor, which generates true-to-life pictures with vivid 
colors. Can upscale standard- and high-definition content to Ultra-High Definition (UHD) – four times
the resolution of 1080p – making it compatible with UHD TVs. (SAHTH7730WM) .........................797.99

E305
5.1 Surround Home Theater Speaker System
Perfectly balanced, seamlessly integrated high end 5.1 sub/sat
system based on KEF’s 4.25” Uni-Q driver array and a
superlative matching subwoofer, the  E305 fills he room
with a spacious, exquisitely detailed and compellingly
natural soundscape that captures all the magic of the
original performance. Consists of four E301 passive satellite
speakers, one E301c passive center speaker, and one E-2 powered subwoofer.
The satellites and center speaker each contain a 4.25” woofer for the low and mid range frequencies,
and a 0.75” vented aluminium dome tweeter for the high end. The sub features an 8” low frequency
driver and a built in 250W Class-D amplifier. In Black (KEE305BL) or White (KEE305WH) .............1199.99

V300 
Digital TV Sound System
The perfect match for your TV, the ultra-slim
V300 is a powered sound system that includes
a pair of speakers and an activation module
placed on each side of your TV to provide
high-fidelity sound reproduction. Each speaker
features two 4.5” dual layer diaphragm woofers for reproducing mid and low frequencies, and one
vented aluminum dome tweeter for highs. 50 watts of Class D amplification is provided in each
speaker, allowing you to operate the system without an additional amp or AV receiver. (KEV300) ..899.99

TV not included
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SS-B1000 � SS-B3000
Bookshelf Speakers

The 120-watt SS-B1000 has a 5-1/4” H.O.P
cone woofer and 1” nano fine balanced dome
tweeter to deliver high resolution audio.
Frequency response is 80Hz–50kHz.
Otherwise the same, the 120-watt SS-B3000

has a mid 31⁄4” enhanced H.O.P cone woofer, 8” Kevlar H.O.P.
woofer and 1” nano fine balanced dome tweeter.
#SOSSB1000 .................68.00 #SOSSB3000..............148.00

SS-CR3000 3-Speaker System
Center and rear
speakers featuring
BRAVIA matching
design. Rear
speakers includes 2.75” full
range drivers while the center channel has two 2.75” full range
drivers and Nano-Fine tweeter rated to 50kHz for sizzling highs.
#SOSSCR3000....................................................................98.00

SS-F5000 � SSF-7000
Floor-Standing Speakers

• 8” Kevlar HOP Woofer
• 31⁄4” Enhanced H.O.P. Cone - Mid Driver
• 1” Nano Fine Balanced Dome Tweeter
SS-F5000 150w (SOSSF5000) .................198.00

• 8” Mica Reinforced Woofer
• 8” Enhanced H.O.P. Cone - Mid Woofer
• 31⁄4” Enhanced H.O.P. Cone - Mid Driver
• 1” Nano Fine Balanced Dome Tweeter
SS-F7000 200w (SOSSF7000) .................298.00

BDV-E3100 5.1-Channel Blu-ray Disc Surround System
Create an immersive surround sound experience with this powerful
1000W, 5.1 channel, Wi-Fi, 3D Blu-ray disc home theater system.
Wirelessly stream movies, music, and more. Using DLNA you can
wirelessly access music, videos and photos from your PC or other
compatible Android™ device and play them on your TV. Plus, easily
connect your smartphone with one touch Bluetooth  pairing to start
streaming music instantly. Upscale standard DVDs to near HD quality. Easily display your videos and photos on your TV or listen to your digital
music by simply connecting your USB storage device to the Blu-ray player’s front USB slot for ultimate access. (SOBDVE3100)..........298.00

DAV-TZ140 BRAVIA 5.1 Home Theater System with DVD Player
The receiver features an integrated DVD player with upscaling and
HDMI output so you can watch DVDs at near-HD quality. The 5.1
speaker system provides clear, detailed audio with Dolby Digital
and Prologic decoding to deliver a theatrical experience in your
own home. Also feature a USB port, FM tuner, 24-bit S-master
digital amplifier, and EQ presets for Flat, Jazz, Classic, and Rock.

#SODAVTZ140 ...............................................................128.00

Speaker Stands
24” MDF Speaker Stand (Black, Pair)
(SABF24B)......................................Log-on
31” MDF Speaker Stand (Black, Pair)
(SABF31B).........................................49.99
Speaker Stands for Theater in a Box - Pair
(SAHTB3) .......................................Log-on
LL11 Super Slim Low-Profile Wall Mount
(SALL11B1) .....................................Log-on
NF18B Natural Foundations 18” Pair in 
Cherry (SANF18C) or Black (SANF18B) ............54.99
NF24B Natural Foundations 24” Pair (SANF24B) ................Log-on
NF30C Natural Foundations 30” Pair (SANF30C) ................Log-on
NF36B Natural Foundations 36” Pair (SANF36B)...................99.99
Book Shelf Wall Mount Up to 15 lb (SAWMS2).......................59.99
Wall/Ceiling Mount Bracket for Satellites (SAWMS3B) .........Log-on
Wall/Ceiling Mount Bracket - 5 Pieces (SAWMS5B) ............Log-on
16” MDF Construction Speaker Stand (Pair) (SABF16B) ......Log-on

Peerless Industries
PSP2 Universal Speaker Mount (Pair, Black) (PEPSP2)...........13.85
PSP2 Universal Speaker Mount (Pair, White) (PEPSP2W)........17.95
PSP5 Universal Speaker Mount (5-Pack) (PEPSP5) ...............26.99
SPK811 Universal Speaker Mount, Black (PESPK811B)...........17.85
SPK811 Universal Speaker Mount, White (PESPK811W)..........17.85
SPK815 Radial Cube Speaker Mount (PESPK815) .................50.62

NF
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HT-CT370 � HT-C770
2.1-Channel Soundbar Systems  
The HT-CT370 is a 2.1-channel soundbar with 100W wireless subwoofer.
It offers 300W of total audio power, Bluetooth with NFC for wireless pairing
and audio streaming, and three HDMI inputs. This system is also equipped
with an HDMI output that supports 1080p, 3D and 4K video pass-through.
For connecting additional audio sources, digital optical and 3.5mm audio
inputs are also available; an optical cable is included. At 2” high, this soundbar
was designed to have a slim profile. Otherwise the same, the HT-C770 features two-way speakers and a 120W wireless subwoofer for
full range sound; each two-way speaker is equipped with a separate tweeter and woofer. For robust audio playback, this soundbar system
produces 330W of total audio power.

HT-CT370 300W Soundbar (SOHTCT370) ........................Log-on HT-CT770 330W Soundbar (SOHTCT770) ........................Log-on

BDV-N5200W 5.1-Channel 1000W 3D Smart Blu-ray Home Theater System 
Incorporates a Blu-ray player that supports 3D Blu-ray disc playback when
used with a 3D TV and 3D glasses, and can also upscale video to near
1080p and 4K quality. Integrated Bluetooth allows you to wirelessly stream
music from other Bluetooth-enabled devices, while Wi-Fi connectivity allows
you to stream web content An Ethernet port is also built-in for wired high-speed
Internet connections. Features two HDMI inputs and an HDMI output, and optical, USB and stereo
RCA ports. The front panel USB interface supports high-resolution audio formats and can charge USB-powered devices. One
Touch Mirroring allows you to use NFC technology to wirelessly share content with other compatible devices. For convenience, the system
can be controlled from your smartphone or tablet. (SOBDVN5200W) ..............................................................................................Log-on

HT-XT1 2.1-Channel Soundbar  
Powerful sound in a slim form-factor, the HT-XT1 outputs up to 170W of power and
has a dual built-in subwoofer design for added bass impact. Bluetooth with NFC for
wireless pairing and audio streaming. Download the free SongPal app to control the
soundbar from compatible mobile devices. Equipped with three HDMI inputs and an
HDMI output that supports 1080p, 3D and 4K video pass-through. For connecting additional audio sources, digital optical and 3.5mm
audio inputs are also available. At 2.9” high, this soundbar can be placed under TVs with a maximum weight of 66 lb. (SOHTXT1) ....Log-on

BDV-N7200W 5.1-Channel 1200W 3D Smart Blu-ray Home Theater System
Stepping up, this system allows you to experience high-frequency
surround sound (up to 50 kHz). Two 2-way pedestal speakers,
deliver full front sound staging, while a 2-way center speake
delivers dialogue and on-screen sound effects. Two 2-way wireless
rear speakers and a wireless subwoofer round out the experience
without the clutter of cables. Magnetic Fluid technology inside each
damperless woofer is designed to ensure enhanced clarity and impact with
minimized sound distortion. DSEE HX optimizes audio frequency response to near high-resolution
sound quality. ClearAudio+ renders vibrant sound with powerful bass and clear highs.When prompted during
setup, place the included microphone where you will normally be seated and wait as the settings are automatically optimized based on the
distance and placement of your speakers. (SOBDVN7200W) ..............................................................................................Call or Log-on
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ABX3250 Audio Base
The ABX3250 Audio Base is the perfect audio
complement for 32-, 40- and 50-inch TVs placed
on a table. This 300-watt system includes a
powerful wireless sub-woofer, Bluetooth wireless
audio, HDMI switching and DTS Studio Sound for a more impactful home theater
experience in a modern space saving table-top design. (TOABX3250) .........................................419.99

YSP-1400BL Digital Sound Projector
Features dual built-in subwoofers for
deep, rich bass and Bluetooth wireless
technology that lets you quickly stream
music from your smartphone, tablet or computer. Equipped with eight array speakers on the front and
two down-firing subwoofers integrated into the feet of the sound bar. Combined, they deliver sound
with exceptional power and presence. With large 3.25” subwoofer drivers built into the feet of the
sound bar combined with high-rigidity bass reflex ducts and a large-volume cabinet, the sound projec-
tor delivers clear, rich and deep bass for movie sound effects and music. The independent right and left
channel configuration provides superior sound imaging. You can stream music from Bluetooth-compati-
ble smartphones, tablets and computers. Offers optical and coax inputs, and two analog inputs allowing
it to accommodate additional audio sources if desired. (YAYSP1400BL) .......................................349.95

SoundBase
Only 3.5” high, SoundBase home theater systems
can be placed beneath your flat-panel TV – so
you can have surround sound without adding a
lot of clutter to your room. They require no
external speakers, subwoofer or speaker wires. They reproduce TV shows, music and movie sound-
tracks with lifelike accuracy – including crystal-clear vocals and thunderous bass. PhaseCue II virtual
surround processing delivers remarkable three-dimensional sound. The entire system – speakers,
amplifier, virtual surround technology and powered subwoofer – fits into the super-slim cabinet. With
only one connecting cord and a one-page owner’s manual, it is truly “plug and play.” The wood cabinet
is robustly constructed using fully-braced MDF – not molded plastic.  

SoundBase 220 for 22 to 37” TVs (ZVSBV220)..........................................................................169.00
SoundBase 320 for 27 to 42” TVs (ZVSBV320)..........................................................................199.00
SoundBase 420 for 32 to 50” TVs (ZVSBV420) .........................................................................Log-on
SoundBase 555 for 37 to 55” TVs (ZVSS555) ...........................................................................Log-on
SoundBase 580 for 42 to 70” TVs (ZVSS580) ..........................................................................Log-on

Additional Yamaha Speakers & Accessories
YAS-103BL Surround Soundbar (YAYAS103BL) ...........................................................................249.95
NS-6490: 8” 3-Way Bookshelf Speakers (YANS6490) ................................................................129.95
NS-333: 5” 2-Way 150W Bookshelf Speaker (YANS333) ............................................................249.95
YST-FSW050B: 100W 6.5” Powered Subwoofer (YAYSTFSW050B)..............................................114.95
YST-SW216: 100W 10” Powered Subwoofer (YAYSTSW216B) .....................................................129.95
Bluetooth Wireless Audio Receiver (YAYBA11BL) ...........................................................................50.98
YWA-10 Wireless Network Adapter (YAYWA10BL) .........................................................................56.62

YHT-599UBL
5.1-Channel Network AV Home Theater in a Box

Features Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD audio
decoding and up to 115W
of power per speaker
channel. Plus, all
channels are
equipped with
192 kHz/24-bit Burr Brown DACs, as well as low jitter PLL circuitry for optimized sound imaging. 
Has five HDMI inputs and an HDMI output that support 4K pass-through, 3D pass-through and CEC
functionality. It provides AirPlay streaming with the AV Controller app, as well MHL for sending up to Full
HD 1080p video and multi-channel audio through the receiver and onto a compatible HDTV. There are
multiple analog video and audio connections, plus dual optical and coax digital audio inputs. There is
a front panel USB port for iPod, iPhone, iPad  or other USB-equipped music player. It features a
compressed music enhancer and YPAO sound optimization for automatic speaker setup. 
#YAYHT599UBL........................................................................................................................549.95

NS-SP1800BL: 5.1-Channel Home Theater System (YANSSP1800BL) ..........................................134.99
YHT-399UBL: 5.1-Channel Home Theater in a Box (YAYHT399UBL)..............................................399.95
YHT-4910U 5.1-Channel Home Theater System (YAYHT4910UBL) ..............................................429.95
YHT-699UBL: 5.1-Channel Network AV Home Theater in a Box (YAYHT699UBL) ............................649.95
YHT-799UBL: 5.1-Channel Network AV Home Theater in a Box (YAYHT799UBL) ............................699.95
YHT-899UBL: 5.1-Channel Network AV Home Theater in a Box (YAYHT899UBL) ............................749.95

PLAYBAR Wireless Soundbar
Features a 9-speaker design with angled left and
right tweeters. Each speaker is driven by a Class-D
amplifier. Supports wireless connectivity with your
network, but there is also an Ethernet jack for making a
wired connection. Supports connection to your TV using a digital
optical cable. However, if you just want to stream music, the soundbar comes
pre-loaded with thousands of free Internet radio stations that you can listen to without
even turning on your computer. You can also stream audio from your iPhone, iPod, iPad or compatible
mobile device. Download the free Sonos App and turn your iOS or Android mobile device into a
convenient remote. The app will work with your PC or Mac computer as well. (SOPBAR1US1B)......699.00

AudioQuest  
G2 Speaker Cable 30’ in Gray (AUG2G30) or White (AUG2W30) .....38.75
G2 Speaker Cable 50’ in Gray (AUG2G50) or White (AUG2W50) .....64.75
X-2 Speaker Cable 30’ in Gray (AUX2G30) or White (AUX2W30).....58.75
X-2 Speaker Cable 50’ in Off-White (AUX2W50) ..........................94.75
X-2 Speaker Cable 50’ in Gray (AUX2G50) ..................................94.75

Comprehensive  
CAC-14-2/P-500 2-Conductor Stranded Plenum Speaker, 500’ (CO142P0500)...........................199.60
CAC-16-4/P-500 4-Conductor 16 AWG Stranded Plenum Speaker, 500’ (CO164P0500) ..............291.60
CAC-16-2/P-500 2-Conductor 16 AWG Stranded Plenum, 500’ (CO162P0500)...........................139.95
CAC-18-2/P-500 2-Conductor Stranded Plenum Speaker, 500’ (CO182P0500).............................99.60
CAC-18-2/P-1000 2-Conductor Stranded Plenum Speaker, 1000’ (CO182P1000)........................199.20

Monster Cable
12 Gauge Speaker Cable - 15’ - Pair (MOOMC1515) ....................................................................22.95
XP Clear Jacket CL-Rated Speaker Cable (16 Gauge) 100’ Spool (MOXPCIBIG100).........................44.95
XPHP 100’ Clear Jacket CL Speaker Cable (14 Gauge) 100’ (MOXPHPCIBIG1)................................69.99
XP MKII Compact Clear 2-Conductor Speaker Cable 20’ (MOXPMSA20MK2) .................................19.95
XP MKII Compact Clear 2-Conductor Speaker Cable 50’ MOXPMSA50MK2) ..................................21.33
XP MKII Compact 2-Conductor Speaker Cable (Navajo) 100’ (MOXPNWMSA100)............................48.95

Pyramid
12 Gauge Speaker Zip Wire, 50’ spool (PY12HQSZW50) ......6.50 100’ Spool (PY12HQSZW100)...14.99
14 Gauge Speaker Zip Wire, 50’ spool (PY14HQSZW50) ......6.72 100’ Spool (PY14HQSZW100)...11.99
16 Gauge Speaker Zip Wire, 100’ spool (PY16HQSZW100) ...8.76 500’ Spool (PY18HQSZW500) ..20.57
18 Gauge Speaker Zip Wire, 50’ Spool (PY18HQSZW50) ......4.80 100’ Spool (PY18HQSZW100).....7.57

Home Theater Speaker Wire

SC-HTB880 
5.1-Channel Cinema Surround Soundbar System 
Delivers powerful multi-channel audio from its compact design. This system outputs up to
500W of power and incorporates a wireless 6.5”
down-firing subwoofer for low-bass impact.
Bluetooth with NFC is built-in for pairing with other Bluetooth-enabled devices for wireless audio
streaming. Equipped with an optical input, two HDMI inputs, and an HDMI output which supports 3D
and 4K pass-through to compatible displays. (PASCHTB880) ......................................................647.99

SC-BTT405 
5.1-Channel 3D Smart Blu-ray Home Theater System 
Outputs up to 600W of power
and includes a 6.5”" 100W
powered subwoofer. Bluetooth
with NFC is built-in for wireless
audio streaming, as well as Ethernet, which allows you to access premium streaming services and
Internet apps. Decodes high-resolution audio formats like DolbyTrueHD and DTS-HD for an immersive
surround sound experience. (PASCBTT405) ...............................................................................253.91

SC-XH105 DVD Home Theater Sound System (PASCXH105) .......................................................155.80
SC-HTE80 Home Theater Audio System (PASCHTE80)................................................................217.53
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*Based on 11 cents per kWh and 5 hours of use per day. Energy costs will depend on utility rates and use.

TY-EW3D3MU3D
Active Shutter 3D Eyewear 
Highly precise control
completely closes the
shutters for both eyes at the
instant that the images change for
the left and right eyes. The 3D Eyewear can be comfortably worn
right over ordinary prescription glasses. The glasses are M-3D1
standard compliant for use with any 3D compatible screen.
#PATYEW3D3MU.................................................................55.54

Hitachi LD-32VZD09A 32” LED TV (HILD32VZD09A) ..........269.95
LG 24MN42A 24” Full HD LED TV (LG24MN42A) ................229.95
Sharp LC-19LE150M 19” AQUOS (SHLC19LE150) ..............169.00
Sony KDL-32W700B 32” BRAVIA (SOKDL32W700B) ..........549.95
Sony KLV-32R402A 32” BRAVIA (SOKLV32R402) ...............372.99

Samsung
UA32EH4003M 32” LED TV (SAUA32EH4003) ....................299.95
UA32F5500AM 32” LED TV (SAUA32F5500).......................499.95
UA-46F5500 46” Smart LED TV (SAUA46F5500) ................849.95
UA-60F8000 60” Smart 3D LED TV (SAUA60F8000) .........2549.95

LB5800 Series Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV 
They feature an LCD panel with Full HD 1920 x 1080p native resolution, LED backlighting, a
Triple XD Engine and MCI 120 technology, which uses the TV's 60 Hz refresh rate to reduce
distortion on fast-moving images. Picture Wizard II technology allows you to self-calibrate key
picture quality elements including black level, color, tint, sharpness and backlight levels.
The LB5800 has built-in Wi-Fi and Ethernet connectivity. Smart TV features include Home
Dashboard 3.0, access to premium content and an app store, LG Cloud for storing media, a
full web browser, SmartShare media sharing and Skype video calling with an optional camera.
They offer three HDMI inputs and three USB 2.0 ports that let you play videos, music or photos
from a USB drive without needing  a PC. Other features include MHL and Miracast mirroring, 
SIMPLINK multi-device control, multiple picture modes, multiple sound modes, Clear Voice II technology and 20W stereo speakers. 

32” LB5800 Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV (LG32LB5800)  ($9 est. yearly energy cost*)............................................................................429.00
39” LB5800 Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV (LG39LB5800)  ($11 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................499.00
42” LB5800 Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV (LG42LB5800)  ($12 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................599.00
47” LB5800 Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV (LG47LB5800)  ($14 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................699.00

LB6300 Series Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV
They feature full HD picture quality and Triple XD Engine for enhanced color reproduction
and life-like picture quality. Plus, lower resolution sources are scaled to the TV’s native
1920 x 1080 resolution. MCI 600 technology uses the TV’s 120 Hz refresh rate to reduce
distortion on fast-moving images.  As a Smart TV, they have built-in Wi-Fi, so you can
stream music and video content from LG’s app-based web-interface. LG’s Smart TV
menu gives you access to premium content like Netflix and YouTube. They include the
Magic Remote Controller, a motion detecting remote control with built-in microphone for
simplified navigation and web-browsing. For connections, there is a component video
input and three HDMI inputs. Three USB 2.0 ports for connecting peripherals such as flash drives. Two built-in speakers deliver a  combined
20W of audio power, or use the optical output to connect to a higher power system.

42” LB6300 Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV (LG42LB6300)  ($12 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................................................................................649.00
47” LB6300 Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV (LG47LB6300)  ($14 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................................................................................799.00
50” LB6300 Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV (LG50LB6300)  ($17 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................................................................................899.00
55” LB6300 Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV (LG55LB6300)  ($18 est. yearly energy cost*) ..............................................................................1099.00
60” LB6300 Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV (LG60LB6300)  ($22 est. yearly energy cost*)..................................................................................1399.00
65” LB6300 Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV (LG65LB6300)  ($24 est. yearly energy cost*)..................................................................................1699.00

LB7100 Series 1080p Smart 3D LED TV
They feature full HD picture quality and Triple XD Engine for enhanced color
reproduction and life-like picture quality. With LG’s Resolution Upscaler, lower
resolution sources are scaled to the TV’s native 1920 x 1080 resolution. MCI 960
technology uses the TV’s 240 Hz refresh rate to reduce distortion on fast-moving
images. They come with 2 pairs of 3D glasses, and can convert content back and
forth between 2D and 3D. Built-in Wi-Fi lets you stream music and video content
from LG’s app-based web-interface. Smart TV menu gives you access to premium
content like Netflix and YouTube. They include the Magic Remote Controller, a
motion detecting remote control with built-in mic for simplified navigation and
web-browsing. Equipped with component video input, 3 HDMI inputs and 3 USB 2.0 ports for connecting peripherals such as flash drives.
Two built-in speakers deliver 20W of audio power, but you can use their optical output for connecting to a higher power audio system.

60” LB7100 Full HD 1080p Smart 3D LED TV (LG60LB7100) ($22 est. yearly energy cost*) ......................................................................1699.00
65” LB7100 Full HD 1080p Smart 3D LED TV (LG65LB7100) ($24 est. yearly energy cost*) ......................................................................2299.00
70” LB7100 Full HD 1080p Smart 3D LED TV (LG70LB7100) ($26 est. yearly energy cost*) ......................................................................2799.00
55” LB7200 Full HD 1080p Smart 3D LED TV (LG55LB7200) ($20 est. yearly energy cost*).....................................................................1399.00

Multisystem Televisions

Cabinets & Stands

Skype Cameras & 3D Glasses

JFV60-E1 
Dual-Purpose Lowboy Audio Video Cabinet

Can be mounted on the
wall with its steel
mounting plate or on
the floor with its easy-
to-attach feet. When resting on the floor this stylish, sturdy AV
stand can hold up to 350 lbs of your AV equipment. Mounted on
16” on-center wall studs, it can hold up to 200 lbs. The sliding
glass doors will enclose your gear without impeding IR signals
while the ample cable management channels promote a clean
and neat installation. (SAJFV60E1) .....................................499.99

Bell’O ATC402 A/V Component Cabinet (BEATC402)..........Log-on

Peerless Industries
15U A/V Component Rack System (PEAVM) ........................328.99
SGLB01 32 - 50” TV Stand in Black (PESGLB01) .................231.47
SGLS01 32 - 50”TV Stand in Silver (PESGLS01)..................251.85

LB5900 Series Full HD 1080p LED TV 
The LB5900 series features MCI 240 technology, which uses the TV's 120 Hz refresh rate to reduce distortion on fast-moving images. They
also incorporate LG's Triple XD Engine and an LED backlight for enhanced color reproduction and life-like picture quality. They are equipped
with component video input and 2 HDMI inputs. A USB 2.0 port is provided for connecting peripherals such as flash drives, and it supports
audio and video formats like DivX HD, AC3 and MP3. There are two built-in speakers for a combined 20W of audio power, but you can also
use the optical output to connect to a higher power system.  Screen Share technology allows you to connect MHL-enabled devices such as
smartphones and tablets with an optional cable. Once connected you can mirror the screen of your connected device on the TV's screen.  

47” LB5800 Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV (LG47LB5900)  ($14 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................599.00
50” LB5800 Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV (LG50LB5900)  ($17 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................699.00
55” LB5800 Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV (LG55LB5900)  ($19est. yearly energy cost*) ...........................................................................799.00
60” LB5800 Full HD 1080p Smart LED TV (LG60LB5900)  ($22 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................999.00

AG-S360 
3D Glasses 

Designed to work with compatible
LG 3D TVs. The glasses are light-
weight and fully adjustable for comfort and
convenience, and will fit over most eyeglasses. Included cloth
keeps them clean and smudge free. (LGAGS360) .................49.00

telyHD 
Skype Video Calling Camera

This innovative device
brings the ease and
convenience of Skype
calling to your living room and your HDTV with an HDMI port. Just
connect it to your TV via HDMI and you’ll be sharing moments with
friends in family in no time at all. No computer needed and no
monthly fee either. Video transmission is in ultra-crisp 720p HD.
(TESHDC) .........................................................................208.16
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Magnavox
24” 720p Slim LED HDTV (MA24ME403V) ($6 energy cost*).....175.57
28” 720p LED TV/DVD Combo (MA28MD304V ) ($9 cost*)......299.95
32” 720p LED TV (MA32ME303V) ($9 energy cost*).................224.39
28” 720p TV/DVD Combo ($12 energy cost*) (MA28MD403V)..Log-on

QFX 
13.3” with TV Tuner (QFTVLED1311) ($8 est. energy cost*) .........148.36
13.3” with DVD (QFTVLED1312D) ($10 est. energy cost*) ...........125.46
15.6” with TV Tuner (QFTVLED1611) ($9 est. energy cost*) .........116.99
15.6” with DVD (QFTVLED1612D) ($11 est. energy cost*)............136.99

RCA
3.5” LED Portable Digital TV (RCDHT235A).............................59.95
7” ATSC Portable Digital TV (RCDPTM70R) .............................84.95
16” LED HDTV (RCDETG160R)  ($5 est. yearly energy cost*) ........118.99
19” LED HDTV (RCDETG185R)  ($5 est. yearly energy cost*) ........144.87
22” LED Full HDTV (RCDETG215R)  ($7 est. yearly energy cost*)..170.83

LED HDTV with DVD Player
13.3” (RCDECG13DR)  ($5 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................179.94
19” (RCDECG185R)  ($8 est. yearly energy cost*) .......................164.95
22” (RCDECG215R)  ($9 est. yearly energy cost*) .......................190.41

Venturer
KLV39103 10” Kitchen LCD TV/DVD Combo (VEKLV39103) ....190.00
KLV3915 15.4” Kitchen LCD TV/DVD Combo (VEKLV3915).....224.95

AV Toolbox AVT-6071 HDMI Switcher (AVAVT6071) ............296.65
AV Toolbox AVT-6441 HDMI  Switcher (AVAVT6441) ...........152.15
Belkin 4-Way HDMI Switcher (BEB2B090C00) ......................30.99
Belkin 2-Way HDMI Switcher (BEB2B091C00).......................19.99
C2G 4-Port HDMI Selector Switcher (CA41500) .....................71.15
C2G 6-Port HDMI Selector Switch (CA41501).........................79.99
Comprehensive 2x1 HDMI Switcher (COCSWHD201C) ..........19.99
Comprehensive 3x1 HDMI Switcher (COCSWHD301C) ..........22.77
Gefen 4x2 HDMI Switcher (GE4X2HS13) .............................387.49
Gefen HDMI Super Booster Plus 1.3 (GEHDSBP) ..................128.99
Gefen 50’ HDMI Super Booster Cable (GECH50)..................196.95
Iogear 3-Port HD Audio/Video Switcher (IOGHDSW3) .............19.88
Iogear 4 x 1 HDMI Switcher Kit (IOGHDSW4KIT) .....................60.70
Iogear Wireless 3D Digital Kit (IOGW3DHDKIT).....................180.99
Iogear Wireless 3D Digital Kit (IOGW3DHDKIT).....................180.99
KanexPro HDMI Repeater (KAHDR10G).................................49.95
Kramer VS-41HDMI 4x1 HDMI Switcher (KRVS41HDMI).......432.00
Kramer 4 x 1 HDMI Switcher (KRVS41HC) ..........................384.00
Kramer VS-21HDMI-IR HDMI Switcher (KRVS21HDMIIR) ......236.00
MuxLab HDMI Mono Extender Kit (MUHDMIEMEK12) ...........292.25
MuxLab HDMI/Lan Extender Kit (MUHDMILEK12V) ...............439.79
NTW 4 x 1 HDMI Switcher (NT41HSHDMISW).........................48.39
RF-Link AVS-41 4 x 1A/V Switcher (RF41WAVS) ...................24.95
RF-Link AVS-41i 4 x 1A/V Switcher (RF41WAVSR).................34.95
Sima SVS-14 Passive Audio / Video Switcher (SISVS14) .........16.95
Sony SB-V40S 4 x 1Audio Video Selector (SOSBV40S) ..........41.99

GefenTV Wireless for
HDMI Extender System

Send high definition audio and video
to any HD display up to 80’. Extend
HDMI A/V content from computers,
set-top boxes, Blu-ray players, etc.
to remote HDMI displays.
Comprises a small sender unit
and a table-top receiver unit.
It supports 1080p Full HD resolution along with support for 7.1
channels of digital audio in PCM, Dolby, or DTS formats. Transmits
within the room and does not require line-of-sight placement of
transceivers for good reception. (GEWEHDMIVHD8) ...............254.06

Switchers & Extenders

UB9800 Series 4K ULTRA HD TV
The UB9800 series feature 3840 x 2160 resolution ULTRA IPS panels. LG’s
IPS technology is highly regarded for its ability to offer extraordinarily detailed
images and a wide viewing angle. This series also features improved sound
with the collaboration with harman/kardon. They are equipped with a unique
proprietary chip that enhances the Ultra HD resolution and optimizes overall
image quality. Thanks to this chip, LG’s Tru-ULTRA HD Engine Pro further
differentiates the TV’s picture quality. 
The UB9800 comes with a sophisticated upscaling function that takes SD,
HD or Full HD content and renders it in sharp, near-Ultra HD quality. Working
in tandem with the Super Resolution Algorithm, the Tru-ULTRA HD Engine Pro
provides a more enjoyable viewing experience by helping to eliminate the
visual errors common to some other types of upscaling systems. In addition, the Tru-ULTRA HD Engine Pro also supports a technique called
4K Motion Estimation Motion Compensation (MEMC), which helps ensure that all 4K Ultra HD content appears lifelike and virtually free of
motion blur. It also has a built-in 4K HEVC 60p decoder. The device decodes broadcast signals in both H.264 and HEVC H.265 formats, in
both 30p or 60p. They seamlessly display Ultra HD content from nearly any input source, including HDMI, USB and LAN. LG’s unique ULTRA
HD CINEMA 3D uses Film Patterned Retarder (FPR) technology to render convincing 3D images with virtually no flicker or cross-talk. Also
have a built-in camera and enhanced audio with built-in harmon/kardon 4.2- or 5.2-channel audio systems. 

65” UB9800 4K LED Smart 3D TV 240Hz (LG65UB9800)  ($22 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................4499.00
79” UB9800 4K LED Smart 3D TV 240Hz (LG79UB9800)  ($32 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................7999.00
84” UB9800 4K LED Smart 3D TV 240Hz (LG84UB9800) ($42 est. yearly energy cost*) ...........................................................................9999.00
98” UB9800 4K LED Smart 3D TV 240Hz (LG98UB9800) ($52 est. yearly energy cost*).............................................................................Log-on

UB8500 � UB9500  Series 4K ULTRA HD TV 
The UB8500 and UB9500 contain an IPS panel with Edge LED and local
dimming. Fans of ultra-fluid images will appreciate a 100 Hz refresh rate along
with CMR 1000. To make up for the lack of 4K/Ultra HD content, they have an
upscaling chip, Tru Ultra XD Engine Pro, which is capable of converting any
content to 3840 x 2160 pixels. They use passive 3D and are therefore lined
with a polarized filter and come with four pairs of glasses, two for 3D and two
DualPlay glasses for simultaneous two-player gaming. For connections, they
have a single HDMI 2.0 input capable of receiving 60 Hz Ultra HD signals,
three HDMI 1.4 inputs, USB 3.0 port, two USB 2.0 ports and dual DVB-C2/T2
and S2 tuners. To make the TV interface nice and fluid, a quad-core processor
runs WebOS with its connected functions and downloadable apps (VOD, TV
replay, games, etc.).
The UB8500 features TruMotion 120Hz, 1320 UCI (Ultra Clarity Index), Magic Remote, Cinema 3D and 2.0-channel 20w audio system.
TheUB9800 steps up with TruMotion 240Hz, 1500 UCI and 2.1-channel 35w audio system. 

49” UB8500 4K LED Smart 3D TV 120Hz (LG49UB8500) ($16 est. yearly energy cost*) ...........................................................................1499.00
55” UB8500 4K LED Smart 3D TV 120Hz (LG55UB8500) ($18 est. yearly energy cost*) ...........................................................................1999.00
60” UB8500 4K LED Smart 3D TV 120Hz (LG60UB8500) ($22 est. yearly energy cost*) ............................................................................Log-on

55” UB9500 4K LED Smart 3D TV 240Hz (LG55UB9500) ($18 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................2499.00
65” UB9500 4K LED Smart 3D TV 240Hz (LG65UB9500) ($22 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................3499.00

UB8200 Series 4K Smart LED TV
They combine an expansive display and Internet connectivity. They offer native 3840 x
2160 resolution to deliver detailed 4K images. Integrated UCI 1080 motion technology
utilizes the TV’s 120 Hz refresh to combat distortion on fast moving images like
sporting events and action movies. They also incorporate Tru 4K Engine technology,
which can upscale lower resolution sources to near-4k quality. LG’s Smart TV interface
allows you to take advantage of premium streaming services. Built-in Wi-Fi and 
Ethernet for high-speed Internet access. Onboard Wi-Fi Direct technology allows you
to wirelessly share content with compatible devices. Equipped with component video
and 3 HDMI inputs. Three USB ports allow you to connect flash drives for audio, video
and photo playback. Integrated Miracast and MHL connectivity allow wireless and
wired connections to compatiblesmartphones and tablets for content sharing.  

49” UB8200 4K Smart LED TV (LG49UB8200) ($17 est. yearly energy cost*) ...........................................................................................1349.00
55” UB8200 4K Smart LED TV (LG55UB8200) ($20  est. yearly energy cost*) ..........................................................................................1799.00
60” UB8200 4K Smart LED TV (LG60UB8200) ($24 est. yearly energy cost*) ...........................................................................................2499.00
65” 65UB9200 4K Smart LED TV (LG65UB9200)  ($27 est. yearly energy cost*) ......................................................................................2999.00
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*Based on 11 cents per kWh and 5 hours of use per day. Energy costs will depend on utility rates and use.

C2 Wall Mount Power Filter
The filter is designed to fully protect your wall-mounted display from
damaging power surges, spikes and lightning. Isolated noise filter banks
eliminate EMI/RFI as a source of audio and video signal degradation.
LED status indicators provide active notification of changing power conditions
including filtering, protection, overload, and wiring faults. A detachable 2’ power cord gives you
the option to switch to a longer cord (sold separately) for particular installations. (APC2) ................99.99

H10 Home Theater Power Conditioner (APH10BLK)....................................................................Log-on
H15 Home Theater Power Conditioner (APH15BLK)....................................................................Log-on
J10 Home Theater Power Conditioner & Battery Backup (APJ10BLK)...........................................425.00
J-Type 1.5kVA Power Conditioner with 120V Battery (APJ25BLK) ................................................249.99
J-Type 1.5kVA Power Conditioner with 120V Battery (APJ35BLK) ................................................345.99

Clean Power & Surge Protectors

PB6650 Full HD Smart Plasma TV
Feature 1920 x 1080 resolution with 600 Hz Sub Field
Driving to minimize distortion on fast-moving material
such as sports. Wi-Fi and Ethernet connectivity allow
you to access subscription-based and free Internet
streaming services like Netflix, Hulu Plus, YouTube and
more. Wi-Fi Direct is also integrated for wireless con-
tent sharing with compatible devices. Equipped with
three HDMI ports, three USB 2.0 ports, and a compo-
nent video input (which is shared with the composite
video input for interfacing analog video sources). They also feature MHL connectivity for interfacing
compatible devices like smartphones and tablets. Two built-in speakers deliver 20W of power. Virtual
Surround Plus producrd dynamic virtual surround sound from the TV's built-in speakers. The optical
gives you the option of outputting audio to an external multi-channel speaker system

50” PB6650 1080p Smart Plasma TV (LG50PB6650) ($22 est. yearly energy cost*) ...........................699.00
60” PB6650 1080p Smart Plasma TV (LG60PB6650) ($34 est. yearly energy cost*) ...........................879.00
50” 50PB560B 720p Plasma TV (LG50PB560B) ($22 est. yearly energy cost*) ..................................549.00

PB6900 Full HD 3D Smart Plasma TV
View detailed 1080p images and stream Internet
content. This TV features 1920 x 1080 resolution
and has 600 Hz Sub Field Driving, so distortion on
fast-moving material such as sporting events is kept
to a minimum. Active 3D technology is onboard for
viewing 3D content when paired with optional 3D
glasses. Additionally, you can convert images back
and forth between 2D and 3D. As a Smart TV, this
model incorporates Ethernet and Wi-Fi connectivity.
Once connected, you can access subscription-based and free streaming services like Netflix, Hulu Plus,
and YouTube.  With three HDMI ports, three USB 2.0 ports, and a component video input, you have
multiple interfaces for connected high-definition video sources. The component video connection is
shared with the composite video input for interfacing analog video sources. Two built-in speakers
deliver 20W of total power. Virtual Surround Plus is integrated for producing dynamic virtual surround
sound from the TV’s built-in speakers. Using the optical output, you have the option of outputting audio
to an external multi-channel speaker system.

60” PB6900 1080p 3D Smart Plasma TV (LG60PB6900) (34 est. yearly energy cost*) .....................1149.00

AQUOS 6-Series AQUOS 1080p Smart LED TV
The AQUOS 6-, 7-, 8-Series feature dual-core
processor, Web browser and built-in Wi-Fi. Sharp’s
SmartCentral platform provides access to virtually
unlimited Web based content with an expanded
selection of apps, Flash and HTML5 supported Web
browsing and Android and iOS remote control. They
also allow you to send content from an iOS and
Android phone or tablet to the TV with a flick. You
can also split screens for simultaneous TV viewing
and Web browsing. And, Netflix subscribers can search for content on their smartphone or tablet and
then select to watch it on the TV with Netflix “Second Screen” capability. 
6-Series has an astonishinly slim screen bezel. The sides of the TV amazingly appear to fall away.
Turn them into a work of art.  Wallpaper Mode allows pre-installed artwork images or photos from a
USB drive on the screen at a reduced light level that mirrors museum conditions, so the screen blends
beautifully into a room’s décor with extremely low power consumption.  

LC-60LE660U 60” Aquos LED 1080p TV (SHLC60LE660) ($18 est. yearly energy cost*) .....................999.99
LC-70LE660U 70” Aquos LED 1080p TV (SHLC70LE660) ($23 est. yearly energy cost*) ...................1699.99
LC-80LE650U 80” Aquos LED 1080p TV (SHLC80LE650U) ($27 est. yearly energy cost*) .................2997.99

AQUOS Q+ 
Stepping up, the Q+ series feature 10 million
more subpixels than standard Full HD, for more
detail, depth and color. They can also accept a 4K
signal and play it back at near-4K resolution, with
an effective resolution of up to 3840 x 2160.
With Sharp’s Revelation Upscaler, they take HD
content and optimize it for the higher resolution
screen, so all your HD content is sharper and
more vivid. The SQ line is 3D ready, has a 240Hz
Panel and is designed with a high-quality finish on a thin diamond cut bezel. The UQ line has premium
features such as THX certification, AquoMotion TM 960, Super Bright Technology, premium design with
aluminum bezel, 3D with 2 pairs of glasses, powerful 35W audio and Bluetooth.

LC-60SQ15U 60” 1080p LED 3D TV 240Hz (SHLC60SQ15U) ....................................................1597.99
LC-70SQ15U 70” 1080p LED 3D TV 240Hz (SHLC70SQ15U) ....................................................2497.99
LC-60UQ17U 60” 1080p LED 3D TV 240Hz (SHLC60UQ17U)......................................................Log-on
LC-70UQ17U 70” 1080p LED 3D TV 240Hz (SHLC70UQ17U)......................................................Log-on
LC-80UQ17U 80” 1080p LED 3D TV 240Hz (SHLC80UQ17U) ....................................................4997.99

AQUOS Q 
Q Series features Sharp’s proprietary Quattron
technology which  incorporates a fourth yellow
subpixel to the standard red, green and blue,
giving them 33% more subpixels than a
standard HDTV, for a total of 8 million subpixels.
See sharper, more electrifying action with 240Hz
refresh rate, while 8:1M dynamic contrast ratio
delivers deeper blacks and whiter whites. For
convenience, optical picture control automatically
adjusts picture brightness to the light in the room. Sharp’s split-screen experience lets you surf the
web while you watch TV, so you won’t have to choose between your favorite show and your favorite
website. MHL connection turns a small-screen phone into a big-screen experience. MHL delivers HD
uncompressed video with up to 8 channels of digital audio. Since MHL also charges the mobile device,
you can power-up while you’re connected. 
For connectivity, they are equipped with 4 HDMI (4K inputs), 2 USB ports and Bluetooth. Powerful 20W
audio features high fidelity with Clear Voice, so scenes sound great. With Smart Central 3.0, you can
browse and search across cable, satellite, and streaming services, all in one place. With the exclusive
SmartCentral 3.0 mobile app everything you do on your Smart TV can be done from your tablet or
smartphone. When the TV is turned off, Wallpaper Mode lets you display virtually any image you choose.

LC-60EQ10U 60” 1080p LED TV 240Hz (SHLC60EQ10U) ($18 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................1297.99
LC-70EQ10U 70” 1080p LED TV 240Hz (SHLC70EQ10U) ($23 est. yearly energy cost*)....................1997.99

LC-70UD1U AQUOS 70” 4K Ultra HD LED TV (SHLC70UD1U)  ($23 est. yearly energy cost*) ...............Log-on
90” LC-90LE657U Full HD LED Smart 3D TV (SHLC90LE657U)  ($46 est. yearly energy cost*) ..........6997.99

HTS 5100 MKII 
10-Outlet Reference PowerCenter Surge Protector  

Features an outstanding 6814-joule surge protection. 
Exclusive Tri-Mode Protection circuitry automatically 
disconnects all of your connected equipment if you’re 
hit by a big one. If your system takes a hit, an audible
alarm will tell you that your system was protected from damage. Clean Power Circuitry Stage 4 v.2.1
filters provide the best AC power line noise/disturbance rejection. This advanced technology delivers
more precise sound and picture quality from connected components. Color-coded outlets are
configured for optimal protection of any home theater setup. (MOMPHTS5100M) ........................Log-on
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Passive SimulView Gaming Glasses, 2-pack (SOTDGSV5P)....................................................18.00
Active 3D Glasses for W900A TV (SOTDGBT500A) ................................................................48.00
CMU-BR200 Skype Camera (SOCMUBR200) ......................................................................118.00
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*Based on 11 cents per kWh and 5 hours of use per day. Energy costs will depend on utility rates and use.

KDL-W Series BRAVIA LED Full HD TVs 
In addition to being Wi-Fi enabled, W600B Series
utilizes Sony’s X-Reality PRO picture processor to
ensure it displays unprecedented detail and as-
tonishing color regardless of the content source. 
Motionflow XR 240 produces lifelike movement for
the best experience when viewing fast action pro-
gramming and gaming. ClearAudio+ Digital Sound
Processing (DSP) with S-Force Front Surround
projects clear vocals and wide sound range.  A
new user interface (UI) allows viewers to stream
beautiful, HD entertainment straight from the Internet or a home network using built-in Wi-Fi with ease.  
• Otherwise the same, the W630B steps-up with Motionflow™ XR 480 to produce lifelike movement
• Otherwise the same, the W800B series is 3D capable and comes with 2 pairs of glasses. 
• W850B steps up with an innovative structural design with iconic Wedge form factor. The Wedge

shape increases capacity to incorporate larger speakers for a deeper, more powerful sound. The 
design also increases stability by lowering the TV’s center of gravity, achieving a smaller pedestal 
size than conventional TVs, and allows for a variety of installation options.

• The flagship W950B series incorporates TRILUMINOS™ Display, delivering lifelike color and accurate
shading. The display works in unison with Sony’s X-Reality PRO picture engine which analyzes, cleans
and refines images from any source, to reproduce rich, accurate color while maintaining brightness,
hue and saturation. In addition, proprietary X-tended Dynamic Range achieves a much more dynamic
range of brightness with deeper blacks, more detailed gradation and higher peaks.  

KDL-40W600B 1080p 120Hz 40” TV (SOKDL40W600B) ($14 est. yearly energy cost*) .......................Log-on
KDL-48W600B 1080p 120Hz 48” TV (SOKDL48W600B) ($18 est. yearly energy cost*) .......................Log-on
KDL-60W630B 1080p 120Hz 60” TV (SOKDL60W630B) ($26 est. yearly energy cost*) .......................Log-on
KDL-50W800B 1080p 120Hz 50” TV (SOKDL50W800B) ($22 est. yearly energy cost*) .......................Log-on
KDL-55W800B 1080p 120Hz 55” TV (SOKDL55W800B) ($24 est. yearly energy cost*) .......................Log-on
KDL-60W850B 1080p 120Hz 60” TV (SOKDL60W850B) ($26est. yearly energy cost*) ........................Log-on
KDL-70W850B 1080p 120Hz 70” TV (SOKDL70W850B) ($32 est. yearly energy cost*) ......................2598.00
KDL-55W950B 1080p 120Hz 55” TV (SOKDL55W950B) ($23 est. yearly energy cost*) .......................Log-on
KDL-65W950B 1080p 120Hz 65” TV (SOKDL65W950B) ($28 est. yearly energy cost*) .......................Log-on

XBR-Series 4K Ultra HD TVs 
The XBR-X850B series incorporates unique
technologies to provide overall quality that
goes beyond standard 4K resolution. Sony’s
4K X Reality PRO picture engine can upscale
a variety of content regardless of source to
beautiful 4K resolution, while wide color
gamut TRILUMINOS™ Display works in unison
to reproduce lifelike color and  accurate shading 
to ensure the highest quality picture. Iconic Wedge shape, increases capacity to incorporate larger
speakers, which provide a deeper, more powerful sound, unprecedented for a flat-screen TV. In addition,
they incorporate Sony’s ClearAudio+ digital signal processing to create an immersive experience with
clear vocals and a wide range of sound. An optional wireless subwoofer (SWF-BR100) creates a richer
audio experience, delivering powerful bass from the TV for a stylish home theater experience.
• The XBR-X900B series steps up with X-tended Dynamic Range technology driven by Edge LED arrays

arranged along the side of the panel. This leads to unprecedented brightness and deeper detail even
in the whitest whites or darkest blacks on the screen to deliver a truly brilliant picture quality. 

• The flagship XBR-X950B series incorporates Sony’s X-tended Dynamic Range® PRO technology
driven by direct LED arrays to achieve a much wider dynamic range of brightness, with higher peaks
and deeper blacks, using a unique backlighting algorithm to further enhance picture quality.

XBR-49X850B 4K 120Hz 49” TV (SOXBR49X850B) ($22 est. yearly energy cost*) ..............................Log-on
XBR-55X850B 4K 120Hz 55” TV (SOXBR55X850B) ($28 est. yearly energy cost*) ..............................Log-on
XBR-65X850B 4K 120Hz 65” TV (SOXBR65X850B) ($34 est. yearly energy cost*) ..............................Log-on
XBR-65X900B 4K 120Hz 65” TV (SOXBR65X900B) ($34 est. yearly energy cost*) ..............................Log-on
XBR-65X950B 4K 120Hz 65” TV (SOXBR65X950B) ($34 est. yearly energy cost*) ..............................Log-on
XBR-70X850B 4K 120Hz 70” TV (SOXBR70X850B) ($38 est. yearly energy cost*) ..............................Log-on
XBR-55X900B 4K 120Hz 55” TV (SOXBR55X900B) ($28 est. yearly energy cost*) ..............................Log-on
XBR-79X900B 4K 120Hz 79” TV (SOXBR79X900B) ($42est. yearly energy cost*) ...............................Log-on

Signature Series
True Outdoor All-Weather LCD-LED TV for
Permanent Outdoor Installation
Available in white, black or silver, these powerhouse outdoor
HDTVs – with bright LCD-LED screen - will sparkle at any
event, display or entertainment setting. Durable, outside-safe

and built to withstand heat, rain, sprinklers, frosty temps, crawly bugs and insects... and even a splash
from the hot tub. They operate in cold weather down to -24°F, while a multi-fan airflow system keeps
them cool and dry in temperatues up to 122°F.
• Specifically designed and engineered to resist rain, dust, insects, humidity, and salt air
• ASA outdoor rated high-impact resin exterior for outstanding strength and durability 
• RS-232 serial control with discrete on, off, and input control   • Weatherproof built-in speakers
• ASA outdoor rated high-impact resin exterior   • Pair with articulating or non-articulating wall mounts

32” Signature Series in Black (SUSB3270HDBL) ($12 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................................Log-on
46” Signature Series in Black (SUSB4660HDBL) ($35 est. yearly energy cost*) ..................................2695.00
55” Signature Series ($44 est. yearly energy cost*) in Black (SUSB5565HDBL), Silver (SUSB5565HDSL),
or White (SUSB5565HDWH) .....................................................................................................4150.00
65” Signature Series in Black (SUSB6560HDBL) ($54 est. yearly energy cost*) ..................................6895.00 

55” Outdoor TV Pro Series
Steps up with a front protective tempered glass that protects the screen. Perfect if the intended use is
by an active, playful area, such as a pool - with volleyballs or Frisbees tossed around. The protective
glass will shield the TV screen from potential damage. ($35 est. yearly energy cost*)

In Black (SUSB5515HDBL), Silver (SUSB5515HDBL) or White (SUSB5515HDWH).............................5595.00

H5 Series Full HD Smart LED TV

Full HD Smart LED TVs, they combine 1080p content
viewing and Internet connectivity. They feature 1920 x
1080 native resolution for viewing detailed high-definition
images. The LED LCD panel has a 60 Hz refresh rate and
Smooth Motion Rate 60 technology to combat distortion
of fast-moving images. As a smart TV, they have built-in
Wi-Fi and Ethernet for streaming premium Internet
content like Netflix, YouTube, Pandora, and more. The
integrated Opera Internet browser allows you to visit your
favorite websites right on your television. Additionally, they incorporate DLNA connectivity for wirelessly
sharing content such as music and photos with other DLNA devices. 
A component video and 3 HDMI ports are on-board for connecting high-resolution video sources. The
component video input is shared with a composite video and stereo RCA interface. A VGA input is
onboard for using the TV has a computer monitor. Two USB ports are also available for connecting
additional audio, video and photo sources, and performing firmware upgrades. For producing stereo
sound, they are equipped with two speakers, delivering 16W of total audio power. A digital optical output
is also built-in, which allows you to output sound to an external audio system. The included smart
remote control has a built-in microphone for intuitive navigation.

H5 Series 40” Class Full HD Smart LED TV (HI40H5) ($12 est. yearly energy cost*).............................328.00
H5 Series 48” Class Full HD Smart LED TV (HI48H5) ($14 est. yearly energy cost*).............................438.00
H5 Series 50” Class Full HD Smart LED TV (HI50H5G) ($16 est. yearly energy cost*)...........................529.00
H6 Series 55” Class Full HD Smart LED TV (HI55H6) ($18 est. yearly energy cost*).............................598.00

VT3200-L 
32” Widescreen LED Backlit LCD Monitor 
High-definition display designed to be used in hospitality and
commercial environments. Inputs include HDMI, component,
and VGA ports, so you can integrate this monitor into a variety
of display configurations. An integrated ASTC/NTSC TV tuner
lets you receive analog and high-def HD TV signals. Features a
1920 x 1080 resolution along with a 3000:1 contrast ratio, and a 6.5 ms response time. With VESA
compatibility the monitor can easily be mounted, allowing you to take full advantage of the enhanced
viewing angles. Also comes with an IR remote control. (VIVT3200L) .............................................409.98

VT1602-L 16” Commercial-Grade LED TV (VIVT1602L) ................................................................145.86
VT2216-L 22” Commercial-Grade LED TV (VIVT2216L) ...............................................................219.99
VT2406-L 23.6” Widescreen LED Backlit LCD Monitor (VIVT2406L) .............................................269.00
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H5500 Series LED Smart HDTV
Turn your phone, computer or tablet into a
second TV with Smart View 2.0. Whatever is
playing on your TV, Netflix, VOD or live TV is
streamed to your mobile device as well. This
lets you watch  movies, shows and sports all
around the house. Do two things at once with
the multi-tasking Dual Screen. Browse the
web, check social media or stream a video
from YouTube while you watch TV. Mirror your
phone or other mobile device’s screen onto
the TV’s screen wirelessly. Use your TV’s larger
display instead of your device’s screen for showing content and media playback. They are equipped
with three HDMI v1.4 inputs and two USB ports to play video from cameras, camcorders and USB
drives. With built-in Wi-Fi, access a wide range of apps or browse the web. With DIRECTV’s Genie
Whole-Home HD-DVR, enjoy the full DIRECTV experience without the additional receiver.

UN32H5500 32” 1080p LED TV (SAUN32H5500)  ($7 est. yearly energy cost*) .................................Log-on
UN40H5500 40” 1080p LED TV (SAUN40H5500)  ($11 est. yearly energy cost*) ...............................Log-on
UN48H5500 48” 1080p LED TV (SAUN48H5500)  ($12.50 est. yearly energy cost*) ...........................Log-on

H5203 Series Full HD Smart LED TV
Enjoy Internet streaming services and vivid
1080p content. They features 1920 x 1080
resolution for viewing high-definition images.
Clear Motion Rate 120 technology is onboard
for reducing distortion on fast-moving
images.  Wide Color Enhancer Plus for vivid
and life-like color reproduction. As a Smart
TV, they have built-in Wi-Fi for accessing
Samsung’s app-based Smart Hub. Ethernet
is also built-in for wired high-speed Internet
connections. 

With two HDMI and USB ports, you have multiple options for connecting high-resolution audio and video
sources. A component video input is also onboard for connecting additional sources; the component
video connection is shared with a composite video input for interfacing lower resolution sources. This
TV also has two down-firing full-range 10W speakers built-in and an optical interface for outputting
audio to an external audio system.

H5203 Series 32” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN32H5203) ($8 est. yearly energy cost*) .....................Log-on
H5203 Series 40” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN40H5203) ($11 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................Log-on
H5203 Series 46” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN46H5203) ($13 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................Log-on
H5203 Series 50” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN50H5203) ($18 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................Log-on

H6203 Series 40” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN40H6203) ($11 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................Log-on
H6203 Series 46” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN46H6203) ($14 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................Log-on
H6203 Series 50” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN50H6203) ($18 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................Log-on
H6203 Series 55” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN55H6203) ($22 est. yearly energy cost*)....................Log-on
H6203 Series 60” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN60H6203) ($25 est. yearly energy cost*)....................Log-on
6203 Series 65” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN65H6203) ($28 est. yearly energy cost*) ......................Log-on

*Based on 11 cents per kWh and 5 hours of use per day. Energy costs will depend on utility rates and use.

H6350 Series
3D LED Smart HDTVs with Built-in Wi-Fi

Faster and smarter, the H6350 Smart LED TVs
have and  upgraded Smart Hub that organizes
your content to make finding what you’re looking
for easier and more intuitive than ever. This TV is
backed by a lightning-fast quad core processor,
which reduces lag and accelerates load and
smoother navigation. View every detail of action
packed movies and sports with Clear Motion
Rate 240, an excellent level of motion clarity.
The Samsung CMR uses the frame refresh rate,
image processor speed and backlight technology
to measure fast action. Built-in S Recommendation helps you discover additional content based on
preferences. This model even allows you to wirelessly share content between your TV and portable
devices with integrated AllShare technology. With four HDMI and three USB ports, you have multiple
options for connecting high-resolution audio and video sources. A component video input is also
onboard for connecting additional sources; the component video connection is shared with a composite
video input for interfacing lower resolution sources.

• Built-in quad-core processor reduces lag to give you a fluid browsing experience. It enables you to
switch between apps, stream content and multitask faster.  

• With Wide Color Enhancer Plus, you’ll witness a wider spectrum of colors on your screen, just like the
director intended. You’ll enjoy enriched colors while watching your favorite movies and shows, even
older, non-HD content.

• Browse the web on your Smart TV to find the latest content. Enjoy everything from online shopping
and social media browsing to entertainment news and the latest YouTube hits. Catch up on all the
trending news and then go back to watching TV.

H6350 Series 32” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN32H6350) ($8 est. yearly energy cost*) .....................Log-on
H6350 Series 40” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN40H6350) ($11 est. yearly energy cost*) ....................Log-on
H6350 Series 48” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN48H6350) ($13 est. yearly energy cost*)....................Log-on
H6350 Series 50” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN50H6350) ($15 est. yearly energy cost*)....................Log-on
H6350 Series 55” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN55H6350) ($18 est. yearly energy cost*)....................Log-on
H6350 Series 60” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN60H6350) ($21 est. yearly energy cost*)....................Log-on
H6350 Series 65” Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN65H6350) ($25 est. yearly energy cost*)....................Log-on
H6350 Series 75" Full HD Smart LED TV (SAUN75H6350) ($32 est. yearly energy cost*)....................Log-on

Skype Camera
1080p HD Camera for Samsung Smart TVs  
Make Skype-to-Skype video calls. The camera has a dual hinge design to
simplify installation, and features a lens cover for privacy. Compatible with
most 2012, 2013 and 2014 Samsung Smart TVs, the VG-STC4000 enables
one finger or single-hand gesture control for screen navigation and volume/channel 
adjustment). Supports the Virtual Mirror feature in the Samsung Fitness app. (SAVGSTC4000) .....Log-on

EH5300 Series 1080p LED TV
Ultra-slim 1080p HD panel delivers vivid images,
while the two 10W stereo speakers can create an
uncanny surround sound illusion thanks to the
wizardry of SRS TheaterSound HD. With built-in
Wi-Fi start accessing Samsung Apps or other
Smart TV features.

Plug in a USB thumb drive into one of the set’s
USB ports and view a JPEG picture file slide show
while you listen to a soundtrack of MP3 files from
the same drive.  AllShare Play syncs your connectable home electronics and it displays remote content
on your TV. You can also enjoy hours of built-in entertainment features with the preloaded content li-
brary (Flash) and then personalize it by adding content that’s online. You can show digital home movies,
photos, PC presentations and more on your TV using the remote control, thanks to ConnectShare
Movie. Equipped with three HDMI v1.4 inputs and two USB ports

UN32EH5300 32” LED HDTV (SAUN32EH5300) ($8 est. yearly energy cost*)..........................................Log-on
UN50EH5300 50” 1080p LED TV (SAUN50EH5300) ($13 est. yearly energy cost*)..................................Log-on

VG-KBD2000 Smart Wireless Keyboard
Combining comfort and functionality, the VG-KBD2000 is
designed to optimize the Samsung Smart TV experience.
The full size keyboard offers a natural web browsing
experience, while the enhanced touch-pad provides
complete control of your Samsung TV and Smart Hub.
Features Bluetooth 2.1 wireless connectivity, hot keys, a
built-in touchpad and battery-powered operation. (SAVGKBD2000) .............................................Log-on

Wireless USB 2.0 LAN Adapter (SAWIS12ABGNX) ......................................................................Log-on
SEK-2000 Evolution Kit (SASEK2000)........................................................................................247.99
SEK-2500 UHD Evolution Kit (SASEK2500U) ..............................................................................397.99
LinkStick Wireless USB 2.0 LAN Adapter (SAWIS12ABGNX) ........................................................Log-on
SSG-5150GB/ZA 3D Active Glasses (SASSG5150GB).................................................................Log-on
SSG-3570CR/ZA 3D Rechargeable Glasses (SASSG3570CR) .....................................................Log-on
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*Based on 11 cents per kWh and 5 hours of use per day. Energy costs will depend on utility rates and use.

PLASMA HDTV
With sharp 2D and 3D images, virtually no motion
blur, deep blacks and vivid colors, Samsung’s
Plasma line offers jaw-dropping picture quality
uncompromised by its sleek, elegant design.
Plasma +1 narrow bezel design delivers even
larger screen sizes than previously available so
you can enjoy outstanding immersive experience.
For TV shows and movies, the innovative 600Hz
subfield motion technology renders even the fastest-moving
scenes with the utmost clarity and precision, so that each detail is crystal-clear.  

PN43F4500 43” 720p PLASMA TV (SAPN43F4500)  ($21 est. yearly energy cost*) ............................397.99
PN43F4500 51” 720p PLASMA TV (SAPN51F4500)  ($26 est. yearly energy cost*) ............................Log-on
PN51F5300 51” 1080p Full HD Plasma TV (SAPN51F5300)  ($26 est. yearly energy cost*) .................Log-on
PN60F5300 60” 1080p Full HD Plasma TV (SAPN60F5300)  ($34 est. yearly energy cost*) ................Log-on
PN64F5300 64” 1080p Full HD Plasma TV (SAPN64F5300)  ($39 est. yearly energy cost*).................Log-on
PN60F8500 61” 1080p Full HD Plasma 3D TV (SAPN51F8500)  ($26 est. yearly energy cost*)............Log-on
PN60F8500 60” 1080p Full HD Plasma 3D TV (SAPN60F8500)  ($34 est. yearly energy cost*) ...........Log-on
PN64F8500 64” 1080p Full HD Plasma 3D TV (SAPN64F8500)  ($39 est. yearly energy cost*) ...........Log-on

H6400 � H7150 Full HD Smart 3D LED TVs

Step-up features from the H6350 Series

The H6400 Series steps up from the H6350 with Motion
Rate of 480 and stunning Full HD 1080p in both 2D and
3D modes. Active 3D technology is onboard for viewing
3D material in full HD 1080p resolution. Enjoy a 3D lis-
tening experience with 3D Sound Plus. Plus, experience
advanced picture contrast, color and detail with Micro
Dimming. Smart Interaction with Voice Command lets
you talk to the TV to search what’s on, or to perform
basic commands such as “last channel,” “record” or “turn off”. Includes two pairs of active 3D glasses as
well as the Smart Touch Remote for enhanced control. Select TV functions by simply talking into the built
in mic. You can also use the touchpad to navigate quickly or use the remote like a mouse. Otherwise the
same, the H7150 steps up with Clear Motion Rate (CMR) 960 and Micro Dimming Pro which scans zones
across the entire picture and adjusts brightness to deliver deeper blacks and brighter whites. 

H6400 Series 48” Full HD Smart 3D LED TV (SAUN48H6400)  ($13 est. yearly energy cost*) ..............Log-on
H6400 Series 50” Full HD Smart 3D LED TV (SAUN50H6400)  ($15 est. yearly energy cost*) ..............Log-on
H6400 Series 55” Full HD Smart 3D LED TV (SAUN55H6400)  ($18 est. yearly energy cost*) ..............Log-on
H6400 Series 60” Full HD Smart 3D LED TV (SAUN60H6400)  ($21 est. yearly energy cost*) ..............Log-on
H6400 Series 65” Full HD Smart 3D LED TV (SAUN65H6400)  ($25 est. yearly energy cost*) ..............Log-on

UN46H7150 46” Smart LED 3D TV 240Hz (SAUN46H7150)  ($13 est. yearly energy cost*)..................Log-on
UN55H7150 55” Smart LED 3D TV 240Hz (SAUN55H7150)  ($18 est. yearly energy cost*)..................Log-on
UN60H7150 60” Smart LED 3D TV 240Hz (SAUN60H7150)  ($21 est. yearly energy cost*)..................Log-on
UN65H7150 65” Smart LED 3D TV 240Hz (SAUN65H7150)  ($25 est. yearly energy cost*)..................Log-on
UN75H7150 75” Smart LED 3D TV 240Hz (SAUN75H7150)  ($29 est. yearly energy cost*)..................Log-on

H8000 Series Curved 65” 1080p 240Hz 3D Smart LED HDTV
Be drawn in and feel like you’re part of the picture
with the Samsung Curved Smart LED H8000.
The proprietary heliocentric technology provides
optimal peripheral vision with a clearer view of the
entire image from every angle. Samsung’s curved
screen is supported with proprietary technology
that creates an accurate picture with exceptional
color, without any picture distortion. It has a
dramatically improved field of view that creates a
panoramic effect and helps the picture feel bigger.
View every detail of action packed movies and sports with Clear Motion Rate 1200, the ultimate level of
motion clarity.  All other features are the same as the H7150 Series

UN48H8000 48” Smart LED 3D TV 240Hz (SAUN48H8000)  ($13 est. yearly energy cost*) .................Log-on
UN55H8000 55” Smart LED 3D TV 240Hz (SAUN55H8000)  ($15 est. yearly energy cost*) .................Log-on
UN65H8000 65” Smart LED 3D TV 240Hz (SAUN65H8000)  ($25 est. yearly energy cost*) .................Log-on

HU9000 Series 4K Ultra HD Smart LED TV
Discover the ultimate immersive experience
with the new curved design and lifelike UHD
4K picture quality of the Samsung Smart
HU9000 UHD TV. Watch any movie, sport,
show or streaming content at four times the
resolution of full HD with UHD Upscaling.
Enjoy a panoramic view with the Curved
Panel. Samsung’s curved screen is supported
with proprietary technology that creates an
accurate picture with exceptional color, with-
out any picture distortion. It has a dramatically improved field of view that creates a panoramic effect
and helps the picture feel bigger. UHD Upscaling delivers the complete UHD picture experience with a
proprietary process including signal analysis, noise reduction, UHD upscaling and detail enhancement to
seamlessly upconvert SD, HD or full HD content to UHD-level picture quality. Transform your TV into four
screens that can access live TV, video clips and the web all at once. Watch your favorite golf tournament
on one screen and search the web for current standings on another. Then watch a video tutorial to
master your swing while navigating your Smart TV panel on the fourth screen.

UN55HU9000 55” 4K Smart LED 3D TV 120Hz (SAUN55HU9000)  ($19 est. yearly energy cost*) ........Log-on
UN65HU9000 65” 4K Smart LED 3D TV 120Hz (SAUN65HU9000)  ($25 est. yearly energy cost*) ........Log-on
UN78HU9000 78” 4K Smart LED 3D TV 120Hz (SAUN78HU9000)  ($30 est. yearly energy cost*) ........Log-on

HU8700 Series K Smart 3D Curved LED TV
Delivering an immersive viewing experience,
they features a 3840 x 2160 native
resolution for viewing detailed UHD/4K
content. You can even upscale lower
resolution material to near-4K picture
quality. Clear Motion Rate 1320 technology
reduces distortion on fast moving images
like televised sporting events. Also
incorporates Wide Color Enhancer Plus
for vivid and life-like color reproduction. 

Built-in Wi-Fi for accessing Samsung’s app-
based Smart Hub. The Smart Hub allows you to stream content such as Netflix, YouTube, games and
more. Built-in S-Recommendation helps you discover additional content based on preferences. Wire-
lessly share content between your TV and portable devices with integrated Screen Mirroring technology. 

With four HDMI and three USB ports, you have multiple options for connecting high-resolution audio and
video sources.. A Smart Touch remote control with a built-in mic is included for enhanced navigation.
Four pairs of 3D glasses are also included for watching 3D content.

HU8700 Series 55” 4K Smart 3D Curved LED TV (SAUN55HU8700) ($19 est. yearly energy cost*).......Log-on
HU8700 Series 65” 4K Smart 3D Curved LED TV (SAUN65HU8700)  ($26 est. yearly energy cost*) .....Log-on

HU8550 Series 4K Ultra HD 120Hz 3D Smart LED HDTV
Experience real world resolution with the H8550 Smart.
UHD TV. It offers exclusive technology that delivers
incredibly lifelike UHD 4K picture quality. Watch any movie,
sport, disc, or streaming app at four times the resolution
of full HD with UHD Upscaling. Samsung UHD (Ultra High
Definition) TV displays your movies, sports, and shows at
4x the resolution of Full HD and upscales your existing
entertainment with incredible detail. It is also UHD 4K
Standard Future Ready, so you’ll never get left behind as
new 4k standards and smart technology arrive. UHD
Upscaling delivers the complete UHD picture experience with
a proprietary process including signal analysis, noise reduction, UHD upscaling and detail enhancement
to seamlessly upconvert SD, HD or full HD content to UHD-level picture quality.

UN50HU8550 50” 4K Smart LED 3D TV (SAUN50HU8550)  ($16 est. yearly energy cost*) ..................Log-on
UN55HU8550 55” 4K Smart LED 3D TV (SAUN55HU8550)  ($19 est. yearly energy cost*) ..................Log-on
UN60HU8550 60” 4K Smart LED 3D TV (SAUN60HU8550)  ($22 est. yearly energy cost*) ..................Log-on
UN65HU8550 65” 4K Smart LED 3D TV (SAUN65HU8550)  ($25 est. yearly energy cost*) ...................Log-on
UN75HU8550 75” 4K Smart LED 3D TV (SAUN75HU8550)  ($30  est. yearly energy cost*) ..................Log-on
UN75HU8550 75” 4K Smart LED 3D TV (SAUN75HU8550)  ($39  est. yearly energy cost*) ..................Log-on
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*Based on 11 cents per kWh and 5 hours of use per day. Energy costs will depend on utility rates and use.

L1400 � L2400 Series 1080p LED HDTV
The L1400 Series feature 1920 x 1080 native resolution, and have a 60 Hz refresh
rate to combat the blur of fast-moving material such as sporting events. Dynamic
Picture Mode is also onboard for enhanced image contrast. Integrated ColorMaster

color management, allows you to fine-tune color reproduction. There are two HDMI 
inputs as well as a component video input which can also be used as a composite
video input for connecting lower-resolution video sources.  Otherwise the same, the
L2400 Series steps up with a 120Hz refresh rate to combat the blur of fast-moving
material such as sporting events. 

32L1400U 32” 1080p LED TV 60Hz (TO32L1400U)  ($7 est. yearly energy cost*)......................................................................................249.99
40L1400U 40” 1080p LED TV 60Hz  (TO40L1400U)  ($9 est. yearly energy cost*).....................................................................................399.99
50L1400U 50” 1080p LED TV 60Hz  (TO50L1400U)  ($16 est. yearly energy cost*)...................................................................................599.99
32L2400U 32” 1080p LED TV 120Hz (TO32L2400U)  ($7 est. yearly energy cost*) ...................................................................................299.99
40L2400U 40” 1080p LED TV 120Hz (TO40L2400U)  ($9 est. yearly energy cost*) ...................................................................................429.99
50L2400U 50” 1080P LED TV 120Hz (TO50L2400U)  ($16 est. yearly energy cost*) .................................................................................629.99

L3400 Series 
Full HD1080p Smart LED TV

As a Smart TV, the L3400U has built-in Ethernet and Wi-Fi for Internet connectivity.
Once connected, you can access streaming services such as Netflix, Pandora, and
YouTube. Integrated MediaShare allows you to access content across your network
connected devices. Three HDMI ports and one USB port are built in. There is even a
component video input which can also be used as a composite video input. 14W
speakersare  built-in, but you do have the option of using the TV’s digital optical
connection to output audio to a multi-channel speaker system. 

40L3400U 40” 1080p LED Clearscan 120Hz Cloud TV (TO40L3400U)  ($15 est. yearly energy cost*) ........................................................Log-on
50L3400U 58” 1080p LED Clearscan 120Hz Cloud TV (TO50L3400U)  ($18 est. yearly energy cost*) ........................................................649.99

iKlear
The Complete Cleaning Kit

Everything you need to clean your computer or
flat TV screens. Includes anti-bacterial 
microfiber cloth and a small  bottle of iKlear
liquid which you can take on an airplane.  
#IKCCK ....................................................22.50

IK-5MCK Apple Polish Cleaning Kit (IKIK5MCK) ......................24.95
IK-8 - 8 oz Pump Spray Bottle (IKIK8)....................................10.95
IK-MCK Micro-Chamois Polishing Cloth (IKIKMCK) ...................9.95
Apple Polish Travel Singles, 2 Step Wet/Dry (IKIKSP12) .............9.95
iK-TS20 Travel Singles Kit (IKIKTS20) ....................................12.50
Antimicrobial Microfiber Cloth (IKIKDMT) .................................9.95
iPhone, MacBook Pro Cleaning Kit, (IKIKIPOD)........................18.95

Endust
Anti-Static Tablet Computer Wipes, 70 count (EN12596) ..........7.09
6 oz. Anti-Static Gel Screen Cleaner (EN12275) .......................9.95
16 oz Anti-Static Gel Screen Cleaner (EN11308).....................10.95
LCD Monitor Cleaning Wipes, 70 count (EN11506) ...................5.74

Klear Screen
Pump Spray Bottle, Model KS-8 - 8 oz (KLKS8) .......................9.95
Micro-Chamois Polishing Cloth (KLKSMCK)..............................6.55

Bell’O SCL-1008 TV Screen Cleaner Kit (BESCL1008) ............18.00
Falcon Anti Static Monitor Wipes, 70 count (FAWMAS) ............4.99
GGI Hand-Held Screen Cleaning Kit (GGDC4106) .....................5.95
Kinetronics LCD Screen Cleaning Kit (KILSCK) .......................9.95
Lenspen DigiKlear Display Cleaner (LENDK1)..........................8.49
Lenspen Sidekick (LESDK1RU)...............................................9.69
Lenspen LapTop-Pro Ultra Kit (LELTPU) ................................13.95
Moshi TeraGlove Microfiber Cleaning Kit (MOTSCK)...............15.95
Monster Cable TV Screen Cleaning Kit (MOTVCLNKIT)..........14.95
Purosol LCD/Plasma Cleaning Small Kit (PUPCSK) ..................9.95
Targus CleanVu Cleaning Pads for iPad, 3-pack (TACVIP) ........3.99
Vello Anti-Static Screen Cleaning Wipes (VESCP105)...............3.99
WHOOSH Screen Shine DUO+ (WHSSD)...............................19.57
WHOOSH Screen Shine Pocket (WHSSG) ................................9.98

Display & Screen Cleaning

Television Antennas & Tuners

AVerTV 
Hybrid TVBox 11
This compact box tuner delivers HD digital
TV, over-the- air (ATSC), or unencrypted
digital cable (ClearQAM) right to your desk.
In addition, the tuner provides transparent
Picture-in-Picture so you can watch TV and
work on your PC at the same time. You can also connect other
devices, such as a projector, DVD player, camcorder, or video game
system and switch between them.
#AVMTVBOXH11.................................................................169.99

DHA1000A 
Ultra High-Gain HDTV Antenna
Provides additional gain to increase signal range and
improve the quality and reliability of over-the-air HDTV
signals. The antenna provides several 
channels and high picture quality 
thanks to looping and LPDA technology 
in the same antenna. It features a multi-
directional design as well, which receives
signals from every direction. Plus, a VHF 
antenna is employed to capture channels 2 through 12. 
#DIDHA1000A......................................................................41.98

E-Series Full-Array 1080p Smart LED TV
View full HD images and stream wen content with E-Series. They feature 1920 x 1080 native
resolution, 2,000,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio and a 120Hz refresh rate. As a smart TV, they
have built-in Wi-Fi and Ethernet for streaming premium Internet content like Netflix, YouTube
and more. There is a TV tuner built in for watching free-over-the air content when paired with
an antenna. Equipped with 3 HDMI ports and a component video input which doubles as a
composite video and stereo RCA input forlegacy audio and video devices. Two speakers deliver
20W of audio power. A digital optical output allows you to output sound to an external audio system.  

E-Series 40” Full-Array 1080p Smart LED TV (VIE400IB2) ($12 est. yearly energy cost*)............................................................................379.99
E-Series 42” Full-Array 1080p LED TV (VIE420B1) ($13 est. yearly energy cost*) ......................................................................................379.99
E-Series 48” Full-Array 1080p Smart LED TV (VIE480IB2) ($15 est. yearly energy cost*)............................................................................519.99
E-Series 50” Full-Array 1080p Smart LED TV (VIE500IB1) ($18 est. yearly energy cost*)............................................................................568.00
E-Series 60” Full-Array 1080p Smart LED TV (VIE600IB3) ($22 est. yearly energy cost*)............................................................................848.00
E-Series 70” Full-Array 1080p Smart LED TV (VIE700IB3) ($29 est. yearly energy cost*)..........................................................................1498.00

M-Series Full-Array 1080p Smart LED TV 
They feature 1920 x 1080 native resolution, 5,000,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio and a
120Hz refresh rate. As a smart TV, they have built-in Wi-Fi and Ethernet for streamin
premium Internet content like Netflix, YouTube and more. There is a TV tuner built in for
watching free-over-the air content when paired with an antenna. A component video and
3 HDMI ports are on-board for connecting high-resolution video sources. A USB port is also
available for connecting additional audio, video and photo sources. For stereo sound, two
speakers deliver 10W of audio power.  A digital optical output is also built-in to output to an
external audio system. 

M-Series 32” Full-Array 1080p Smart LED TV (VIM322IB1) ($9 est. yearly energy cost*) ...........................................................................298.00
M-Series 42” Full-Array 1080p Smart LED TV (VIM422IB1) ($13 est. yearly energy cost*)..........................................................................498.00
M-Series 49” Full-Array 1080p Smart LED TV (VIM492IB2) ($15 est. yearly energy cost*)..........................................................................669.99
M-Series 55” Full-Array Full-HD Smart LED TV (VIM552IB2) ($20 est. yearly energy cost*) ........................................................................898.00
M-Series 60” Full-Array 1080p Smart LED TV (VIM602IB3) ($22 est. yearly energy cost*)........................................................................1198.00
M-Series 65” Full-Array 1080p Smart LED TV (VIM652IB2) ($26 est. yearly energy cost*)........................................................................1498.00
M-Series 70” Full-Array 1080p Smart LED TV (VIM702IB3) ($29 est. yearly energy cost*)........................................................................1899.99
M-Series 80” Razor 1080p Smart LED TV (VIM801IA3) ($34 est. yearly energy cost*)..............................................................................3198.00
New! P-Series 55" Full-Array 4K Smart LED TV (VIP552UIB2) ($22 est. yearly energy cost*) .................................................................1398.00
New! P-Series 60 "Full-Array 4K Smart LED TV (VIP602UIB3) ($24 est. yearly energy cost*). ...............................................................1698.00
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FDTV2A
Omnidirectional Amplified Flat Digital Antenna
Extremely low noise amplifier
provides outstanding reception.
Removable amplifier for maximum
flexibility. 360° reception pattern
eliminates constant adjustments.
way mounting stand and hardware included. (TEFDTV2A)....Log-on

VQ2510 Tailgater Bundle  
Features a Tailgater Satellite and a ViP 211z
HD Receiver. Together, they allow you to bring
Dish TV service with you wherever you go.
Just connect the Tailgater to the receiver
and start watching TV wherever you are.
Portable and lightweight, system is easy
to set up and it automatically finds the
right satellite signal.

#DIVQ2510...........................................................Call or Log-on

Curve 30 � Curve 50
Indoor HDTV Antennas
Clean and graceful arched structure for
those who want access to free over-the-
air (OTA) HDTV in their homes but want
a unique, designer feel whether placed
on a shelf, countertop or table. Just
plug-in-and-go, the Curve 30 is for city dwellers within 30 miles of
a broadcast tower, while the Curve 50 is for those within 50 miles. 

Curve 30 Indoor HDTV Antenna (MOMH110566) ....................49.88
Curve 50 Indoor HDTV Antenna (MOMH110567) ....................79.88

Leaf 30 � Leaf 50
Indoor HDTV Antenna
Receive free over-the-air (OTA) HD
broadcasts. Simply attach the antenna
to your HDTV with the included 10’
coaxial cable. They feature a multi-
directional design, so there’s no need
to point the antenna for signal strength.
The Leaf 30 has a 35 mile range for UHF signals, and 10 miles for
VHF. The Leaf 50 up to 50 miles for UHF and 20 miles for VHF.  

Leaf 30 HD Antenna (MOMH110583).....................................39.95
Leaf 50 HDTV Antenna (MOMH110584).................................69.88
Sky 60 Outdoor/Attic HDTV Antenna (MOMH110585) ...........149.88

AF-2500 AM/FM+ Indoor AM/FM Antenna (TEAMFM)............14.99
FM Edge Amplified Indoor FM Antenna (TEEDGE)...................35.99
FM PRO Amplified Indoor/Outdoor FM Antenna (TEFM50) ......89.04
FDTV1A Omnidirectional Flat Digital Antenna (TEFDTV1A)....Log-on
TOWER Amplified Indoor AM/FM Antenna (TETOWER) ............24.90
PI-B Amplified Indoor AM/FM Antenna (TEPIB).......................26.60
FM+ FM Stereo Antenna (TEFMPLUS) .....................................9.99
FDTVO Digital Flat Indoor Antenna (TEOMNITV3A) ..................69.00

Television Mounts

Atdec
Spacedec Acrobat Swing Arm (ATSDSADKS) ...........................98.95
Spacedec Quick Shift Donut Display (ATSDDO) ........................48.95
Spacedec SD-FS-H Six Monitor Desk Display (ATSDFSH)........316.99
Visidec VF-M Focus Micro (ATVFM) ........................................69.95
Visidec VF-AT  Articulated Single Arm (ATVFAT) .......................69.95
Visidec VF-AT-W Focus Articulated Wall Arm (ATVFATW) ..........71.99
Visidec VFS-DH Standing Dual Horizontal (ATVFSDH) .............126.99
Visidec VF-AT-D Dual Articulating Arm (ATVFATD) ..................119.99

Bentley
LCD Plasma Mount Adjustable Arm (BELCM101) ...................Log-on
Full-Motion Articulating Arm Flat Panel (BELCM223B) ..............39.99
PLW-1000B TV Mount (BEPLW1000B).....................................36.99
Articulating Swivel Flatscreen Mount (BEPLW106B) .................79.95
Desktop Articulating Monitor Mount (BED200) .........................44.99
Vertical Dual Monitor Stand (13-24”) (BED600) .......................54.99
Dual LCD Clamp for up to 24” Monitors (BED700) ...................55.00

Peerless Industries
PA740 Articulating Wall Arm (PEPA740)..................................49.95
PF650 Flat Wall Mount (PEPF650)..........................................42.85
PP740 Paramount Pivot Wall Mount (PEPP740) ......................43.85
PT640 Tilt Wall Mount (PEPT640)...........................................44.75
SA752PU Smart  Articulating Wall Arm (PESA752PU).............196.99
SA740P Articulating Wall Arm (PESA740PB)............................89.99
SF640 Flat Wall Mount (PESF640P) ........................................30.85
SF660P Flat Wall Mount (PESF660P) ......................................57.95
ST632 Tilt Wall Mount (PEST632)...........................................28.85
ST635 Tilt Wall Mount (PEST635)...........................................37.85
ST635P Tilt Wall Mount (PEST635P) .......................................39.85
ST640 Tilt Wall Mount (PEST640)...........................................61.76
ST640P Tilt Wall Mount (PEST640P) .......................................60.85
ST660 Tilt Wall Mount (PEST660)...........................................75.38
SUF650P Flat Wall Mount (PESUF650P)..................................57.85
PLCM-1 Straight Column Ceiling Mount (PEPLCM1) ...............118.85
PLCM-2 Straight Column Ceiling Mount (PEPLCM2) ................94.87
PLCM-2UNL Straight Column Ceiling PEPLCM2UNL) ..............163.99
PLA50UNLGB Articulating Wall Arm (PEPLA50UNLGB) ............241.87
PLA60UNLPGB Articulating Arm (PEPLA60UNLGB) .................279.85
PLA60UNLP Articulating Wall Arm (PEPLA60UNLP).................259.95
Smart Mount Articulating Wall Arm (PESA752P) .....................154.85
Smart Mount Articulating Wall Arm (PESA761P) .....................180.85
Smart Mount Articulating Wall Arm (PESA763PU) ...................249.99
Smart Mount Articulating Wall Arm (PESA771PU) ...................314.03
SmartMountLT Articulating Wall Mount for:
for 10 to 24” (PESAL724) .......................................................30.99
for 22 to 37”(PESAL737) .......................................................45.87
for 22 to 46” (PESAL746) ......................................................61.24
SAL770 Articulating Wall Mount (PESAL770) ..........................88.87
Universal Flat Wall Mount for 10-24” (PESF630) ......................14.85
Universal Flat Wall Mount for 10-37” (PESF632) ......................28.85
SF640 LCD Monitor Mount (PESF640) ....................................34.19
SF650 Plasma LCD Monitor Mount (PESF650) ........................47.85
SF650P Plasma LCD Monitor Mount (PESF650P) ....................48.85
SF660 Plasma LCD Monitor Mount (PESF660) ........................58.85
SF670 Plasma LCD Monitor Mount (PESF670) ........................76.44
SF680 Plasma LCD Monitor Mount (PESF680) ......................114.85
ST630 Tilting Wall Mount for 10 - 24” (PEST630) ....................18.85
ST630P Tilting Wall Mount for 10 - 24” (PEST630P) ................16.95
Pull-Out Swivel Wall Mount for 26-65” LCD (PESP850P) ........169.95
Pull-Out Swivel Mount for 26-50” (PESP850UNLP) ................249.95
Ultra-Slim Articulating Arm TV (PESUA751PU) ........................179.99
Pull-Out Swivel Wall Mount for 26-50 (PESP850UNLPS) .........251.94
SmartMountLT Pivoting Wall Mount (PESPL746) ......................44.99

Gabor
FSM-2742

Peerless PP740

Sanus VM400b

Gabor
Fixed Wall Mount for 13-27” Flat Panel (GAFM1327)................19.95
Fixed Wall Mount for 27-42” Flat Panel (GAFM2742) ...............29.95
Fixed Wall Mount for 32-50” Flat Panel (GAFM3250) ...............24.95
Fixed Wall Mount for 42-65” Flat Panel (GAFM4265) ...............39.95
Full Swing Wall Mount for 17-37” (GAFSM1737) ......................49.95
Full Swing Wall Mount for 27-42” (GAFSM2742) .....................59.95
Full Swing Wall Mount for 37-60” (GAFSM3760) .....................99.95
Tilting Wall Mount for 17-32” Flat Panel (GATM1732) ...............19.95
Tilting Wall Mount for 27-42” Flat Panel (GATM2742) ..............34.95
Tilting Wall Mount for 37-71” Flat Panel (GATM3771)...............69.95
Full Motion Mount for 13-27” Flat Panel (GATSM1327) .............39.95
Full Motion Mount for 17-37” Flat Panel (GATSM1737) .............34.95

Premier Mounts
Flip-down Mount for Flat Panel TVs (PRFLIPB).........................40.24
Ultra-Flat Mount for LCD Displays (PRACPRF) .........................31.19
Universal Flat-Panel Mount - fits 24- 36” (PRCTMMS1) .........103.99
Universal Flat Wall Mount (PRP4263F) ....................................46.24
Low-Profile Flat Portrait Mount (PRP4263FP)...........................87.99
Universal Flat-Panel Mount (PRCTMMS2)..............................109.50
Universal Tilting Wall Mount (PRP5080T) ...............................114.97
AM80 Swingout Mount (PRAM80) ........................................131.99
Elliptical Flat Panel Ceiling Mount (PRECM3763S)..................152.99
Universal Rotational Mount for 37-61” (PRRFM) ....................186.95
AM100 Low-Profile Swingout Mount (PRAM100) ...................252.25
Swingout Mount for Flat-Panels up to 63” (PRAM175) ...........213.00

Sanus
Low-Profile TV Wall Mount (32 to 63”) ................................Log-on
Tilting TV Wall Mounts (32-63”) (SAMLT13B1) .........................69.99
ML11 Super Slim Low-Profile Wall Mount (SAML11B1) ...........Log-on
VLT14 Super Slim Tilting Wall Mount (SAVLT14B1) ................Log-on
MC1A-B1 Ceiling Mount (SAMC1AB1) .....................................95.99
Virtual Axis 3D Full-Motion Wall Mount (SAMF215B) ............ Log-on
VMPL50A Tilting Wall Mount for 32-70” (SAVMPL50AB1) ......Log-on
VMT15 Super Slim Tilting Wall Mount (SAVMT15B1)..............Log-on
Tilting TV Wall Mounts (37 to 90”) (SAMLT15B1) ...................Log-on
Full Motion TV Wall Mount (23-37”) (SAMMF15B1) ...............Log-on
Low-Profile TV Wall Mount (26 to 42”) (SAMML12B1) ............Log-on
Tilting TV Wall Mounts (26 to 42”) (SAMMT15B1)..................Log-on
Super Slim Tilting Wall Mount for 26”-47” (SAVMT14B1) ..........59.95
Full Motion TV Wall Mount (32 to 70”) (SAMLF20B1) .............Log-on
LT25 Tilting Wall Mount (SALT25B1).....................................Log-on
VLF220-B1 Full-Motion Wall Mount (SAVLF220B1)................Log-on
Full Motion TV Wall Mount (32-63”) (SAMLF10B1) .................Log-on
Super Slim Full-Motion Wall Mount (SAVLF320B1) ................Log-on
VML10 Super Slim Low-Profile Wall Mount (SAVML10B1).......Log-on

Bently
PLA-1060B

CASTi DSP6500 Digital Converter Box (CADSP6500).............39.95
iView 3500STBII Converter Box (IV3500STBII) ......................36.00
Mohu Leaf Metro Indoor HDTV Antenna (MOMH110543)........24.99
Mohu Jolt Digital TV Antenna Amplifier (MOMH110569) .........31.39
RCA ANT1150F Indoor HDTV Antenna (RCANT1150F).............52.75
Sima SAA-1 Digital Indoor DTV Antenna (SISAA1)..................29.95
ViewTV AT-163 ATSC Converter Box (VIAT163) .....................49.99
Winegard Pathway X1Antenna with Receiver Bundle in White
(WIPA2000R) or Black (WIPA2035R).....................................529.99
Winegard Pathway X2 Antenna (WIPA6002R).....................479.99
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PowerLite 8350
• 3LCD technology

• 2000 lumens

• 1080p  

• 5 color modes

• 2 HDMI v1.3 inputs

• 50,000:1 contrast ratio   • OptiCinema lens (2.1x zoom ratio)

• Energy-efficient E-TORL lamp

#EPPLHC8350...........................................................Call or Log-on
PowerLite Home Cinema 8345 (EPPLHC8345) ......................899.99

Home Cinema 3020
3D 1080p 3LCD Projector

• 1920 x 1080p
• 2300 lumens
• 40,000:1 contrast ratio 
• 10W speakers
• Ultra high efficiency E-TORL lamp
• True-to-life 3D cinematic experience  • Wide connectivity  

#EPPLHC3020 (includes 2-Pair of RF 3D Glasses) .................1399.00
PowerLite Home Cinema 3020e (EPPLHC3020E)..................Log-on

EH300
• Full HD 1920 x 1080p 
• 3500 ANSI lumens
• 15,000:1 contrast ratio
• 6000 hour lamp 
• Full 3D compatibility for  
• 16w speaker system   • Two HDMI ports
#OPEH300 ................................................................Call or Log-on

HD25-LV Full HD Multi-Region 3D Projector (OPHD25LV) .......899.00

PT-AR100U
• 2800 lumens

• VIERA link

• 280W red-rich lamp

• Light Harmonizer 3 

• 7 picture modes

• Dynamic Iris Pro

• Pure Color Filter Pro

• Detail Clarity Processor 3

• Programmable 12v trigger 

• 2x optical zoom lens and wide lens shift range

• Two HDMI inputs

#PAPTAR100U .................................................................1284.99

PT-AE8000U
• 2400 lumens

• 1080p HD 

• Full-HD-optimized lens

• 480 Hz processing 

• 2x zoom lens

• Backlit IR remote  

• 24p compatible

• Pure Color Filter Pro/Dynamic Iris Pro

• Two 12v trigger outputs to activate a motorized screen 

• Detail Clarity Processor 4

• HDMI and component inputs
#PAPTAE8000U ...............................................................1999.00

Pro8200 
1080p DLP HD Projector

• 2000 lumens
• 4000:1 contrast ratio
• Full HD 1920 x 1080p  
• Powered keystone 

correction
• NTSC, PAL and SECAM
• USB for firmware updates
#VIPRO8200 .........................................................................819.99

Pro9000 Full HD 1080p Projector: Laser LED hybrid light engine
technology, 100,000:1 contrast ratio, dynamic 4000:1 contrast
ratio and dual HDMI inputs. (VIPRO9000).............................1999.99

Acer H5370BD HD DLP 3D Projector (ACH5370BD) .............575.00
Acer H6510BD Home Theater Projector (ACH6510BD)..........663.00
BenQ W1080ST Full HD 1080p Multi-Region (BEW1080ST)....1099.00

Epson
PowerLite Home Cinema 500 (EPPLHC500S).........................379.95
PowerLite Home Cinema 725HD (EPPLHC725HD) ...............533.99n
PowerLite Home Cinema 2000 (EPPLHC2000) ......................759.95
PowerLite Home Cinema 2030 (EPPLHC2030) ......................849.99
PowerLite Home Cinema 5030UB (EPPLHC5030UB)............2499.00
PowerLite Home Cinema 5030UBe (EPPLHC5030UE) ..........2799.00

Optoma Technology
HD141X 3D Home Theater Projector (OPHD141X) ..................599.00
HD26 Full HD DLP Home Theater Projector (OPHD26) ..........699.00

PowerLite 730HD
• 3000 lumens

• 720p WXGA

• 12,000:1 contrast ratio

• Manual zoom

• 6000 hour lamp

• HDMI x 1

• 2w (mono) audio output

• Kensington security lock port   • Parental controls

#EPPLHC730HD......................................................................649.99

W1070 3D Full HD Projector

• Full HD 1920 x 1080p

• 2000 lumens 

• 10,000:1 contrast ratio

• 6000 hour lamp life  

• Multi-form 3D support & NVIDIA 3DTV play

• SF certification for optimized color

• Versatile inputs including dual HDMI

• Built-in plug-and-play ready 10w speaker

#BEW1070................................................................Call or Log-on

GT1080
Short Throw 3D Gaming Projector 
With a latency of less than 14 
milliseconds, the 2800 lumen
GT1080 is optimized for
gaming user who requires as
little display lag as possible to
make precise moves. It features two
HDMI ports, allowing it to be used not only
with game consoles, but Blu-ray players, cable boxes, computers,
MHL-compatible mobile devices, and more. Single-chip DLP
mager renders Full HD 1920 x 1080p resolution. 12VDC trigger
output to operate another device in a home theater installation,
such as a motorized projector screen. (OPGT1080) ...............749.00

W770ST
720p 3D Projector

• 1280 x 720 resolution

• 2500 ANSI lumens

• 13,000:1 contrast ratio

• Blu-ray, full HD, 3D support

• 10W microphone audio power

• HDMI connectivity

#BEW770ST ...........................................................................649.00

MovieMate 85HD
• 3LCD technology

• 720p

• 2500 lumens

• 16:9 aspect ratio

• Built-in DVD player

• Dolby Digital and DTS digital audio

• Built-in stereo speakers

• Built-in handle and carrying case included
#EPMM85HD .........................................................................849.00

PRJLE55 
HD Widescreen LED Projector

• 800 x 480 native resolution

• 1800 lumens

• 800:1 contrast ratio

• Support for 1080p

• 32-100” viewing screen size

• Manual focus lens

• 7" single LCD panel display source and an LED lighting source

• HDMI, VGA & component inpit

• S-Video, AV (RCA) & audio input

• Built-in speaker & headphone jack

#PYPRJLE55...........................................................................199.99

IN8606HD 
• Full HD 1920 x 1080
• 2500 lumens
• 10,000:1 contrast ratio
• NVIDIA 3DTV play
• ISFccc certified
• Freeze and Blank screen function
• 10W speaker and SRS WOW HD technology
• Two HDMI 1.4 inputs, variable audio output
#IN8606HD.............................................................................783.00

GT760
3D Gaming Projector 
DLP projector delivers 3400
lumens for bright, crystal-clear
games, movies, and graphics
with accurate colors. With 2D
and 3D images up to 300” and
front, rear, ceiling mount, table
top projection, ideal for space-constrained environments.   

#OPGT760 ...........................................................Call or Log-on
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MDR-IF245RK 
RF Wireless Headphone System

On-ear type wireless headphones combine
comfort and mobility. They feature Hi-Fi
audio reproduction with 40mm drivers and
a frequency range of 10Hz to 24kHz. Wear
up to 26-ft. from line of sight with the
transmitter base. A rotary volume control
and on/off button with LED for quick adjustments.

#SOMDRIF245RK .....................................................................58.99

RS 120
RF Wireless Headphone System
Base transmitter/charger and a set of
lightweight supra-aural headphones,
designed for Hi-Fi or TV monitoring. The
transmitter may be wall mounted, and
the headphones offer an extended low
frequency reproduction, padded ear
cushions and headband for extended-wear
comfort, and long-life rechargeable battery. 
#SERS120 .............................................99.95

SE-DIR800C 
Infrared Wireless Headphone 
Features a 4-mode selection of surround
monitoring options, digital connectivity
for home theater or
PC gaming, and
comfortable,
closed-back
headphones for maximum sound isolation. Supplied rechargeable
“AA” batteries are refreshed when mounted on the stand by the
built-in control unit charger.
#PISEDIR800C........................................................................199.00

MDR-IF245RK 
RF Wireless Headphone System
Enjoy wireless audio from up to 150-feet. The
headphones have a built-in rechargeable
battery that provides playback for up to
25-hours per charge. They are charged by
connecting to the transmitter base station.
The headphones also feature 40mm drivers
and an adjustable headband designed to
provide comfort for long listening sessions.  
#SOMDRRF985RK ....................................................................73.95

RS 160
Wireless Headphones

KLEER wireless technology lets you enjoy
uncompressed digital audio from up to
60’ away from an audio source. Compact
transmitter connects to your TV, home
theater, or other device, and can operate
on battery or AC power. 
Automatic, interference-free pairing 
between the transmitter and the headphones, eliminates the need
for tuning. (SERS160) ................................................Call or Log-on

Wireless Video Equipment

Leapfrog L-30S
2.4 GHz Wireless A/V Transmitter and Receiver
Imagine having your A/V components
(satellite receiver, DVR, DVD player
or a camcorder) in one room and
the ability to watch them in
another room, even multiple
rooms, without running wires.
Or being able to listen to your
computer’s MP3 collection on
a pair of powered speakers in another
room? Terk’s Leapfrog LF-30S is a wireless transmitter/receiver
system that does just that. It also gives you the ability to control the
A/V source from the other room, so you can actually change the
channels on your satellite receiver from the second TV’s location.
With the purchase of additional receivers, you can use it with
multiple TV’s throughout your home.
#TELF30S ...........................................................................62.99

W3
Wireless Audio Adapter 

Lets you play all your music wirelessly
from your computer or any other audio
device to powered speakers,
subwoofer, home theater or stereo
system. The device affords
CD-quality stereo playback. Plus,
it can broadcast to multiple receivers
with no loss in audio quality. 
#AUW3 .............................................................................149.00

HDS200 
HD Flow Pro Wireless Kit

The HDS200 signal can span an im-
pressive distance of 131’. It supports
Full HD 1080p 60Hz wireless stream-
ing, passive 3D transmission for pas-
sive non-shutter glasses, and 5.1
channel digital audio with Dolby and
DTS. Plus, it’s equipped with dual
HDMI inputs and Wi-Fi 802.11n wireless connectivity.
#PEHDS200............................................................................429.00

Universal Remote Controls

HA-W600RF
Wireless Stereo Headphones
Simply connect the included base station
to your TV or home stereo, and it sends
the audio out via a 900MHz RF signal,
which is captured by the headphones
up to 164’ away. The thick around-ear
cushions and self-adjusting headband
provide long-lasting comfort. The station
also acts as a headphone stand and
charging station. 
#JVHAW600RF..........................................................................49.00

RS 170 
Wireless Headphones

KLEER wireless technology lets you enjoy
uncompressed digital audio from up to
270' away from an audio source. Surround
sound simulation puts you right in the
middle of your favorite games and movies. 
Dynamic bass boost provides deep,
thumping bass. Adjustable headband and
around-ear leatherette cushions. 
#SERS170 .................................................................Call or Log-on

RS 180 Digital Wireless Headphones (SERS180).......Call or Log-on

HDR 120
RF Expansion Headphones for the RS 120 

Inexpensive supplementary or expansion set,
operating in the 863MHz or 926MHz variant
frequency range. They feature extended low
frequency reproduction, a supra-aural,
open-back design, and NiMH rechargeable
battery operation with a 20-25 hr. battery life.
#SEHDR120............................Call or Log-on
HDR160 Wireless Receiver Headphone
(SEHDR160) ..............................................................................99.95
HDR170 Wireless Receiver Headphone (SEHDR170).Call or Log-on
Set 830-TV Wireless Infrared Stereo (SESET830TV)...............188.34

RF-20 Master Control 
• RF wireless capability

• One-Touch MacroPower function

• Convenient IR learning

• SimpleSound technology

• Instant channel access

• Customizable LCD screen

• Control up to 10 devices

• 5-way Thumb-Pad

#UNRF20..................................................................................55.00

RFS200
Master Control Powerpak

Includes the RF20 remote control and the MRF100B
RF Base Station, which offers the ability to control
any device with the built-in extensive IR database -
capable of executing remote commands up to a 100’
range. Works through walls, floors, doors,
indoors or outdoors. You can finally close
your entertainment doors, conceal your
system components and their messy
wires, and still maintain full control.  
#UNRFS200PP.................................76.34

AVS-5808 
5.8GHz Wireless 8-Channel Indoor A/V System
Offers robust performance at 5.8GHz
and is strongly resistant to interference
from the crowded 2.4GHz bandwidth
frequency. Features 8 user-selectable
channels. Durable low-profile metal
housing with convenient slots for
permanent mounting makes it ideal
for industrial or commercial use where
multiple indoor wireless audio-video
applications are required. Other features
include front-panel frequency selection, video gain adjustment, and
power switch and indicator. This unit is also capable of transmitting
stereo audio. With a clear line of sight, it has a transmission range
of up to 1000’.
#RF5.8W8CIAVS ................................................................279.00

AVS-5811 5.8 GHz Wireless A/V Sender (RF5.8WTRD)............92.93
AVS-5812 5.8 GHz Wireless A/V Transmitter (RF5.8WTD) .......69.00
AVS-5813 Add On Receiver (RF5.8WRD) ...............................60.50
2.4 GHz Wireless Digital Video Sender (RFDAV2450) ............139.00
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AudioQuest 

Carbon HDMI to HDMI Cable
3.2’ (AUHDMICAR01) ...168.75 6.6’ (AUHDMICAR02).....238.75

Chocolate HDMI to HDMI Cable
3.2’ (AUHDMICHO01)................................................................98.75
5’ (AUHDMICHO015).....118.75 6.5’ (AUHDMICHO02) ....138.75

Cinnamon HDMI to HDMI Cable
3.2’ (AUHDMICIN01) .......68.75 5’ (AUHDMICIN015) .........84.75
6.5’ (AUHDMICIN02).......98.75 16.4’ (AUHDMICIN05)....198.75

Forest HDMI to HDMI Cable
3.2’ (AUHDMIFOR01) ......48.75 5’ (AUHDMIFOR015).........58.75
6.5’ (AUHDMIFOR02)......68.75 9.8’ (AUHDMIFOR03) .......88.75
16.4’ (AUHDMIFOR05)..138.75 26.2’ (AUHDMIFOR08) ....218.75

C2G
3.28’ High-Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet (CA40211) .........19.52
6.5’ High Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet (CA40304) .............6.03

Canare 
6.6’ HDMI Cable with Ethernet Channel (CAHDM02ED) ...........23.02
9.8’ HDMI Cable with Ethernet Channel (CAHDM03ED) ...........22.99
16.4’ HDMI Cable with Ethernet Channel (CAHDM05ED) .........29.99

Comprehensive

Standard Series HDMI A To HDMI D Cable 

3’ (COHDAD3EST) ..........12.86 6’ (COHDAD6EST) ............13.16
18” Standard Series HDMI A To HDMI C (COHDAMC18I)...........12.76
6’ Standard HDMI D to HDMI D (COHDDD6EST) .......................15.64
10’ High Speed HDMI A to Mini HDMI C (COHDAC10ST)..........19.17

X3V HDMI to HDMI Cable

3’ (COCHHUHR3) ............20.26 10’ (COCHHUHR10) ..........27.61
15’ (COCHHUHR15).........30.37 25’ (COCHHUHR25)..........44.31
35’ (COCHHUHR35) ........64.00 50’ (COCHHUHR50) .......123.99

X3V Series HDMI to DVI-D Cable

6’ (COCHHUHR6) ............23.24 15’ (COCHDUHR15) ..........31.73
25’ (COCHDUHR25)........48.24 50’ (COCHDUHR50) .........85.00

Pro Series Plenum High Speed HDMI Cable
75’ (COHHHS24A75) ..............................................................245.76

Standard Series High Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet 

3’ (COHDMIHSE3) .............4.00 6’ (COHDMIHSE6).............11.84
10’ (COHDMIHSE10) .......11.41 15’ (COHDMIEST15).........14.46

HR Pro Series High Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet 

8” (COHDMIHSMF8I)..................................................................14.30
6’ (COHDMIHSMF6) ........15.90 10’ (COHDMIHSMF10)......19.10

XHD Series 24 AWG High Speed HDMI Cable With Ethernet 
75’ (COCHHUHR75) ................................................................110.79 
100’ (COCHHUHR100).............................................................118.75

Comprehensive 
Standard Series HDMI High Speed Swivel Cable 

3’ (COHDMIHSSE3) .........10.99 6’ (COHDMIHSSE6) ..........13.24
10’ (COHDMIHSSE10) ................................................................14.73

Standard Series High Speed Mini HDMI to Mini HDMI

3’ (COHDMIMINI03) ........14.18 6’ (COHDMIMINI06) .........16.60
10’ (COHDCC10ST)...................................................................18.56

MicroFlex Low-Profile High-Speed HDMI

1.5’ MicroFlex Low-Profile (COMHDMHD18IE)..........................14.99
1.5’ MicroFlex Extra Low-Profile (COMXHDMIE18I) ...................17.32

Pro AV/IT High Speed
HDMI Cable with ProGrip 

18” in Black (COHD18INPBLK), Blue (COHD18INPBLU), 
Green (COHD18INPGRN), Gray (COHD18INPGRY), 
Orange (COHD18INPORN), Red (COHD18INPRED) 
or White (COHD18INPWHT)........................................................12.24

3’ in Black (COHD03FTPBLK), Blue (COHD03FTPBLU),  
Green (COHD03FTPGRN), Gray (COHD03FTPGRY),  
Orange (COHD03FTPORN), Red (COHD03FTPRED)  
or White (COHD03FTPWHT).......................................................12.87

6’ in Black (COHD06FTPBLK), Blue (COHD06FTPBLU), 
Green (COHD06FTPGRN), Gray (COHD06FTPGRY)
Orange (COHD06FTPORN), Red (COHD06FTPRED)
or White (COHD06FTPWHT).......................................................17.99

12’ in Black (COHD12FTPBLK), Blue (COHD12FTPBLU),
Green (COHD12FTPGRN), Gray (COHD12FTPGRY), 
Orange (COHD12FTPORN), Red (COHD12FTPRED)
or White (COHD12FTPWHT) .......................................................29.24

15’ in Black (COHD15FTPBLK) ..................................................27.99

20’ in Black (COHD20FTPBLK)..................................................38.24

25’ in Black (COHD25FTPBLK), Blue (COHD25FTPBLU),
Green (COHD25FTPGRN), Gray (COHD25FTPGRY) 
Orange (COHD25FTPORN), Red (COHD25FTPRED)  
or White (COHD25FTPWHT).......................................................36.24

35’ (COHD35FTPBLK).....53.24 50’ (COHD50FTPBLK) ......92.24

40’ in Black (COHD40PROBLK) ...............................................111.99

75’ in Black (COHD75PROBLK) ...............................................199.99

Gefen
HDMI Cable with Ethernet and Mono-LOK 1 (GE1HDMILC).......27.49
15’ Mini HDMI Male (C) to HDMI Male (A) (GECABMHDHD15) ..52.24
30’ HDMI to HDMI Cable (GECHH30) .....................................140.49

Hosa Technology

High Speed HDMI Cable to HDMI with Ethernet
3’ (HOHDMA403)..............4.22 6’ (HOHDMA406)...............6.55
10’ (HOHDMA410) ............8.50 15’ (HOHDMA415) ...........11.18
25’ (HOHDMA425) .........17.50 50’ (HOHDMI350) ..........149.95
10’ High-Speed HDMI to Micro HDMI (HOHDMM410).................9.95

AudioQuest 
Big Sur RCA to RCA Cable

2’ (AUBIGSUR0.6R) ....................................................................96.75
3.2’ (AUBIGSUR01R)................................................................108.75
5’ (AUBIGSUR01.5) ..................................................................123.75

Evergreen RCA to RCA Cable
2’ (AUEVERG0.6R) ..............31.75 3.2’ (AUEVERG01R) ............34.75
5’ (AUEVERG1.5R)...............38.75 6.5’ (AUEVERG02R)............41.75

Golden Gate RCA to RCA Cable
2’ (AUGOLDG0.6R) .............64.75 3.2’ (AUGOLDG01R) ...........68.75
5’ (AUGOLDG015RR)..................................................................73.75

Diamondback Audio Cable with RCA Plugs
3.28’ (AUDIAMBACK1M) ......................................................... 168.75

King Cobra Cables with RCA Plugs
6.5’ Pair (AUKCOBRA20MP) ....................................................348.75

Sub-X Subwoofer Cable
9.84’ (AUSUBX3.0M) ..........78.75 14.76’ (AUSUBX4.5M) ........93.75

Comprehensive
3-RCA Male to 3-RCA Male Cable

6’ (COC3R3R6).....................6.99 10’ (COC3R3R10) .................8.40
15’ (COC3R3R15) ...............10.94 35’ (COC3R3R35) ..............22.99

3 RCA to 3 RCA HR Pro Cable
25’ (COC3R3RHR25) ..........27.99 35’ (COC3R3RHR35) ..........39.99

S-Video 4-pin to 4-pin
6’ (COCSV4M4F6) ................7.19 10’ (COCSV4M4F10).............7.99
15’ (COCSV4M4F15).............8.79 25’ (COCSV4M4M25).........15.99
6’ XHD Component 3 RCA to 3 RCA (COC3R3RX3V6) ..............23.99
50’ HR Pro RG-6 RF Coaxial Cable (COFSPFSP050H) ...............23.90

Hosa Technology
3’ RF Coaxial Video Cable (HOCVRFRF3) .....................................3.49
5’ (HOCVRFRF5) ...................4.99 10’ (HOCVRFRF10) .............11.85
3’ VCC-301 Component Video Cable (HOCV3R3R3)..................10.50

3 RCA-M to 3 RCA-M Audio/Video Cable
3.3’ (HO3R3R3)....................7.49 6.6’ (HO3R3R6)....................6.50
13’ (HO3R3R13) ...................9.49 16’ (HO3R3R16) ...................9.95
26.5’ (HO3R3R26) .............15.95 49.5’ (HO3R3R49) .............23.50
100’ (HO3R3R99)......................................................................26.99

Kopul
Premium RCA-M to RCA-M Composite Video Cable

1.5’ (KOVARC401) ................6.95 3’ (KOVARC403) ...................8.95
6’ (KOVARC406) ...................9.95 10’ (KOVARC410) ...............12.95
15’ (KOVARC415)................14.95 25’ (KOVARC425)...............17.95
50’ (KOVARC450)...............24.95 100’ (KOVARC4100) ...........43.95

Premium Series RCA Component Video Cable
3’ (KOVRCC403).................15.95 6’ (KOVRCC406).................17.95
10’ (KOVRCC410) ...............19.95 15’ (KOVRCC415) ...............21.95
25’ (KOVRCC425)...............37.95 50’ (KOVRCC450) ..............49.95

Kramer
3 RCA Male to 3 RCA Male Composite Video/Stereo Audio Cable

25’(KRVAM3RVAM25).........28.00 50’ (KRVAM3RVAM50)........49.60

Monster Cable
2-Way 2GHz Low-Loss RF Splitter (MOTGH2RFMKII) ................19.95
4-Way 2GHz Low-Loss RF Splitter (MOTGH4RFMKII) ................29.00
2-Way RF Splitter for CATV Signals MKII (MOSS2RFMKII) ...........7.95
3-Way RF Splitter for CATV Signals MKII (MOSS3RFMKII) ...........9.99

Pearstone
Gold Premium
S-Video Cable

Pearstone
Gold Series

HDMI Cables

Pearstone

RCA-M to RCA-M Composite Video Cable
1.5’ (PECRR1.5)................2.89 3’ (PECRR3).......................3.95
6’ (PECRR6) .....................4.95 10’ (PECRR10) ...................5.50
15’ (PECRR15) .................6.95 25’ (PECRR25)...................7.95
50’ (PECRR50)...............15.95 100’ (PECRR100).............19.95

3 RCA-M to 3 RCA-M Component Video Cable
3’ (PEC3R3R3) .................5.29 6’ (PEC3R3R6)...................9.95
10’ (PEC3R3R10) .............7.95 15’ (PEC3R3R15) ...............8.95
25’ (PEC3R3R25)...........12.49 50’ (PEC3R3R50) ............34.95
100’ (PEC3R3R100)..................................................................42.95

Standard Series S-Video 4-pin Male to 4-pin Male Cable
1.5’ (PESV4C101.5)..........1.95 3’ (PESV4C103) ................1.95
6’ (PESV4C106) ...............2.50 10’ PESV4C110)................3.50
15’ (PESV4C115)..............4.50 25’ (PESV4C125) ..............5.95
35’ (PESV4C135) .............7.50 50’ (PESV4C150) ..............5.95

Gold Premium S-Video Cable
3’ (PEPCSVSV3) ...............9.95 6’ (PEPCSVSV6) ...............10.95
10’ (PEPCSVSV10) ...........6.99 15’ (PEPCSVSV15).............8.99
25’ (PEPCSVSV25) ...........9.99 50’ (PEPCSVSV50)...........27.95
100’ (PEPCSVSV100) .....39.95 150’ (PEPCSVSV150) .......33.50
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KanexPro

High Resolution HDMI Cable With Built-in Signal Booster
25’ (KAHDMI25FTCL).......24.50 50’ (KAHDMI50FTCL) ......49.95
75’ (KAHDMI75FTCL).......74.95 100’ (KAHDMI100FTC).....91.09

HDMI Locking Cable
3’ (KAHDLK3FT)............Log-on 6’ (KAHDLK6FT) ...........Log-on

High-Speed Ethernet 3D Cable
6’ (KAHDMI6FTKNX).........15.95 10’ (KAHDMI10FTKN) ......19.48
25’ (KAHDMI25KNX)..................................................................19.99

Kramer
Standard HDMI Male to HDMI Male Cable 

6’ (KRCHMHM6)............Log-on 10’ (KRCHMHM10)........Log-on
25’ (KRCHMHM25) ..........28.80 35’ (KRCHMHM35)..........47.20
50’ (KRCHMHM50) ...................................................................69.60

HDMI Male to HDMI Male Cable with Ethernet 
3’ (KRCHMHMETH3)......Log-on 25’ (KRCHMHMETH25) .Log-on

High-Speed HDMI Cable With Ethernet
35’ (KRHDMIMMEN35).....66.40 50’ (KRHDMIMMEN50) ....84.00
65’ (KRCHMHMPRO65) ..........................................................Log-on

High-Speed HDMI Flat Cable with Ethernet
25’ (KRMFLATETH25) ......48.80 50’ (KRMFLATETH50) ...Log-on

Monster Cable
6.5’ 700hd High Speed Right Angle HDMI (MOHDMI72)..........39.00
8’ SuperThin HDMI Cable (MO140786) ....................................49.95
13.1’ 700HD High Speed HDMI Cable (MOMC700HD4M) ........54.99

NTW
24AWG High Speed HDMI Cable With Ethernet

3’ (NTHSHDMI2403)...........5.99 6’ (NTHSHDMI2406) ..........9.18
10’ (NTHSHDMI2410).......13.55 15’ (NTHSHDMI2415).......19.97
25’ (NTHSHDMI2825 ) .....16.99 35’ (NTHSHDMI2635).....49.95
100’ (NTHSHDMI241C)............................................................114.00

26AWH High Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet 
50’ (NTHSHDMI2650) ......39.99 75’ (NTHSHDMI2675) ......84.99

28AWG High Speed HDMI Cable With Ethernet
3’ (NTHSHDMI2803)...........3.99 6’ (NTHSHDMI2806) ..........4.99
10’ (NTHSHDMI2810).........8.15 15’ (NTHSHDMI2815) ......11.99
25’ (NTHSHDMI2825)................................................................16.99

XXS-0.11 Ultra Thin Low Profile HDMI Cable w/Redmere Chipset  
3.3’ (NTHD4S01M36) ........6.95 6.6’ (NTHD4S02M36) ........8.50
9.8’ (NTHD4S03M36) ......24.95 16.4’ (NTHD4S05M36)....28.50
32.8’ (NTHD4S10M28) ....57.95 49.2’ (NTHD4S15M28)....75.95

ClarityPro Plenum HDMI Cables
25’ (NTHDMI325MMP) ..140.97 33’ (NTHDMI333MMP) ..189.95
50’ (NTHDMI350MMP) ..279.99 65’ (NTHDMI360MMP) ..299.99

HDMI Copper / Fiber Hybrid CableVideo Cables 
98.4’ (NTNHDMI4H30)............................................................459.15
164’ (NTNHDMI4H50) .............................................................499.50
196.9’ (NTNHDMI4H60) ..........................................................659.99
328’ (NTNHDMI4H100) .........................................................1519.99
492’ (NTNHDMI4H150).........................................................2199.95

Pearstone

High-Speed HDMI to Micro HDMI Cable with Ethernet
1.5’ (PEHDD01.5)...............4.99 3’ (PEHDD03) ....................5.99
6’ (PEHDD06) ....................5.99 10’ (PEHDD10) ..................7.99

High-Speed Mini HDMI (Type C) to HDMI (Type A) Cable
1.5’ (EHDC1.5) ............................................................................7.95
6’ (PEHDC06) ....................7.95 10’ (PEHDC10) ..................9.95

High-Speed HDMI to HDMI Cable with Ethernet in Black
1.5’ (PEHDA1.5) .................5.50 3’ (PEHDA103)...................5.99
6’ (PEHDA106) ...................6.99 10’ (PEHDA110) .................9.79
15’ (PEHDA15) ..........................................................................10.79

Pearstone 
High-Speed HDMI to HDMI Cable with Ethernet in White

1.5’ (PEHDA1.5W)..............4.79 3’ (PEHDA03W) .................5.49
6’ (PEHDA06W) .................5.99 10’ (PEHDA110W) ..............8.95
15’ (PEHDA15W) .......................................................................10.79

Flat High-Speed HDMI to HDMI Cable with Ethernet
3’ (PEHDA103F) .................9.95 6’ (PEHDA106F)...............10.99
10’ (PEHDA110F) .............13.99 15’ (PEHDA115F) .............17.95

Active Braided High Speed Mini HDMI to HDMI Cable
1.5’ (PEHDC1.5ABRD) ......14.95 3’ (PEHDC03ABRD)..........14.95
6’ (PEHDC06ABRD)..........16.95 10’ (PEHDC10BRD) ..........17.95
15’ (PEHDC15BRD)....................................................................22.95

Premium High-Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet
1.5’ (PEHDAP1.5)...............9.95 3’ (PEHDAP03) ..................9.95
6’ (PEHDAP06) ................12.95 10’ (PEHDAP10)...............17.95
15’ (PEHDAP15)...............19.95 25’ (PEHDAP25)..............28.95

Premium Braided High-Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet 
1.5’ (PEHDAP1.5BR) ........12.95 3’ (PEHDAP03BR) ............14.95
6’ (PEHDAP06BR) ............18.50 10’ (PEHDAP10BRD) ........19.95
15’ (PEHDAP15BRD) ........22.95 25’ (PEHDAP25BRD)........39.95

High-Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet
3’ (PEHDAX103).................3.69 6’ (PEHDAX106) ................3.95
10’ (PEHDAX110) ...............5.95 15’ (PEHDAX115)...............6.95

Swiveling HDMI (Type A) Male to (Type A) Male Cable
1.5’ (PEHDAS101.5) ..........9.95 3’ (PEHDAS103) ................9.95
6’ (PEHDAS106) ................8.50 10’ (PEHDAS110) ..............9.95
15’ (PEHDAS115) .....................................................................12.95

Swiveling HDMI to Mini HDMI Cable
1.5’ (PEHDCS101.5)...........7.95 3’ (PEHDCS103) ................6.50
6’ (PEHDCS106).................6.95 10’ (PEHDCS110)...............9.95
15’ (PEHDCS115) ......................................................................12.99

Swiveling HDMI to Right-Angle Mini HDMI Cable
3’ (PEHDCRS103) ............12.99 6’ (PEHDCRS106) ............16.99
10’ (PEHDCRS110) ...........18.99 15’ (PEHDCRS115) ..........23.99

Ultra-Thin HDMI Cable in Black
1.5’ (PEHDA401UTB) .........7.99 3’ (PEHDA403UTB) ............8.49
6’ (PEHDA406UTB) .....................................................................9.99

Ultra-Thin HDMI Cable in White
1.5’ (PEHDA401UTW) ........7.99 3’ (PEHDA403UTW) ...........8.49
6’ (PEHDA406UTW).....................................................................8.99

Active Ultra-Thin HDMI Cable in Black
10' (PEHDAA410UTB) .....11.95 15’ (PEHDAA415UTB)......13.50

Active Ultra-Thin HDMI Cable in White 
10’ (PEHDAA410UTW) .....11.95 15’ (PEHDAA415UTW).....13.50

Active HDMI with RedMere Chipset
35’ (PEHDAA435) ............44.95 50’ (PEHDAA450) ...........62.50
75’ (PEHDAA475) ............86.95 100’ (PEHDAA4100) .....117.50

PNY Technologies
6’ HDMI A to HDMI A (PNHDMIAA6) ............................................3.97
10’ HDMI Micro D to HDMI A (PNMHMICHDMIX) .......................11.99
16’ White Active HDMI Cable (PNHDMI216) ..............................14.25
12’ 3-in-1 Smart Active HDMI Cable Kit (PNHDMIAA12)............29.99

ReTrak
Retractable HDMI A to HDMI A (RECABLEHDAA) .......................15.89
Retractable HDMI A to Mini HDMI C (RECABLEHDAC) ...............11.67
Retractable HDMI A to Micro HDMI D (RECABLEHDAD) ............13.67

Sanho
2.6’ HyperThin HDMI to HDMI Cable (SAAHT08BLACK)............18.99
8.2’ HyperThin HDMI to HDMI Cable (SAAHT25BLACK)............29.95
2.6’ HyperThin Mini HDMI to HDMI Cable (SASAHTM08BLK) ...19.95
2.6’ HyperThin Micro HDMI to HDMI Cable (SASAHTU08BLK)..19.95

Sony
5’ Mini HDMI Cable (SODLCHEM15) .........................................19.99
10’ Mini HDMI Cable (SODLCHEM30) .......................................25.02
6’ High Speed HDMI Cable (SODLCHJ18) .................................19.99
8’ High Speed HDMI Cable (SODLCHJ24).................................22.99
5’ High Speed HDMI to Micro 1.4 Cable (SODLCHEU15)...........18.49
10’ High Speed HDMI to Micro 1.4 Cable (SODLCHEU30).........28.25
3.3’ Slim 4K/3D/Ethernet HDMI Cable (SODLCHE10S).............16.72
6.6’ Slim 4K/3D/Ethernet HDMI Cable (SODLCHE20S).............24.95
6’ Flat 4K/3D/Ethernet HDMI 1.4 Cable (SODLCHJ1.8HF).........34.99
6’ Flat 4K/3D/Ethernet HDMI 1.4 Cable (SODLCHJ24HF)..........29.43
10’ Flat 4K/3D/Ethernet HDMI 1.4 Cable (SODLCHJ3.1HF) .......54.99

Speco Technologies

Standard  HDMI to HDMI Cable in Blue
3’ (SPHDVL3)................Log-on 6’ (SPHDVL6) ...............Log-on
10’ (SPHDVL10) ............Log-on 15’ (SPHDVL15)............Log-on

HDMI  to HDMI Swivel Cable in Blue
3’ (SPHDSW3) ..............Log-on 10’ (SPHDSW10)...........Log-on

Tether Tools
15’ Mini HDMI C to HDMI A (TETPHDCA15)...............................42.95

15’ HDMI Micro to HDMI Cable (TETPHDDA15) ........................42.95

Xtreme Cables

High-Speed Mini HDMI (Type C) Male to HDMI (Type A)
3’ (XTHDMI14M3)........................................................................8.49
6’ (XTHDMI14M6) ..............8.29 12’ (XTHDMI14M12) ........10.99

HDMI 1.4 Cable
3’ (XTHDMI143) .................5.99 6’ (XTHDMI146) .................2.99
10’ (XTHDMI1410)..............6.99 12’ (XTHDMI1412)..............8.95
15’ (XTHDMI1415)..............9.99 75’ (XTHDMI75H) ............99.99
100’ (XTHDMI100H) ..................................................................89.95

High-Speed Braided HDMI Cable with Ethernet
3’ (XTHDMI14BE3).......................................................................8.25
6’ (XTHDMI14BE6) .............5.50 12’ (XTHDMI14BE12) .......12.75

High-Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet
3’ (XTHDMI14E3) ...............4.99 6’ (XTHDMI14E6) ...............4.89
12’ (XTHDMI14E12)............9.99 25’ (XTHDMI25) ..............29.90
50’ (XTHDMI50) ........................................................................49.95
6’ (2-pack) (XTHDMI14E62) ......................................................12.99

6’ Rotating Angle HDMI Cable (XT1806HSHDMI).........................5.99
3’ High Speed Micro HDMI Cable (XT74203) .............................4.95
6’ High Speed Micro HDMI Cable (XT74206)..............................5.98

Pearstone
High-Speed HDMI to HDMI Cable

with Ethernet in White

Pearstone
Active Braided High Speed
Mini HDMI to HDMI Cable 

Pearstone
Premium Braided High-Speed

HDMI Cable with Ethernet 

Pearstone
Active Ultra-Thin 

HDMI Cable
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